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26' 01' .10, :1S .the case fnay be) municipal councils, is
not going to be productive of the best result. I am
out for the very result you are now advocating.
But I am dealing with it from the aspect it has
been put in that question, and 1 l1ave to take the
term County Council as meaning what is ordinarily
meant, namely, a body with only a limited control.
If the question had been-are you in favour of one
body controlling the whole of the municipal councils of the metropolis, my views would have been'
narrowed dO\V11 as to whether it is too iarge or not,
but. when it is, in effect, affirming the policy of one
body extending over the larger area, and with only
limited duties, leaving other bodies with lesser duties,
by the time you come to lop off all the duties that
are mentioned in the question what the municipal
councils would have left to do I fail to see, except
maintain the streets. And when you c;ome to have
the tax;:ttion which would be necessary for that
body; which is necessary for the local bodies, such
a taxation as i;, now being placed on the citizens
of the State of Victoria, we are multiplying our
taxing machines too much.
I would personally
favour unification so far, as municip';d goveniment is
concerned, and. to the fullest extent possible in
area or population, but certainly in area.
r0983. By Mr. Dureau.-What area have vou in
mind in speaking of that?~It is a little diffi~ult to
say, for very obvious reasons; and I would prefer
not to say at the present time.
1°984. B\lt approximately ?-One of the principal
executive officers in Birmingham condemned small
municipalities on the ground that they were too
small to be efficiently managed, but disapproved of
any municipality being so large that any sectlOl}.
of muni~ipal work could not be efficiently controlled
by one head. That is my limit. I do not mind
what the ,area may be, you must divide your work
up into branches under the control of individual
officers" but when an area is so large that that officer
loses his individual eontrol, then the ares is too
larg£,:!o It should be an area that one man can keep
efficient and uniform control over.
'J098.5. By .Mr. cizampion.-bo you think the
aTea administered by the Board or Works would
exceed .. yeur limit ?-I think it is too large,
especially when you come to place upon that body
(J am looking at it now not only from the point
of view ,of the officers, but of the controlling
pm\:ers) the many other dllties, which have been
spdken of, I think the atea then becomes too large.
You must .remember the larger the area the rpore the
body is placed in the haJ.lds of the one individual.
Your chairman of a body is supposed to have a
general knmyledge of everyt~ing; your meJUQers
are supposed to have a good general knowledge.
The.ir knowledge is perhap's better of the particular
work which is carried out bv the committee or committees of, which they are iilembers. Your officers
ha\re to report to those committees, but as soon as
you get :m area that that officer, who is directlv
responsible to the committee, is not able to control
himself, ancl the control has to go away to subofficers again, with independent powers of action,
then you Il,)Se the unity of control, and practically
the controlling factor becomes a subordinate officer
on the outside.
10986. By Mr. Dureau.-Do VOli think it would
be a bad thing if, uncler a tinified Melbourne
scheme, the administrative control was more in
charge of the officers than it is to-day in the case
of the sllbiirbai1 municipali.ty?-No.
I s'!y that
if y,qiir fuunicipa I councillor is at all whole-hearted
in his job, he .ought to have a knowledge of the
details, per~onally.
tog87, As one \vith as much experience of metro·
poiitan municipai work <;lS anyone, do you think

that the municipai councillor of to-day is in such
close touch with. the work of the municipality that
he is not dependent upon his officers for his informatio~ ?-Speaking now as a general principle, no
c.ouncillor can have such a knowledge as not to be
dependent to a degree upon the officer. Necessarily
the officer must h:tvefirst the technical knowledge,
and secondly an even ·better knowledge of the whole
Then it only becomes a qustiOh of degree.
area.
Take the district of Hawthorn. You yourself, as a.
member of that council; by reason of residence,
and the habit of patrolling the place, or by
reason of your business transactions, may know jlist
about as, much as your best officer, but you would
Still, you have a
lhen rather be the exception.
good local knowledge, but you must necessarily be
dependent on the officer as to the nature of the diffi(lilty to be dealt WIth.
10988. Is !lot that local knmvledge supplied more
irl the direction of policy than of administration?Yes, but according to the largeness of the area
which will allow of the knowledge necessary to
frame the riolicy.
1°989. In regard to all things common, would
not the same policy apply right throughout the
metropolitan area ?-In many cases not.
1°990. In What way would the policy, as applied to 111Unicipal administration in Hawthorn, be
different to Collingwood?-You would not dream
of having uniform road construction.
I099I. Why should not Hawthorn have the same
road coiistrUctidn as Collingwood. Why not a unifOi:bi policy?--l mean throughout the whole of
your own dishid.
i0992. Why shohld not Hawthorn have a. tihi.
forih method of road construction, that is, a main
road of a certain form of construction, and a side
road of andthet form, but according to the road
unifbrm throughout ?--J3hrwood·road is a main
road, bUt there are people to be found who will tell
you Glenfetrie-rbad is as important, and that
Auburn-road still rhdte so. Then comes the question; ''lhere does Riversdale-tmid corne in? Let us
magl1ify it a little bit further, and it is Willsmererdad, Ke,i!, or the rbad through to IJoncaster tower.
What will )'our member from Brighton know about
that?
10993. What does the local coimciJlor know now
as to the requiremehts Of
road, excepting as
advised by his eligiheer
should say it he be a
local coUricilior (J am comibg back now to very
small local affairs.
I am dealing with the local
mUriicipal council, \'lhich is the smallest body it is
possibe .td get) he should necessarily have a fair
amolint of local krio'wledge, and I think he has.
10994. But what is the value of his local knowledge as applied to toad construction. He must be
guided by the expert?-Yes, to an 'extent, but if
the expert c:ime along, and said, " I think the road
to Dbntaster should be wood blocked, \Vould. you
accept that.
10995. If he could sho\v that on a road line the
Doncaster-road \vbOd-blockihg wduld in the end be
cheaper and more effective, I think his view should
be accepted ?--The counciiio!s mUst either ha ve
loc::il kiH)\vledge to enable them to deal with the
engineer's. repo:i:t, dt tlWY must. acc~pt it absoIutel y ?-We ate dealing \vith the question
to wnat exteli~ the members
a cOritroliing body
can get a . c~rtain arpotiiit of persorial knowledge,
my point being as the area gecomes larger it becomes. Sd. much more aiffic1,lIt, if ,iiCit impossible, for
him, to ~iid\v anything, about it, all thi\t leading
back tb tHe point that there must be a limitation.
I0996. iJ y. Mr. .soZiy.-There aie practically
three governing bodies in London, viz., the County
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Coullcil, the Borough Coullcil~) alld the City Corporation.
They all have deadv defined duties to
perform. The County Council deals with the fire
brigade, street improvement, bridges, maintenance
of ~treets, paving, lighting, &c. j the other two
bodIes have their
duties. You believe in
a unified municipality?-Absolutely.
.
10997· And you claim that the svstem of unification would b~ superior to having divided duties
pertormed by different local governing bodies, lip to
a certain limited area ?-Absolutely:
r0998. Supposing we had your unilication scheme,
what would you do with the other l':nunicipalities
that were not in the scheme ?-Have further unifIcation ~chemes, and I do not mean necessarily a
large city of MelboulTte.
Jf the metropolis of
Meltxmrne consisted of about six to eight metropolitan municipalit.ies you would have a system very
Each of
nearly ideal in municipal government.
tl~ose would be of, sumcient importance to make it
worth any citizen's while to be a member, whether
he is the best business man, the most brainy man,
o~ whether he be the citizelt who, having money at
IllS command, has got leisure time.
But at the
present time where you have in that area 26 municipal. councils (I say this without the slightest atom
?f dIsrespect to the outer areas) nece;;sarily extendmg ~utwards, and more remote from the centre, their
rJ~qlllrements, their. duties, ~nd their privileges, if
there be ally, are of a mlllOr character as compared with the centre. Without proposing to lay
tJ:lese down as ideal municipalities this plan[handed irzJ-shows the grouping on our tramway
Take Brunswick, Fitzroy, Northcote
scheme.
and Preston, Richmond, Hawthorn and Kew, or
Richmond and. Collingwood, and then you could
h,lVe Hawthorn, Kew, Camberwell, and Nunawading. Take Prahran, Caulfield and Malvern,
Port Melbourne and South Melbourne, or take Port
and South Melbourne as part of the city. Again,
St. Kilda, Brighton, and Moorabbin. In each of
those ~ases, speaking as I do, only roughly and
approxImately, you have community of interest not
only amongst yourselves, but in relation to other
groups and the central city. Then you would form
a municipality which woulel be of a standard, and
would have such sources of revenue as would
enable them to employ the very best staff they can
get to carry out theIr work, under the best possible
circumstances, and you would have a near approach
to what 1 think is ideal municipal government, and
then would disappear the only thing which leads
this question to be asked, viz., how' are you going
to handle one utility which happens to be common
to the ordinary number of municipalities, the tramways to wit, which may have ramifications touching
rq, 15, or 20 different municipalities?
,10999. By 1I1r. Dureau.-How would the city of
Melbourne be affected b) tnat amalgamation of
municipalities ?-Why should not Melbourne take in
Port Melbourne and South Melbourne. Why should
not Fitzroy be a part of it; Brunswick is desirous
of coming in?
I am speaking now,' of course,
w!lhout affirming any principle or policy.
lIOOO. By Mr. Solly.-You claim that that would
be an advantage to the municipalities that came in
as well as an improvement as far as the City Council is concerned ?-If there is a partnership it is
a good thing for both members of the firm. If it
is ,not, it, is not a legitimate partnership. Coming
back to the question of health, which is of common
interest, assuming that there municipalities were
divided up into four unified councils. If one of
those, unified councils neglecred the housing question, neglected sanitation, neglected the disposal of
garbage and filth, (j.nd matters of that kind, that
must of necessity be about where the density of
J

J

population is the greate~t, and assuming that all the
other uniJied councils see to 'that a!' one of their
fIrst duties 011 the most scientific lines, the one
ulHlied council that neglected its duty may be the
means of destroying thousands of lives in the other
l1lUUiclp;t1itles that han: carried out their duties
effective! y
1 point out that what you are
speaking of is nut a defective principle, but a defective administration 011 tht part of a body not
worthy to be intrusted with its job, and what would
happen to that bon)' is what would happen to-day.
in regard to the Hoard of l'ul)lic Health or in
regard to the policeme~l, because tile individual who
WIll not carry out his dllties or the municipalities
that neglects its duties must be brought to book by
the high authority, namely, the State Parliament.
If any serious neglect took place in regard to any
matter affecting the health of the community that is
what would happen.
11001. Take the question of food adulteration.
In connexion with that we have divided authority.
Each municipality carries out the law, or is supposed to do so.
As a matter of fact, it is the
greatest farce that was ever perpetrated on the
community (-1 thillk you need hardly be so emphatic.
In some cases, )Jerhaps it has not been
carried out to its fullest extent, but when Parliament takes upon itself to say how _much a man
shall do, and how much a municipality shall do,
you must not .complain that that amount only is
done. Parliament felt it incumbent to say, "You
shall purchase three sampleb f')! every thousand of
the population.
Necessarily those municipalities
If they do not, they are
must carry that out.
amenable for a breach of the law which Parliament
makes.
11002. Would it 110t be better to have an undivided authority?-No, because the influences in
work in one may be at work in the larger one, and
multiply the effect.
IIOOJ.. The act is not administered
so well
through some ot these municipalities neglecting to
do their work, whereas if there were only one
authority, and it neglected to do its work, the peopte
would soon recognise it, and have the thing altered?
-Unfortunately, that is a detail which the people
possibl y could not know, and as to its being recognised, let me give an illustration. The population of a place we will say IS 60,000, according to
statistics. . According to another set of statistics it
is £6I,000. What would you think of the Board'
of Health if it sent out all intimation that tne
municipality which Ii"ad sent in 180 samples had
not carried out the Act, although it had taken the
three samples for every thousand.
.
IIo04. By Mr. Dureau.-Your contention is that
the half-dozen groups of municipalities for the
whole area indicated by you would each be sufficently large and important to guarantee efficient
administration ?--Yes, and to. justify the obtaining
of the services of the best staff and the best appliances. ,On the simple matter of appliances I
will give an illustration: You have an ordinary
horse and dray because you cannOt afford more,
but a motor van properly and efficiently manned
would do the work of two or three much better.
1I00j. By .Mr. Chan1.<piolt.-On the question of
administration of the storm water drainage, do you
not think that some improvement could be devised
of the present municipal administration.
Within
my own knowledge there have been disputes between municipalities as to the proportion of costs
that each shall contribute towards the construction
of a drain running through more than one municipality.
I can remember one which led to a
law suit, Northcote v. Preston. and others which
have. been submit':'Xl to the Minister of Public
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Works for decision under the Local Government siding, and its own system of motor vehicle to bring
Act.
Again, as you kngw, there have been dis- tl1e metals in to the siding. We would not think
cussions as to what is to be done to improve the of having 26 quarry sites ana 26 sets of machinery,
Riley-street drain, which aff,ects the municipalities nor does it necessarily follow that it would be ex· of Melbourne, Fitzroy, anti Collingwood_ The divi- pedient to have one institution doing for the whole
sion of control of storm waters ;due to municpal lot.
boundaries does not seem to conduce to the most
110,,3. Would there be any advantages from the
effective and quickest way of dealing with those view point of dust suppresslOn ?-That is an enquestions ?-I think the suggestidn I made just gineering matter, and as far as our experience of
now will reduce those difficulties very largely in- tl7e last two years is concerned, it shows conclusively
deed j in fact, to such an extent as to render any that the whole of your engineers will recommend
other machinery unnecessary.
the. same thing.
Get the smooth, hard surface,
II066. In fixing the boundaries you suggest, I
which is impervious to water, and you have your
presume you would be influenced by water-shed lirst and main factor towards dust suppression.
lines ?-N'o. I would not allow that to be a dis110I4. Do you think you would be more likely
turbing factor, because it may be entirely at fault t(1 get the recommendations of engineers adopted
· with the population, and population should be more \Iith regard to road construction by the smaller
a factor than the physical features of the country. number of municipalities than at present?-I am
I think it is a matter which might be wel! left sure you would.
to the judgment of the reduced number of municipal councils referred to. For instance, we carry
lIors .\Vith regard to lighting, do you consider
the whole of the stormwater drain from a section of j-he municipalities you have in view, would be large
enough for each to have its own power house?Prahran all the way through the city of Melbourne. Not necessarily.
As far as electricity is conI 100 7. What part is that ?-Past High-street,
cernecL I do not see why there should not
down by the hospitaL We tapped some of the be a' smaUer number of- power-houses. with
drainage there, and brought it down St. Kilda-road. greater transmission, but again, subject toJ:l~ better
Prahran has never paid a penny, and we'- hav!;
· never asked them to do so. On the other hand, opinion of engint.:-ers, the length of transmission will
when we got to St. Kilda-road we passed it on to lIullify your benefits under certain circumstances.
South Melbourne.
Never until the last twelve As 1 understand it, as a layman, if you have an
exceptionally cheap SOurce of supply either by
months or two years has there been a question
raised, and then a very minor question raised a big having working power or working at the pit mouth
difficulty.
you may be able to generate at such a price as will
lIOOS. This
question has become important help to cover the extra. cost necessary for longer
during the last seven or eight years ?-It has, be- transmission.
cause what was good enough for the old style of
Ilor6. Do you think the municipalities indicated
government is not good enough to-day. Our system by you could borrow money cheaper than the preof water drainage must Qe of superior character, sent municipalities '--I am sure of it. An outside
hence it is more costly. Answering your question, municipality .probably floats its own loan locally
\\' ith some loca I institution which takes the lot.
I think the matter is not sufficiently important to
warrant making special machinery. It can be dealt There is no question arising there as to its stability,
with easily enough by a smali number of muni- and it is then possible to do better with regard to
cipalities, because the probabilities are there would interest than it otherwise would, but if an indivinever be more than two under such a system of clual municipa.lity had to go into a strange market,
grouping as I mentioned.
say, to London, it probabJy would not float its loan
IIo09. By Mr. Dureau.-Assuming that your
under the same favorable conditions as a big central
proposal for half-a-dozen municipalities. in the municipality would. The City of Melbourne could
metropolis is adopted, will you explain what the go anywhere for money.
advantages will then be as_ compared with the
IIOIj. Can you say what is the average rate of
present?-The advantages would be these: First interest paid by the City of Melbourne ?-About
· of all, the evil of numbers would be very consider- £3 ISS. 9d .
ably reduced. Any evil which existed in regard to
lIOIS. Do you know how that would compare
joint action by the 26 municipalities is very largely with the suburban municipalities ?-It would hardly
reduced. Then very patent and important things compare for this reason. In giving you an average
will be possible with six, which seem, impossible we are dealing with some of our earliest loans, and
with the 26.
some of those were at 4! per cent.
nOlO. Will you give an illustration of that?11019. r should imagine that the City of MelTake the question of destructor.
No one would bourne to-day could borrow on much more favorable
dream of putting up a destructor to take the refuse terms than a suburban municipality?-I should say
from a larger area than would be comprised within it could.
one of those grous. The vahle of a destructor is
rI020. At least a. quarter per cent. better?-I
limited by the length of route. If you have to should think so. Of course, if you are floating
cart 6 or 8 miles to a destructor, you are going to your loan with a certain society which we all know,
make it very costly, and you will look I think that society who knows your security is good, is
either for a tip or some one to join you in putting prepared to take up your loan at a certain rate of
in another destructor, because the moment you interest, but perhaps there is not the same rate 'of
saddle that permanent institution with the haulage interest as there is on the money market generally,
from the extreme boundaries those boundaries must or if you are dealing with outside purchasers, say,
be very close together. Therfore, with a system on the Stock Exchange.
of a larger municipality each o( those could easily
lIOll. But if you want to get the best terms is
within its own limits carryon all thes minor works it not necessary to make the IOiln open for all?with efficiency and economy of cost.
Possibly; I only mention the difference between goIIOI1. In minor ""orks, would you include metal
.ing to a certain insuranCE' company as against going
supply?-Yes, why noij5
on the market, and trusting to the market for your
IIOIZ. Would you regard that as an apt illusmoney.
tration of the above?-Yes, why should not each of
II022. Do you know what is the loan liability
those groups have its own quarry land with its own outside of Melbourne ?-No.
16\l98.
2T
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On the question of these suburban municipalities as indicated by you applied to markets
(T do not mean meat markets), do you think they
would be large enough to justify a market in each
municipality?-No, in sonie cases they would not.
A market is not a matter of area altogether. It is
largely ·a matter of population on the one hand and
production on the other, and the purchaser does not
want six or eight markets. It divides up his purchasing opportunities or rather the opportunities for
the sale of his goods. You know that the individual municipalities have started markets, and so
far as an ordinary retail market is concerned probably successfully. Prahran and South Melbourne
have very good mark<:ts, but they are very close to
the city. Of course South Melbourne is partly a
wholesale market. I do not think Prahran is to the
same extent.
11024. Do you think those municipalities could
Iriore effectively deal with infectious diseases than
is now done ?-The larger municipalites could unmistakably, because it would enable them to maintain a proper and efficient health staff, to my mind
one of the most important staffs a municipality
should have.:
11025. And do you think that the ~resent system
in regard to infectious diseases is in ineffective?Do you mean the larg~r number of municipalities.
li026. Municipalities within
the metropolitan
area generally; I do not mean any individual municipality?-l do not think it is fair to expect your
medical officer of health in a district outside the
city to devote his time to an epidemic for the nominal· salary he gets at present, and in that case I
consider it is of vital importan~e to that municipality
that it is not able to have what I call an efficient
man (by the term efficient I· do not mean that the
particular man is not competent), but there is a
limit to what you can expect your medical officer to
do for £50 or £100 a year.
II027. Then you maintain that each municipality
should have its whole-time health officer ?-Yes, unmistakeably for every municipality, and the municipalities should be able to carry that expense.
II028. And whatever additional staff as assistants is necessary for proper adminjstration ?-It is
for that reason I argue for the larger municipalities
rather than for the 26 individual municipalities of
to-day.
II029. To-day we have an infectious diseases
hospital, and the municipalities may voluntarily join
in that. Do you think that is a good system ?-AIthough I do not think compulsion should be necess:uy, that is a matter which should be universal,
and certainly the City Council has used its best
efforts to bring that about.
11030. Do YOll think there would be a saving in
salary?-No.
II031. Which do you consider is of the greatest
importance in regard to municipal work, economy,
or efficiency of administration ?--Efficiency of administration under all conditions, because it will
more than pay for itself. I am not now contending
for superior positions with large salaries attached,
but I am satisfied of this that you will have the
work of your municipality done under the most
efficient means economically, or fr01]l a point of view
of skill. You will get the best results and on the
cheapest terms. Take road construction.. If you
are going to have efficient work you will get
economy.
11032. For the purposes of comparison with regard to expenses, I am assuming the service is at
present, do you mean that an equal number in staff
would be required ?-It is not altogether the actual
number, but the point is you are able to concentrate efforts. Supposing you have in an outside
11023.

':f ".l~' : ~'-~·~!.;C,~~I:f:~ig~~~
municipality one officer who is your sanitary in.
spector and that he looks after the administration
of the Dog Act and does something else. That I
do not think is efficiency, but with your larger
municipality it might be well worth while to have
a man whilst occupying a minor position to look
after the Dog Act for the whole of your municipality. leaving the proper sanitary officer to do his
own work. With the concentration of his energies
on that one job it would produce uniformity through·
out the whole of the larger area.
I I033. Do you think it would cost more to administer the municipalities under your proposal?I would not say it would co~t more, because what
you would save in numbers (and you will not save
much) you will certainly have to make up for by
paying more to get a higher standard of officer, and
it will be well worth while.
II034· In the proposed amalgamation of Hawlhorn, Kew and Camberwell, after providing for a
considerable increase in the salaries paid to all
principal officers, the total saving was estimated at
about £200 a year ?-I do not think it would come
to that, and if any individual argues for unification
of municipal government and looks to the saving of
salaries as its principal features he will come down.,
Certainly one expects to save something if it is possible to dispense with the services of officers who are
being duplicated, but I think you will finq, that with
more efficient government which you will then desire to have, you will have ample work under proper supervision for practically the same number of
officers. You may be able to combine, and that
extent, save one or two in each staff, but you will
have to improve the status of those who are there.
[1035. What would you recommend should be
done with the present town halls under your proposed scheme ?-The very best you can.
I I036. Ha\'e you anything in -mind ?-They could
be turned into technical schools for one thing, and
with a larger municipality you would be able to do
to-day without an unreasonable tax upon the citizens
what very few of us are doing.
.
1I037. There would be no difficulty then with
regard to the town halls ?-No, because they are
there, and you cannot scrap them. If they were of
a kind you could afford to scrap you coul.d probably
sell the land, although no municipality ought to sell
an inch of the land it can get hold of.
l1038. Are there any other advantages you can
mention in connexion with the grouping you advocate ?-At the present time I know of no defects.
Every result, to my mind, must be for good.
11039. Would there not be some conflict of interests as' against the one unified body for the one
area ?-l cannot conceive of any conflict of interest
that is going to be beyond the powers of" a good
average business man to overcome. There will be
less localism than in the smaller municipalities at'
to-day.
I 1040. But supposmg you dispense entirely with
that localism and adopted unification ?-Then you
must cut it off· from the outside, because, as I said
before, there is a limit to the area to which your
one body can apply.
11041. Do you think it would be advisable to
helve your six municipalities dealing with local
matters a·nd your separate Boaid or Trust dealing
with the few matters that are absolutely common to
·all, such as fire brigades, trarn\vays, sewerage,_ and
water supply?-You cannot help it, thatis just my
difficulty. We have the Metropolitan Board of
Works carrying out the sewerage and water supply
business for the metropolis. The work of that
Board is of sufficient importance to take the time
which it' can hope to get from its members, and ·if
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that work is done efficiently those members have done
their share of the citizens work and are doing good
work, but the moment you pllt on to that same
Board or any other body all the .other duties that
are mentioned in the question put to me you are
going to produce something which will tend to not
so satisfactory administration.
11042. Is not the tendency to-day to place adadministration in the hands of a few men. as illustrated in the Government's proposal in regard to
the Harbor Trust, as against a larger number of
men on Trusts or Boards ?-Not altogether; and J
do not know that it is always the best. I am not
Prepared to say. 1 do not know that the svstem of
railway management by three commissioners' is absolutely the best. AfteT all, it depends greatly upon
the administration. I do not know that it needs a
large body. The difficultv comes in where to draw
the l i n e . '
:rr04". Would you, for instance, 'think it advisable to amalgamate the Metropolitan Board and the
Fire Brigade Board ?~-No, for this reason: There
are two interests involved in the Fire Brigades
Board which are not in the Metropolitan Board,
viz., the insurance companies and the Government.
If you had asked me w'ould I consider the work of
the Metropolitan Fire Brigades as being one which
could be blended with the Metropolitan Board of
Works, I should probably have said yes, because
then you \vould have the one authority dealing with
the water supply in every sense of the word.
J r044. Could not both the Government and the
insurance companies contribute to the cost of the
Fire Brigades Board if it were controlled by the
Metropolitan Board in the same way as if it were
controlled by a separate Board ?-'-No, because thev
have repre~entation in connexion with the conduct
of the business of either Board, and both the Government and the insurance companies, and particularly the latter. would object to be taxed without
having some opportunity of representation.
H04.'. You consider that representation is necessary to justify the tax upon the insurance companies
or the Government ?-Let me reverse that, and say
that the tax on the insurance companies would be
sufficient to justify their having representation. The
taxation is not as in the case of an ordinary citizen,
but an institution, for example, "We, the select
few; we, the fire insurance companies, who get a
return for our money."
I consider that the fire
insurance companies get very good value for every
cent they contribute to the Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board.
II046. Wouid you recommend that storm waters
be taken over by the Metropolitan Board ?-No. I
do not see the least connexion between them.
II047. By, 111r. Champion.-ln Sydney the storm
waters are largely associated with the sewerage. It
is a combined system ?-But there the sewerage is
discharged into certain portions of the ocean.
11048. It is generally understood (I am only
speaking as a layman) that you could not have that
combination here, because under our present system
the whole of the matter has to be pumped, and then
got rid of after that ?~I take it that if we had a
natural discharge into the ocean, there is no earthly
reason why the storm waters should not do some
of the flushing.
11°49. Do not you think storm waters are a matter common to all in these centres. Take Camberwell, for instance.
The' population grows and
spreads into the municipality beyond, and that
municipality discharges its water into Camberwel1.
Camberwell made ample provision for the carrying
off of the water in its own territory, also the natural
drainage that caDle in from the ad joining territory,
but owing to that drainage being, diverted from its

natural flow by the increase of population and its
being (Jischarged into the inner municipalities at a
given point, it is necessary for them to incur very
much larger expenditure to carry off that water?But. with that deviation you speak of the municipality takes the responsibility.
11050. Not necessarily deviation, but concentra- \
tion ?-But you mean natural concentration by substitllting galvanized iron for grass. That simply
means that you get more rapid delivery at a given
time. You will get it very much quicker, and more
at a time.
,
tIo:;!. Supposing one central authority had control of the storm waters ?-I am satisfied that any
good that one central authority could do in the way
of overcoming- disputes would be more than counterrl3.1anced by the harm that would be done by being
in conflict with the local authorities along all it'!
"JOrk. Any difficulties which arise now are merely
disputes of very'small character between the adjoining municipalities, and can be easily overcome.
II052. Have you any:thing further to say with
regard to the amalgamated groups of municipalities?
-1 want to speak against the creation of the
County Council, because I consider, in the first instance, it is not practicable. I would not say it is
not possible, but it certainly is not practicable, in
my opinion. The immensity of the area, coupled'
with the fact that it is to be vested with the whole
of the services or utilities which have been mentioned, to my mind makes it impossible of E'fficient
admihistratioIl, not only on the part of the staff,
but on the part of the members of the power, which,
in my opinion, is the more important point. The
working of the machinery is such that' I think it
will necessarily make it cumbersome.
It will be
too difficult for the average member to thoroughly
follow, and then you will get bad results. I think
it is also costly in soine' ways, because there is
bound to be a multiplication or duplication of some
of the effort, and the means of the cost of that
effort.
II05:~· By ilh. Solly.-You stated that the debt
of the County Council ran into £80,944,942. The
net debt of the Council, according to Robert
Donald's Year-Book, :pst Marr.h, 19ro, was
£51,316,721, and the reasOn for that is that the
London County Council is practically a banker for
the local authorities in and around London j but
the impression would be left, according to the evidence given, that the debt of the London County
Council was £81,000,000 ?~What I said. is perfectly correct, but you will remember that I had not
then gone into details as to how that loan money
had been expended. The net debt of the Council
at :Fst March, 1910, was £51,3I6,72:1, of which
£I1,527,804 is in respect of revenue-producing
undertakings, and £39,788,917 is in respect of
rates, services, including steam-boats and worKS
accotmt.
. t 10.:;4· I presume the reason why the local
authorities borrow from the London County Council
is becq.llse they can get their money much cheaperthan if they borrowed from any bankers on their
Own account. You will find they borrow at 2! per
cent. and .) per cent. ?-We coula float at S per
cent., but what should we get for it.
It was a
matter of discussion when the City Council floated
its last loan whether it should float at Sf per cent.
or 4 per cent. It is a Question of calculation. The
conncil had the benefit of experts in finances in its
own membership, and also had the opportunity of
conferring with other experts who are associated with
it, and it' decided upon a certain course.
1I055. Is the fact that they get the money
cheaper from it than elsewhere one of the reasons
why the local authorities ~rrow fJom the London
2 T ,:z
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County Council ?-I think that was the main reason.
Let me quote a paragraph :_H :Most of the loans
of the local London authorities are borrowed from
the London Countv Council. which thus acts as
banker to the other' public bodies. The gross debt
of the Council at .'{lst 1hrch, 1910, was
£80,994,94 2." So that, whilst the County Council still has a loan indebtedness of that,' it has
'assets. Those assets may be steam~boats j they may
be blocks of housing property, or they may be loan.s
secured on the revenue of the other municipalities.
110 59.: "The income brought in by those locallyowned things is over £2,000,000 t--No, the amount
"that is brought in from interests on loans advanced
to local authorities is £562,080. The other revenues
ar~ from local taxation--licensing, &c., £623,000;
'beer and spirit duties, £15°,000; rents, £144,000,;
sundry contributions, £286,000; making a total
'of £2,528,925.
II057. They have invested £Il,OOO,ooo on reproductive works?-Yes.
, 'I IO 'i8. What is the income from those reproductive ,vorb ?.:.-.Not so much as one would expect,
but the question is which are the particular works.
The revenue is almost wholly from the tramways.
II?59. What is that revenue ?-£:2,236,630 from
th~ tramways, out of the'total of £2,432,186,.
I
would like to refer now to some of the objections
which I heard at Home in regard to this federated
boor, and I might say I met them practically everywhere, certainly in all the prc;'JVincial cities.-[Wit. rlf!ss here 'read the objections referred to. T !tese
were comments by prominent members of provincial
city councils and others associated witJt tlte London
County Council, and strongly supported the policy
of imification as against federation,]
, II060. By Mr. Solly.~What mileage will they
have when the lines are linked?-I should not like
to say without reference to some of their maps,
, II06I. By lIfr. Champion.-What is-the greatest
length of line in operation from the centre of such
a ,system as that, Manchester, for instance?'-':'J
oould not answer that.
Witness withdrew.
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,William George Toop! Goodman, Chief Engineer
and General Manager of the Adelaide electric
tramway system, sworn and examined.
II062. By Mr. Champion.-I understand you
'have had a long experience in connexion with the
, construction and management of tramway systems?
'---'Yes, an experience extending over eighteen years.
II063. Have you visited Great, Britain and
America within recent years ?-I went round the
, world eight years ago, and inspected on that trip
no less than sixty-three different tramway systems.
II064. In connexion with the Adelaide tramway
,system you have recently inl'talled, I understand,
a eompletely new system of electric tramways, have
you not ?-I was intrusted with the designing and
the carrying out of the whole electric tramway sys'tern in Adelaide.
A portion of the system has
been in operation for two years, and three months,
and we are extending the system every day. At

the present time we have 66 miles of single track
under operation electrically, and shortly the total
mileage will reach 85 miles of single track.
II065. That will be very nearly equal to the
total length of the Melbourne cable tramway systhem, will it not?-It will approximately be of the
same length.
II066. Could you state, for the benefit of the
Commission, the other systems which you have designed, and supervised the construction and management of ?-I was responsible for the designing,
construction, and management of the Dunedin elec.tric tramways, in New Zealand, and also the hightension power transmission scheme, by means of
which the power is obtained to operate tne tramways, It is a water power plant, and the power
is transmitted, at 35,000 volts, a distance of 35
miles to Dunedin, In addition to that. I held the
position of electrical engineer to the Tr~mway, Construction Branch of the Public Works Department
in New South Wales for three Years, and carried
out a very great portion of the designing and supervision of the construction of the George-street tramway, Rose Bay tramway, Gore Hill tramway, and
the Willoughby tramways. I have also earried out
work in connexion with the Wellington tramways,
and the Auckland tramways, in New Zealand, and
have also been consulted bv the New Zealand Government on the electrific~tion of railways, and'
local authorities, in connexion with the installation
of tramways; and at the present time I am reporting to the South Australian Government on the electrification of the suburban railways, and the Tasmanian Government on the proposed electric railway from Hobart to the Huon. I had many years'
experience in Europe before coming to Australia.
I 1067. What do you consider the relative advantages of the overhead svstem and the conduit
system of electric traction f~r tramways, and what
are the objections to each, especially for a city like
Melbourne ?-In answer to that question, the overhead system has, in my opinion, every advantage
oVer any othel system of electric traction that has
been operated, and of which experience has been
had" up to the present time. I make that statement on the grounds of the flexibility of the overhead system, and on the fact that its construction
i, cheaper, and its cost of maintenance is less, than
that of any other system. The overhead system
ha;.. Lt distinct feature in that the application of
the electricitv to the cars can be earried out irre~pective of -the permanet way, so that it leaves
one free to make any alterations and additions, and
to put in any cross-overs, turn-outs, and junctions
without the necessity of expensive alterations to
the distribution system of the electric current, and
t carry out that work with a miniinum' of cost,
because with the overhead system there are no subterraneous conduits necessary in connexion with the
permanent way, The only objection that has ever
been raised to the overhead system has been purely
on resthetic grounds, and the alleged disfigurement
of thoroughfares. In most cases, after the installation of the overhead system, one hears very few
objections on those lines. When I was intrusted
with the designing of the Adelaide system, the
Tramway Trust instructed me to submit a report
on the question of adopting the conduit or surface
contact system, in preference to the overhead system, in the main streets of the city of Adelaide,
as the overhead type of construction was objected
to, more or less, on resthetic grounds. I pointed
out in my report that it was in every way inad c
visable to have two types of construction, that is
to say, that the whole tramway system in Adelaide
should be operated by one method of distribution,
C)
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and 'that that system should be of the overhead
'type. I pointed out that the, cost of construction
of the overhead system is cheaper tnan that of any
other system, and that it is far more reliable and
possesses greater freedom from the ,risk of breakdown or delays to traffic. I also stated that it was
far· easier to carry out repairs, and that the type
of the overhead sYstem can be varied to suit local
requirements; that is to say, the type of construction adopted in the main thoroughfares of the
city could be more elaborate than the type of construction necessary on outlying lines. There are
three types of overhead construction-the central
pole, the steel or wooden span pole, and the side
bracket pole construction. We had to practically
eliminate from our construction the side bracket
pole construction, which is a type greatly used in
England, where they use what they term the swivelhead trolley. The swivel trolley is not advisable
in
like Melbourne or Adelaide, It allows
the trolley wire to be some feet away from the
centre of the permanent way, but it does not admit of operating such high speeds as with the fixed
trolley heads, which necessitate the trolley wire
being located coincident with the centre of the
track. The fact that we proposed to operate at
high speed prohibited, in Adelaide, the consideration of the side bracket type.. We a dopted the
other two types, the centre pole and the span pole.
In my opinion, it is inadvisable to put centre poles
in any thoroughfare less than 99 feet wide, and
even then, the local conditions have to be considered as to whether the thoroughfares are suitable for steel centre pole construction. In streets
less than 99 feet wide, I would say that in all
cases side span pole construction should be adopted.
The Melbourne city streets are not too wide to admit of span wires to carry the trolley wires. Regarding the resthetic grounds of objection to the
overhead span pole type of construction, all you
have in addition to the span poles-which are
:,;paced at in,tervals of 120 feet to 130 feet apartare the span wires from pole to pole, and the two
troIley wires over the track, all the other conductors
CJn be carried underground. When it· is borne in
mind that the type of construction which is adopted
generally in connexion with the Telegraph and
Telephone Department, and Electric Lighting Company, has little regard to resthetic principles, I
think the objection to neat ornamental steel poles
Oil the side of the road is far less than to the
hideous poles we see at the present time carrying
the wires I have referred to.
II068. A great many of. the wires in the city of
Melbourne will soon be put underground in tunnels in the main streets ?-But ill the outlying portions they will still have to be carried overhead.
We 'had that in front of us when dealing with Ih€'
question in Adelaide. The result was that my
Trust entered into negotiations with the PostmasterGeneral and the Electric Lighting Company, with
a view of transferring their respective conductors
to the tramway poles. The result is that where
we had roads with telegraph and telephone wires
on one side. and the electric lighting wires on the
other side, on different types of poles and set at
all angles, those wires have now been transferred
to our steel span poles, and all the wooden poles
have been removed, so that it provides a much
neater type of construction for carrying telegraph
and telephone wires and the electric lighting wires.
All you have in addition for tramway purposes,
where it is necessary to carry those wires on the
side of the road, are the span wires which support the trolley wires over the tracks, and you have
a much neater type of construction for the telegraph and electric lignting wires,
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11069. So far as the span wires are concerned,
Melbourne presents rather an ideal spot for the installation of that system, because there are very
few curved junctions, does it not ?-Yes, but with·
the installation of the electric system, it will be
necessary to increase those curved junctions, in
order to get more flexibility. Even with the curved
junctions, if the type of overhead construction is
properly designed, it cannot be called an eye-sore.
Referring to the Adelaide system, after consideration of the points I have mentioned, the Trust decided to adopt the overhead system throughout the
city and suburbs. That decision was arrived at
a fter careful consideration of the relative advantages and disadvantages of other systems of distribution. In order to show the Commission the
benefit obtained by carrying telegraph and electric
light wires on steel span poles, I have had some
photographs taken, to show the neat eonstruction
we are able to get by erecting steel poles instead
of wooden p~les-[pltotograPhs exhibited and explained to the members of 'the Commission]. On
the right of the first photograph the wires on the
side poles are those of the Electric Lighting Company, and on the left of the picture are the wires
of the Telegraph anI Telephone Department, and
the wires crossing between the two poles in the
front of the picture and over the span wire, is a
cannexion from the Electric Lighting Company's
line to a house on the right-hand side of the road.
Jf you carefully examine that picture, you will
see that the span wire is hardly noticeable at a
very short distance. The spacing of those poles
is I20 feet. You will notice at a distance of 249
fect you can hardly see either the span wires or
the trollev wires. That is a double track construction, and' is quite close to the centre of the city.
No. 2 photograph was taken in one of the suburbs,
and shows a single track with overhead construction. In this case, of course, the side poles are
llecessarv, as with the double track, and the only
difteren~e is that we have two trolley wires over
the track instead of one.
That is necessary, in
order to ayoid frogs on the turn-outs, and we
simply deploy one of the wires over the turn-out,
and we also get the advantage of the extra copper
and the saving in the cost of feeders. In photograph No. 3 you will see, on. the right-hand side
of the picture, the Electric Lighting Company's
poles, in addition to the tramway poles.
The
wires are just being transferred to the tramway
poles. and those white poles are being removed.
On the left of the picture, you will see that the
wires of the Postal Department have been transferred to the tramway poles, and you will notice
that one or two poles have yet to be removed.
Photograph No. 4 was taken within the city, and
Rhows the Electric Lighting Company's wires on
the right-hand side, and the wires of the Post and
TeleO'raph Department on the left. The wire crossing ~ver the span wire in front of the picture is
a connexion from the telephone wires to a house
on the right-hand side. You will observe that the
Within the
span wires are hardly noticeable.
centre .of the city, and in busy thoroughfares, we
have carried the feeders underground, and we have
some miles of underground feeders. In the outIying suburbs, in order to keep down cost of construction, we carrv the feeders overhead. Photograph No. 5 was' taken close to the cathedral, on
T?at
the hill, going towards North Adelaide.
photograph shows the hideous type of constructIon
followed by the Post and Telegraph Department,
as compared with the neat pole necessary for the
tramways. I have had those photographs taken in
order to show exactly how that work is carried out,
and also what would be the advantage to Melbourne
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by erecting neat side ~ poles and doing away with &c ?-That includes a proportionate cost of every.
the. wooden poles which carry the electric light thing in connexion 'with the installation, but the
• mams and the telephone and telegraph wires. cost per mile basis is a very misleading figure to
This plan I have here is a cross-section of a street, compa~ the different systems by. I mean to say
and it is one of the narrowest thoroughfares on' the cost per mile whether underground or overhead
which we operate electric cars. We have a double construction· depends really on the traffic density
track, and the width between the kerbs is only 39 per mile. The permanent way cost whichever type
feet. You will notice there that if it were not for of construction is adopteJ is a constant, but the
the Electric Lighting Company's mains and the rolling-stock cost, workshops cost", distri.bution !=ost,
telegraph and telephone wires, there is nothing car depot cost, power station cost; and administranecessary on the poles except the span wire attach- tion cost, and other costs are variables and entirely
ment, and the two wires over the track.
I made proportional to the traffic density; so that you can
that cross-section in order to show one of our main see if you have a system where you have to operate
thoroughfares, and the amount of room taken up a one minute service that the cost of all items,
by, the cars, and the exact type of overhead con- apart from the permanent way, would be practically
struction we have adopted. You will notice that double what it would· be with a system where you
'we have IO feet between track centres where we have to operate a two minute service. Therefore
h'ave span-wire construction.
Our cars are 8 ft.
the cost per mile for comparative purposes
to a
3 in. over all, which allows I ft. 9 in. between certain extent misleading, unless you compare the
passing cars, which is in excesS of that stipulated relatiVl~ cost of permanent way onry, and then only
by the British Board of Trade. I .would like to if you bear in mind the type of construction. Those
emphasize the very great advantage of the overhead figures relating to London would be increased here
system in enabling one to carry out additions and very materially, especially with regard to the cost
alterations, as compared with any underground sys- of labour, and the heavy duty we have to pay, and
tem of distribution. In my opinion, this is neces- the cost of the transportation of material. The
sary more than ever in the central portions of a Electrical material must be imported, because it
city as compared with the outlying suburbs. Fre- would not pay to manufacture it in Australia, the
quently ext~a crO:is-over roads have to be put in, demand is so intermittent here. I have emphasized
a:·') extra jllnctionsand alterations, in order to the fact of the inflexibility comparatively of the
f"J.itate traffic and to give increased flexibility. underground conduit system, and I would like to
YC:J C:.c:: do that at a minimum' of cost with overpoint out that it is far more costly to maintain; it
!:ead co::struction. We repeatedly put in cross-over i~ far more liable to breakdown than the overhead
IV)'}' during the night, and it can be seen that if
system; and a matter of the utmost importance is
yOI.' kId ,an underground system, either surface the maintenance of rolling-stock which is more
cc:',tact or conduit, such work could not be- carried expensive with the underground system than with
out under two or three weeks, and only then at the overhead trolley system j the upkeep of the
very great expense and delays to traffic. Then underground system is far more expensive, and its
again, we can temporize by puttillg in cross-over liability to breakdown is far greater than any other
roads on the surface of the track, which can be . type of construction. The other day I was reading
used as emergency cross-overs .in case of the break- some returns in regard to the New York system
ing of a water main or a big fire. We simply run where, out of 2,000 cars, they always have 100 cars
out these temporary cross-over roads and shunt the disabled, owing to damage and breakdown of
cars to the point we desire, and you have not the ploughs. You eliminate that risk with overhead
opportunity of doing that with any other type of construction. The ploughs are a frequent cause of
,construction. In connexion with the second part difficulty, not only in connexiOll witl;1 the cost of
of the first question, I really cannot see that the maintenance, but the cost 'of insuring that you shall
,conduit system has any advantages over any other not get an electrical breakdown. Then there is the
system, except on resthetic grounds. The objec- additional trouble and cost of keeping the conduit
tions to the underground conduit system are very clean, owing to the deposits of detritus and mud,
many. especi;(lly in Melbourne, where consideration , which always accumulate in wet weather. When I
has to be given to the effect of storm-water drain- . say keeping clean, it is not merely the cost of
age. Unless you have effective storm-water drain- 'scraping out this mud and detritus, but the cost
age, 111 my opinion, you should not adopt the of keeping the conductor rails, insulators, and supunderground conduit system, because it seems to ports free from the mud that gets on to them. At
me that in times·of especially wet weather, \'then .times of heavy rains in Melbourne I think that that
you are liable to get the conduit flooded, it is more trouble would he a very important matter if the
necessary than ever that you should be in a posi- underground system were adopted. I feel very
tion to carry your people. It is very undesirable strongly on the obj ectionsto the underground. COll'when, Qwing to stress of weather, you have'lo tie duit system, and I think that it should not be
up the tramway service at the very time you want adopted unless the overhead system is absolutely
it. In wet weather, at crush-loading hours, you prohibited j firstly, on the ground of cost; secondly,
carry more people than in fine weather, because a on the ground of flexibility; and, thirdly, on the
person who in normal weather rides a bicycle, or ground of re1iability, which latter! after all is said
walks to business, on that occasion rides in a tram and done, is one of the most lmportant factors.
car. That one feature of inefficient drainage alone Referring specifically to Melbourne, I think there is
seems t(1 me to prohibit the adoption of the con- praccically no objection to the overhead system beduit svstem. The cost of the conduit system is ing adopted in this city or its suburbs, but I thin~
also a- very impo~tant item, and its installation is there is every objection to the underground condUIt
only warr;mted under any circumstances, and in system, especially in view of the difficulties of dissuch cases where the traffic density is sufficient to posing of storm waters. I make that statement
bear the extra capital and maintenance charges per after very careful consideration of the City of Melcar mile; that is to say, when the extra cost of hourne, and its requirements. With respect to the
maintenance and capital charges make an inappre- storm water question, there are some places where.
if the conduit system be adopted, the storm waters
ciable difference per car mile.
must inevitably invade the conduits, that is, no
II070. I see that the cost is given as £26,000
per mile of single track conduit construction in the engineering construction can prevent it ; for instance.
City of London, including permanent way construc- Toorak-road, jus5 east of. Chapel-street, whe~e the
tion, power station, sub-station, buildings, plaI}t, level of the drain is so low that the water. In the
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river practically backs up on to the road under certain conditions of flood. In that case it would be
neCessary, if you had a conduit system in operation, to install the overhead system at that particular section, as there is no other way out of it. That
brings up the question of transposition' points from
the underground system to that of the overhead, a
most ditncult matter which constantly causes delays
to traflie, It cannot be carried out without delnying every trip. It also involves the efficient removal
and replacing of the ploughs, and that item alone
causes the engineers responsible for the care and
operation of the conduit system no end of arn;:iety.
I say that it is it very serious matter if you have
an underground system, which at certain times, is
liable to be flooded and you have to transpose to the
overhead system at certain points. To my mind it
puts the question of the adoption of the conduit
system out of court.
'lIOpA. As to ploughs, I u::derstand that, that
system has been in operation on the South London
tramways for five or six years, but, as far as I
am aware the difficulties in connexion with it have
, not been OVf;Tcome i'-Thev have not been overcome
in the slightest; the difficulties still exist. I am
speaking ".ith authority, because I made exhaustive
inquiries before submitting my report to the Tram-,
way Trust in Adelaide, and the details of that
~ystem were brought out. Although we have moderately'dry weather in Adelaide for a great many
months of the year, there is a good deal of wet
weather in the winter months, and I look upon that
fact as increasing the difficulties of utilizing the
plough. The plough cannot be maintained so well
when subject to long and dry conditions alternating
with wet conditions. In England the weather conditions are altogether different to what they are here.
The facts in relation to the South London system
only support what I say, and bring out the decided
nbjections to the conduit system, and one of the
most important objections is the maintenance of the
plough itself. Again, not only is the question of
the maintenance of the plough an important item
as well as the cost of construction, but the cost of
rolling-stock must be much heavier. It means that
you require to have extra, rolling-stock in order to
have sufficient margin to take the place of the cars
put, out of traffic through being unworkable. Therefore, that cost of rolling-stock has to be added to
the cost of construction of the underground system.
1107 lB. What system 'would you adopt for the
central portion of Melbourne ?-1 must revert
to what I have :1lready said, and that iI';,
that I should advise you' strongly to adopt the
overhead system. I feel sure that those who obiect
to it on ;:esthetic grounds only, after having seen it
installed, \Vill no longer raise any objection. Of
course it must be borne in mind that the system of
overhead construction for a city like Melbourne
should be very carefully carried out, and properly
designed, so as to fall in with the surrounding conditions. because overhead construction can be made
very hideous indeed, but if properly designed and
rosettes adopted~where rosettes are impossible the
span-pole system-and all other conductors apart
from the trolley wire placed underground, the overhead system has every advantage, in my opinion,
over every other system. There is also this fact to
bear in mind, if you adopted the underground oonduit system for the central portion of Melbourne,
and the overhead system for the outlying portions,
you would have very serious delays, at transposition
points, and the cost of delaying the traffic, on the
transposition from the underground to the overhead.
system, when you take into consideration the loss of
car hours, in view of the vast number of routes you
have running out of Melbourne at the present time,
and the extra number which you will have in the
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next few years when Melbourne is properly served
with a system of tramways, those car hours alone
will amount to a very considerable sum per annum,
nnd which should be added to the cost of underground construction when considering that construction. What has to be indicated is that the intrinsic
figures of cost do not indicate what the gross extra
cost really is, because you have to add the cost of
ext!'::! rolling-stock necessary with the underground
system, the cost of delays to traffic, loss of car
hOUTS through cars standing iCl1e, even if for only a
minute, which multiplied by, the number of cars
means a very considerable number of car hours per
mlnLllD, and' the cost per car hour is at least 8s. or
QS"
if you take all those things into consideration,
capitalize them, and add them to the intrinsic cost
of the underground system, it shows clearly that the
only system you should consider is the overhead
system if it can possibly be adopted. I feel sure
thnt, in ;[ great many places in Melbourne, you
could adopt tne rosette to support the span wire
even though the streets are 99 feet wide, as I do
not consider that by any means t{X) long for a span
wire. It is only the strength of the span wire to
c;irry its load, which, af!er all, is not a very Ia:rge
matter. You would be able to carry any other wues
on those poles. I understand the telephone wires
:ue being placed underground in the City of Melbourne, but they will still be overhead in the outlying parts, and I would advise the centre pole be
not adopted in any portion of the City of Melhourne. It has to be remembered the span wire
style of construction gives far greater· flexibility to
the running wire, and the cost of maintenance is
muc:h less than with even the centre pole.
IIO]rC. What are approximately the relative costs
of conduits, span wire, and centre. pole construction?
--I' estimate the cost of constructing a conduit system
fo: electric traction, including conduit, conductorrails, bonding, insulators, and permanent way with
wood-block paving at £21,000 per mile of single
track, That cost is for permanent way only, and
<loes not include distribution, telephone system, rolling stock, power stations, sub-stations, depots, or
anything else in connexion with the undertaking.
111 other words, it is the bare cost of the permanent
way, and is for a new conduit system altogether.
Those fIgures are taken out on the present cost of
w{,rk and materiaL I estimate the cost of permanent way with tarred macadam surface and steel
span-pole construction as follows :-Per mile of
single track, £6,765; per mile of doub~e track,
£II,820. For wood span pole constructlon, and
permanent way with plain macadam surface, I
estimate the cost as follows :-Per mile of single
track, £5,350; per mile of double track, £9,790.
I estimate the cost of permanent way with tarred
macadam finish and steel centre pole construction as
follows :--Per mile of double track, £II,480. The
cost of overhead construction may be taken as follows :--Steel span-pole construction for single or
''louble track, £r, 710 per mile; steel centre pole
'Construction for double track, £I,370 per mile;
wood span pole construction for single or double
track, £9IO per mile. That is to say, the cost of
overhead construction, with span poles, is the same
with the double track as it would be with the single
track, because, with the single track, you have the
two trolley wires just the same as you have with the
double track, except that in the single hack the two
trolley wires are carried on the same hanger. Those
estimates of cost are taken out on the basis of the
present cost of labour and material in Australia
generalJy.
IIOPA, Do you inClude anything for a mile of
track with wood paving and steel span pole constructiol) ?-The extra cost per mile of single track
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I;'; ,£5,000 with wood blocks.
You see that additional cost is necessary, because with a wood-block
i;urface, or cube sets, or Neuchatel asphalt, you
must have a concrete formation, and it is this formation which makes the cost so high. The figures
I.1iave gi,:en are based 'On what it cost us to carry
mIt such work, in South Australia, where 'the main
thoroughf2.res are paved with wooden blocks. The
cost of Neuchatel asphalt would be about the same
--£5,000 per mile extra. Those figures may seem
~igh, but it is an entir.ely different style of constructlOn as compared with tarred macadam finish.

Il072B. Do you think the cable conduit could
be used for' electrical conductors? .- This is
one of the most important you have sub·
mitted to me.
In accordance with the wishes of
this Cqmmission, I made a very close investigation
of the existing cable conduits. and from what I
have SE'en, and the discussions I have had with the
t;amway company's engineers, and the investigatlOns I have made, I am of opinion that the existing conduits cannot be used for electric traction purposes under any circumstances whatever, without
~eing entirely reconstructed.
I know I am acceptmg a heavy responsibility in making that statement.
but I make it after very mature consideration. and
a close investigation of all the details affecting the
case.
The Question of storm water alone is sufficient to justify one in saying that the conduit system is unsuitable, but that has no bearing on the
question of the adoption of the existing cable conduit as compared with anv other conduit.
The
whole construction of the ~Ielbourne conduits renders them practical! y unsuitable for adoption for
electrical purposes. I have carefully. examined the
Melbourne tramway conduits. and the drawings
show that the conduits are J ft. 2 in. deep from rail
level. The section is a peculiar one, as its widest
portion is 2 It. I I in. from rail level, at which point
it is IS inches wide .. tapering to a width at the top
of J inches under the bases of the slot rails. Yokes
consist of old rails bent to a "U" shape form,
and spaced 4 feet apart, and the slot rails are
110Pl ted to these yokes.
The yokes do not extend
with spreaders to support the running rails in any
way, so that practically the running rails may be
looked upon as independent of the conduit or the
slot rails.
In order to show the Commission the
exact requirements, I suJ)mit drawings of the crosssection of the follow ina: conduits :--Vienna, Washington. Bournemouth, Brussels, New York, London
County Council-Tooting line and Victoria Embankment line, and also the New York plough. Taking
the distance fmm the surface of the slot rails to
the centre of the conductor rails, we have the following figures :~Brussels, 14* inches, space between
conductor tails, 6t inches j Washington, 14 inches,
space b,etween conductor rails, 6 inches; Bournemouth, T 51 inches, space between conductor rails,
6 inches j Vienna, 12!t inches, space between condur:tor rails, 4~ inc4es; New York, 14 inches, space
between conductor rails. 6 inches; London County
Council, T.~ inches, space between conductor rails,
6' inches. It has been found from experience that
the best distance from the surface of slot rail to
the centre of the conductor rail is !.~ inches, and at
this depth the Melbourne conduit is only 8 inches
wide.
It is, of course, essential that at the levei
where the conductor rails are fixed the conduit
should be at its widest. and the width of the London County Council conduit is 16 inches, and its
depth 2 feet. The point where the Melbourne conduit is 16 inches wide is 2 ft. 6 in. from the surface
of the slot rail.
Under any circumstances, the
shape of the presellt Melbourne conduit renders it
impossible to alter it so that you coulq get the
\

")
i,.

necessary clearance for the conductor rails, assuming
cessar\' clearance for the conductor rails. assuming
that you use two conductor rails in accordance with
the recognised practice.
r r07:~: Ar<: those positive and negative conducThe present
tors ?--Yes, positive and negative,
cable cars have axle loads of about 2~ tons maximum. whereas with electric cars we have axle loads
reaching up to 8 tom>, showing that the axIl" load is
nearly four times as much with electric traction as
what it is with cable traction. Now, if the existing 'conduits were utilized at all, it would be necessary to open them right up and pull down the side
walls of the conduit; it would also be necessarv to
put in spreader yokes at frequent intervals, in order
to make the whole structure monolithic.
I think
Mr. Champion will appreciate this fact, that it is
practicallv impossible to make a monolithic structure
with old and new concrete.
You would llave to
break through the existing conduit at frequent intervals in order to put in those spreader yokes, which
are necessary to keep the running rails to gauge,
and also to prevent the load from being thrown'
upon the side wall of the conduit. Apart from that
fact. the side walls would have to be pulled up in
order to provide the c1'~arance for the conductor
rails.
It would be inadvisable, in any case, to
put the conductor rails so low down as 2 ft. 6 in.
from the surface of the slot rail, because, apart from
the Question of water at the bottom of the wnduit.
and the maintenance of efficient insulation, you
would be materially increasing the depth of the
plough, and therefore increasing the difficulties of
maintaining tlle plough in proper working order.
You wou!d have to iqcrease the ~ength of the plough
from [S ll1elles below the slot r;ul level to ~ ft. 6 in.
As,;uming that the conductors are to be put down at
that point. they are too close to the bottom of the
conduit, and whatever way you consider it, bearing
in mind the fdct that YOU would have to reconstruct
the sides of the conduit, even if ':ou utilized the
bottom portion. yoU would have tu break through
the bottom portion at frequent intervals in order to
put in spreader vokes. That would mean that the
conduits would have to be broken tip into small
secetions, and the only way you could get a proper
bond between the new concrete and the old would be
putting in reinforcements, and even then it would
be impossible to make a satisfactory joh. In view
of the cost of all that work and the unsatisfactory
nature of the reconstruction when carried oui, I aID
of opinion that it would be cheaper to abandon the
existing conduits and construct entirely new ones,
if it were decided to install the underground system.
Then YOU would have to consider the advantage of
being able to spread the tracks further ap:ut than
they are at present; they are too close to use
modern types of electric cars. which are uood in
Adelaide and in other parts of the "'arId; ;'nd
greater clearance would be safer for the public.
I would like to explain the drawings I have prepared of various conduits. The foreign conduits
are shown in red ink, and the . present Melbourne
cable conduit is shown in black-[Tfte 'll}itness
here exPlained the drawinr;s to tlte members of tlte
Commissi07Zl
The existing conduit is, of course,
much deeper than other conduits used for electrical
cO~1d\lctors.
The" T "-shape rails in the drawings
are the conductor r::tils, and where the conductor
rails are located the walls of the existing conduit,
it will be seen, project right beyond them j they do
not give the clearance they have in Great Britain.
The only place you have that clearance in the Melbourne conduit is '2 ft. 6 in. from the rail leveL
That depth would increase the difficulties aild the
cost of the maintenance of ploughs.
If you attempted the almost impossible task of cutting away
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the tapering portion of the conduit wall, it would F;',timated extra cost of " cond~it," £6,000 per mile. Depth
of slot rails, 6 inches; weight, 60 Ibs. per yard. Yokes
not be sufficiently strong, and then there is the ques- <fixed
3 ft. 9 in. intervals.
Moulded concrete, 6 inches
tion of putting in the spreader yokes.
In the thick to form walls between vokes. Man-holes at 1;>0 feet
existing conduits the dotted line in the drawing.'; intervals. Catchpits for drainage every 400 feet and conrepresents the bent steel rails which they use for nected to main sewers. Insulators spaced 15 feet apart
in recesses inside of conduit. Width of slot I inch when
yokes, which are placed every 4 feet.
The next at
side and i inch when in the centre of track. Condrawing shows the section of the Victoria Hmbank- ductors are steel of "T" section. Conductor-rail weighs
ment line, London. and illustmtes the
22~ Ibs per yard. Conductors are supported on porcelain
yoke, which I have already stated is necessary to insu!ators, and the insulntor pins are adjustable in order
support and keep to gauge the running rails. and to keep the faces of conductor rail parallel. Weight of
each cast-iron yoke, 200 lbs. This system bas both a com·
a Iso takes the load off the side wall of the conduit. bined side slot conduit system nnd overhead trolley sysThis yoke spreads out with arms right under the tem, each car being fitted with both a collector plough
running rails, and they are spaced :Ibout every J 5 aile! a trolley pole. The maximum gradient is I in g.
London County Council Tramways.-Weight of confeet with two intermediate yokes to support the slot
ductor-rail, 21 lbs. per yard. Drainage sumps providecl
rails. Thev now make the slot mil absolutely inde. n'er:-50 yards.
Spacing of insulators, IS feet. Spacing
pendent o( the running rail. If you attempted to of yokes, 3 ft. 9 in. centre to centre. Extended yokes
put in the nt'cessar), spreader yokes in the Mel- 15 feet part. Width of slot, i inch. At ev~ry insulat~r
bourne conduit, it \yould mean that YOIl \rOlllcl have there is a man-hole frame and cover. A speCIal scraper IS
I un through the whole of the conduits every night, drawing
to break through the walJ and trough of the conduit the
dailv accunmlation into the cleaning pits, from whence
to put in the yokes. which are ahs@lutely necessary, it is extracted at stated intervals. This is done in order
and when vou have done that vou could 110t make thal the full area is always available to carry away the
into the conduit
an efficient' iob of it, a)1d it wo'uld not. he a mono- large amolmt of water which may
inch higher than
lithic structure, which. of coms!':. it should he. duriug heavy rain·storms. S lot-rail
When YOU L'Ome to look at the difference in the sec- rH!1nil1~ rail for drainage purposes.
" Tramway and Railway World," lIth lUlie, 190J, Report
tion of the two conduit" you can see what
Chiej Engineer oj London County Council and Chief
difficulties would-be met if you attempted to use the 0/
Officer oj Tramways.-Total cost of road-work and plate. existing conduits in 'Melbourne for electric traction laying on conduit system for Tooting line, including
purposes.
Jiversion of pipes, £13,600 per mile of single track. This
amount includes £800 per mile single track for diversion
!l0i 4· Why is J ~ inches from surf.ace level of () f pipes, underground obstructions, &c. As a comparison
slot rail to centre of conductor rail considered the to lhe above cost, the cost of mile for single track (perbest depth for the conductor rail ?-As vou increase manent-way only) on the London United Tramways Comthe depth of the plough, so you incre~'se the elec- pany for overhead working equals £6',562.
trical troubles, there is more surface exposed, and
Comparative Advantages and Disadvantages oj Overhead
n. greater lateral strain is thrown on it. Taking the and Conduit Systems.-Time required for construction of
system considerably greater than overhead system.
New York conduit, you see on the drawing the conduit
Alteration to underground pipes and other obstructions
spreader yoke cominl.!: out under the rail, and thev due to deeper excavation. Difficulty of installing conduit
have cRst-iron hoxes fanning portion of this sprearler on bridges already in use, owing to depth of conduit.
Necessity for street widenings to precede tramway con~·oke to provide access to the supports for the conductors. The conductor rilils would he right within ;;tructioll on account of r1 ifficulty in alteration to conduit
after once laid, as any alteration in conduit tramway
the walls of the existing conduit, showing how neces- involves
entire reconstruction and stoppage of traffic, and
,arv it would he to cut the concrete right hack. is, therefore, for less suitable in districts where future
The next drawin;r shows the Bournemouth conduit, developments will take place. In low-lying districts, where
which is now being ahandoned in fa.vour of the main sewers are comparatively close to the surface cif roads,
po:;sibilit}' of flooding conduits during storms and probable
overhead construction, on the grounds of cost. They dislocation
of car service must be considered. It is conestimate that they will save, even on a little system sidered that the cost of maintenance will be in favour of
like that at BOllrnemollth, over /"..1,,000 per annum conduit system by reason of greater weight and rigidity
hy ,1bandoPlng the conduits.
The 'next dra'wing and substantial method of support of conductor. The cost
shows the Vienna conduit. where the same difficul- of cleaning the. Paris Conduit System for 1902 was £nS
per mile of single track per annum, but this cost was
ties arise. The conductor rails are practically tonr.h- considered
excessive. At VVashington, the cost of cleaning
ing the side walls of the existing conduit: .Thp. only amounted to £S lOS. per mile of single track per
Vielll1n conduit i~ :I. " sIde" conduit. adioining the annum. The conduit was only cleaned thoroughly twice
running rail, which is not so Rood. in my opinion. a year. The 'Washington streets are, however, wide and
with little traffic, and being mainly asphalt accounts for
;)8 the centre conduit that they hi:\'c in London and
the difference in the above costs. The cost of cleaning in
New York. Tn the \Vashington conduit von :usa s"e
about £100 per annum per mile of single
the spreader yoke con:-truction, showing that the sup· track.
of operating conduit system in Brussels after
port of the nmninj! rail is ahsolutely independent nf long experience) amounts to .3125 pence more per car mile
the slot rail: the ::lc;t r;)il is not even tied to to!' (han with the overhead trolley system. In Paris the respective costs are-overhead, .1914 pence j conduit, .6505 pence,
running rail. In modern practice they have the ~lot or
a difference of .4591 pence per car mile in favour of
rail independent of the running rail.
overhead. The cost of the Tooting section of London
COllnty Council Tramways was as follows:1 I07 5A. In between those spreader yokes II'hat
would the practice be?-The spreader yokes are
placed about 15 feet apart, with t\\'o or three inRate per
To~"1.
mile.
termediate yokes to support the slot rails. The next
drawing shows the Brnssels tramway, which is als')
a side-running conduit, and again you may note
£
£
the difference in the sections. There the conductor
22.1.m:O
]3,660
Ra.i1s and roadwork
rails come right in the walIs of the existing L'Onduit. Cars
72:500
4,420
(6'1 to the mile)
The last conduit is slightly shallower than the pre- Power station and cables
4,:;JO
74:000
vious one, on account of the «ubterraneo!ls. foreign Bu b·stations
20,600
1,255
34,000
2,075
passages.
Those drawings show vou the relative Cal' sheds a.lId workshops
set::tions of the existing conduits where the L'Ondl1it Incidentals (including Dr. Kennedy'S commission ltlld proporsystem has been constructed.
tion . of salaries on conncil's
NOTES ON CONDUIT TRAMWAYS.

Bouf'/Iemouth Tram711ays.-Electric construction wa~
begun in December, 1902. Total mileage, 13.Ii miles
condUit, 11.:15 miles overhead. Weigb~ Qf ~ail, 90 Ibs.

officers
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'26,~35
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The following extract is from the Tramwa1' and Railway
World, 9th July, 1903, unelerthe heading
"Companitn:e Cost of Construction and Equipment of Conduit Elec~nc and Cable Tramways."-Coming to tbe important sub·
Ject of the cOlleluit, this structure has, of course, to be
much larger for an electric than for a cable tramway,
so that there may be sufficient space and clearance fol'
the two electric conductors, and so that there may be a
good depth between the' conductors and the tube which
:"i11 minimiz~ the risk, during rain-storms, of wate'r rising
m the condlllt to the level of the conductors and so sending the power to earth, The following are the comparative
leading dimensions of the electric conduit in London
and the cable conduit in Edinburgh : -

of

[,nn(! ...

Internal d('pth from top of ~Iot mil
Depth fr"'lI top ot 810t niJ to hot,toni yoke
""nd to b ,(tom of C 111 crete betweeu v{)k,,~
Depth to oo',tO!l\ ,,[ ccmCl'ete bel" IV yoi<cs
Interna.l wi,hh of c"lldnit
."
\Vidth of cxel"_,tioll for C0uduit hetl'!", ea

yokes
'Width of excav<ttioll at yokos
Whlth of exc.",!>tion a,t insnh,toJ"n
,.'
\Vidth of exc1\viltion "t vel'tic~d eaI,\c pllUeys
'Yi,Hh of exelw!\tion at. horizont,,1 <':11.\,10
pnlleys (us~d on Durvcs)

;r'''h ••.

:24

Ih~l~~,'.

-II jnehe~'
Hl

:'0 I 2&
:14
H~

26

H

2()~

21

:H~

21

44
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These Greater dimensions for the electric conduit im-oive
not ouly a proportionn;lly greater cost for excavation and
concrete, but may often lead to much ,larger expense,
owing to the greater liability of meeting, obstructions in
the shape of underground pipes.
More serious, however, is the drainage question. On
the Edinburgh cable roads connexions are made to the
sewers only at frequent intervals, ,mel at such points as
me com'eaient and desirable, 'Vater in the conduit is
not the deadly enemy that it is in the case of an electric
line, and dming heavy storms the cable cars are run
although it is full of water. But the case is different on
an electric line, and in London ·I2·in. drain-pipes are
put in at intervals of about 40 yards. These drain the
water from both conduits into sumps, which are themselves
about 6 ft. () in. deep from the street surface to the bottom
of the concrete base, and 4 ft. 8 in. wide, including their
concrete sides. 'From these the mud is cleared out periodicn.]]y, and from them also pipes lead off to the sewers.
This is one of the costly items of the electric as compared
with the cable conduit, as can readily be seen when it is
remembered that about forty·four of these connexions and
sumps are required per mile of route. The total cost of the
drainage arrangements may indeed easily outrun the cost
of junction pits on a cable tramway, even when junctions
are numerous as in Edinburgh.
Metropolitan Street Railway, New York.-Cast-iron
yokes are spaced 5 feet apart. Conductor-rails are spaced
IS feet apart, the insulators being accessible through handholes at every third yoke. Slot rails and track rails are
connected with tie rods between each' pair of yokes, so
th"t the entire structure is tied lateral! y at intervals of
2 ft. 6 in.
Weight of running rails, IIO lbs. and IrS lbs.
per yard.
Extract jrom the" Street Railway Journal" oj 5th October, '9f f, under tlie heading oj" Metropolitan Street Railway, New York."-The remodelling of the cable
cars formerlv run on Broadway and other principal lines has been quite an undertaking.
During the past winter the open Cars of those lines,
210
in
number,
were
changed
over
and made
ready for service with the opening of the road, as an
underground electric. As soon as these were ready for
operation 360 box cable cars were taken into the s\\Op
to be rebuilt for electric cafS to go into service the comin~
winter. All these are expected to be finished about "t
November. These cars had first to be stripped of all th,.
old grip mechanism, and the Ras lighting and hot,wate}
equipment. They were then turned over to the truckmen
and the brake mechanism was changed. New wheels,
weighing 300 Ibs., were installed in place of the old 290-1b,
wheels, and 4-in. axles in place of the 3N inches. The
rnotorsuspension and plough-frame attachments were then
put on the tracks. The car bodies were put in the car·
building shop, where the ceilings had to be tom down
for running the electric light wires, and aft'!r the former
werc replacecl the fiooringwas t"ken UD. This part of the
car had to be practically rebuilt. The cable cars had
been built with One long trap-door in the middle, til

furnish access to the drip. In order to get in two trapdoors at the ends the old cross beams and tie rods had to
be removed to make r001l1 for the three trap-doors neces-

Street Railway Journal;" 23ra November, I907.-Con"iderable trouble is experienced with the ploughs, as shown
by the f acl that an average of roo cars per day out of
2,000 are disabled over this trouble . . The plough is,
however, being "reatly improved. Another difficulty is
maintenance of constant width of slot and constant distance
between conductor.
The width of slot is f ineh.
In
the metropolitan area of New York the cars fitted with
special scrapers for conduit cleaning are used. The dirt
in the conduit is pushed by these scraping cars into the
nenrest c1emling man-hole, from which it is removed
by tube-cleaning gangs. The man-holes are ID5 feet apart.
The use of these cars over the old method of cleaning
"p by drawing the scraper by horses or attaching the
;:crnpcr to nn ordinary passenger car has cesulted in a
saving of from £1,000 to £>,000 a year.
Brussels Tramways.-Distance between yokes 5 feet.
Original conduit installed was 24.4 inches deep from the
of the pavement. The width of slot was 30 mm.,
the slot rails were of the Harrmann type, weighing
12 lbs. per yard. The latest conduit is slightly deeper,
i.E., 25 inches.
Yokes are spaced 1 metre apart, and
'Nci"h r98 lbs. en.ch. The conductors are of iron, and
originally weighed r8.6 lbs. per yard and 10 metres in
length. The new conductor-rails weigh 20 Ibs. per yard,
and are I5 metres in length, and supported every S metres.
Vienna Tramways.-\Veight of rail, ID2 lbs. per yard.
The conduit is 22~ in height and 24! inches in width,
and forms a conduit ,6 inches in height from ,the bottom
to the base of the slot mil and 12k inches in width. The
conductor-rails are ~! inches apart, and the supporting
insulators are_spaced I3.8 feet apart. The smallest radius
O!l the system is 49 feet (see detail of conduit).
Washington Tramways.-Within the city the conduit
system is installed, but on the outlying districts the overhend trolley is in usc, and the cars are therefore provided
with both plough "nd trolley pole. Twelve miles of
double ·track on the conduit syst~m is n reconstruction of
the originnl cable tramway, and, fortunately, the conduit
l1.';ed for tIte cahle was wide :lnd deep, and little trouble
is now experienced in connexion with cleaning. In both
''Vashing-ton and New York extended yokes are used and
found invaluable when necessary to renew rails.

I might mention in connexioi1 with the above figures
that our costs in Adelaide for overhead maintenance is . lSd. per car mile, which is less' than
v,11:lt it is in Paris. The cost of maintaininj; the
conduit system in Paris is ld. per car mile more.
1£ you multiply that extra cost by the number of
car miles per annum and capitalize that amount,
that capitalized amount should be added to the
extra cost of the underground conduit system.
That sho\\';; how carefully the position should be
rp.viewed and considered when discussing the question of the respective costs of the conduit and
overhead system. In Berlin they have a small section on the conduit system, about 2 kilometres in
length, and that was 'pilt in in order to meet the
wishes of the K.aiser. but even there they do not
operate the. conduit systeJ'!1 during times of severe
weather.
In Berlin, where they have everything
available fOl construction and maintenance. where
lah,mr is cheap, they have to put a small section
like that out of service during times of heavy
weather. and that fact alone should not be lost sight
of when considering the 'question of adopting the
conrluit system in Melbourne.
In Dresden they
have 7.5 kilomehes of conduit system, which cost
.£40,00:), or .£8,600 per mile. That cost was exclusive of removal and replacement· of pavement
r:r alteration of mains.
The electrical equipment
of iron conductor rails, insulators, pins, bonding
of cond.uctor rails, and track rails, cost £6,800 delivered. exclusive of erection, equivalent to £r,460
per mile. Adding duty and charges to this item,
,13 ~ per cent., it brings the total cost of material
n/l to £2,000 for Melbourne, which includes only
the electrical material, and is apart from running
rails or any permanent way construction proper.
The poSition in regard to the conduit system here
is, that althotigli YQu have a condiJit which in my
opinidn is the best sectiop that could be designed
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to suit cable traction, it is altogether unsuitable in with a system of tramways, I would suggest that
s~ction for adoption for electrical purposes.
That you adopt a large unit for your cars; that is to
dIsposes of the question of suitability of the cross- say I should recommend long cars with double
section of the existing conduit. We come now to bogie trucks, the cars seating at least seventy people,
the question of the cost of the altering the existing with ample standing capacity for emergency purconduits, and I say, after careful estimation and poses, sllch a" whelJthtre are football matches or
consideration, . that it will cost nearlv as much as other extraordinary crush-loading. Considering the
putting in entirely new conduits, ~;nd then you length of the lines to the suburbs, and the congeswould not have a satisfactory job. Bearing those tion of heavy loading which takes place in the city
important points in mind, it would be better if vot! of IvIelbourne, 1 think that you require very large
had to put in the conduit system. to reconstruct 'the units in rolling-stock to handle the crowds satisconduit and space the tracks further apart; and factorily, and therefore I suggest that the type 'of
under no circumstances to consider the utilization car for the main line traffic should be a long double
bogie car, with a 5"aloon one-half of ~he length
of the existing conduits.
IIo'5B. What difficulties are being experienced witb dropped platforms at one end, to enable you
in the conduit system of London and Paris. Are to have a low step for women, and at the other end
the conditions in Melboume different to what dosed compartments with slidmg doors for smokers.
1hey are in those cities ?-My . answer is that That type of car would give you the best service
the difficulties which exist in those places for the requirements around Melbourne. I would
are that it is very
diffcult to maintain recommend you to adopt loading and unloading on
continuity of service owing to the extraordinary the near side of the car only, that is not to allow
p,assengers to board or alight from cars on the off
weather conditions with which they have to contend
and the difficulty of the maintenance of plough~ ~lde. There are many difficulties in connexion with
and keeping the roiling-steck in constant working such latter practice, for apart from the danger tn
order. I do not think that the conditions in Mel- passengers standing or boarding or alighting on the
bourne differ m~teri~lly from t.hose existing in off side, there is the very important point of pasLondon and Pans; In fact, I th1l1k the conditions sengers dodging their fares when the conductor is
are perhaps more severe in Melbourne than in thf\~e on the opposite side. The cars should also be of
places, owing to the long spells of dry weather in sufficient width to provide a central aisle, and give
summer and the very wet weather at times during ample room for cross seats. The type of car used
the winter months.
For that reason the cost of in Great Britain averages In width only about 6 ft.
6 in., but that type of car must not be taken as the
~aintaining the electrical equipment would be more
standard type of car adopted in other parts of the
In Melbourne than it woul.d be in those other places,
In Ameriea the average width is 8 ft.
even assuming the labour costs were the same. world.
Seeing, however, that the cost of labour is much 6 in., ancl I think it would be unwise to limit the
greater it would be far heavier. It has been shown car to 6 ft. 6 ir;. as in the English practice, which
that the extra cost of maintenance of the conduit width is adopted on account of the very narrow
system as compared with overhead .systems is streets in which they have to operate their trams;
·they are fa,r narrower than they are here. In the
~early kd. per car mile. If that cost is capitalized
It shows what an important matter it is to adopt dra wing I submit, showing the overhead construction, two cars are shown each 8 ft. 3 in. wide,
a system which is much cheaper to operate.
giving I ft. 9 in. between them, the width between
. IIo7 5~. Do you consider the superiority of elec- the kerbs 9 feet, and the tracks are 10 feet apart
tnc tractlOn over the cable system sufficient to jus- centre to centre. Smith-street, for example, gives
tify the conversion of the whole or any part of the ample room for the vehicular traffic on either side of
cable system ?-In reply to that question, I think ,the cars. That spacing is what I recommend for
that the superiority of electric traction is sufficient to routes outside the city.
In the city I would rejustify the electrification of the cable tramway sys- commend the adoption of ~t spacing of 12 feet
tem throughout the whole"of Melbourne. But, of between track centres.
I do not mike to.at recourse, whatever is done in that connexion will take commendation with the idea that passengers should
sO.me yea~s to bring about. The advantages of elec- be encouraged to stand between the track, but it
trIC tractlOn over the cable system are increased is made in order to provide a proper clearance at
flexibili.t~, increased running and mean speed, and
the jUllctions, especially where YOll have so many
the faCIlIty to handle larger crowds with bigger car right angle junctions as you have here. It is imunits.
Those are the decided advantages of the portant from' the point of view of the traffic men
electric system over the cable, but apart from those on point duty, \'.'ho control the traffic, to stand on
advantages you would have to consider what it the rentre point of i.lltersection, and if the space is
woul~ mean to operate two types of tramway syssufficiently wide he is able to do that.
I think
~ems 111 Melt:ourne.
I am sure that if the position when the question .of reconstruction is considered
1s looked at 111 the proper light it will be seen that
the tracks in the city should be at least 1 I feet
a great many extensions are urgently required, and :lpart, but preferably 12 feet from centre to centre.
that certain lines will have to be electrified in the That gives ampl" room between the cars, and gives
n~ar future, a~d the connecting of the cable system
mor~ room ,~t the jllncti.onb, ;tot only at the point
vnth the electrIC system at various points would be of ll1tersectlOn of crossmg hnes. but also gives
a ve~y expen~ive matter, and c~use endless delays ample room fOl the cars on the curves, and it is on
and mconvemence to the travellmg public. I feel the curves that you want the clearance not so much
sure that as soon as you have a system of electric for passing cars, as that can be easily arranged,
trams running on one or more routes you will soon but for people to have plenty of room to stand
. have to electrifv the whole svstem
hetween passing car>' on the curves, which is essenlI075D. Wh;t' type of cal~ do' YOU cOI1~jder the tial. I should recommeml that in no case should
most suitable for the various classes of traffic the spacing be less than IO feet.
I would also
in Melbou:ne ?-Bearillg In mind the large suggest s~all ~nit caES seating 40 passengers for
crowds whIch you have to handle here at some outlymg hnes and for long distances, such cars
. times, and the very enormous crush-loading to run with minimum fare signs on the inner sec·
that takes place every day, and which will tions. to prohibit the short· distance passenger, and
be very materially increased when Melbourne and , proVIde for people going 'fo the extremities of the
its suburbs are properly and efficiently reticulated system, but fOl the main arterial traffic I would
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stro~gly reco~mend the large type of car with ample

se~tIng capa~Ity and room for smokers, and easy of

eXit for ladles,. and enabling large crowds to be
h~ndled on .speclal occasion:.. In any caSe the type
of car has to be designed to suit the local requiremen!s. I do l:ot think the double-deck type of
car IS at all SUItable for Australia.
II076. By fIle CJtairman.-Why is the doubledeck car unsUItable ?-In the first instance there is
always the difficulty of and the extra time taken
up by loading and unloading j there is the extra
~ifficulty of collecting fares, and under the conditIOns we have here with such extraordinary crush!oading as compared \rith that in olde! c~untries,
It would take at least 20 per cent. more cars of the
d(:mble~deck type to operat<.; a given schedule than
WIth smgle-de~k cars.
In addition, you have the
extra labour III collecting fnres on the top d(;.'ck.
Then, again, our average speed per hour is much
g.re~ter than it is in England, consequentlv the
ndmg on the upper deck would not be comfortable.
Unless the upper decks are closed in thev are use·
less in wet weather, while in tine weather they are
tilled. You do !lot materially incre;)se the cap:lcitv
by adopting double-deck cars for that reason. bt;t
you materially increase the expense of operation. as
you would have to operate a greater number of
double-deck cars than single-deck cars to giye the
same service as with the latter.
Il
Mr. Johnston, the Commissioner for
Railways, said that if he were commencing again,
he would only allow end loading for the cars, that
is, the tyne of car in which all the seats arc
crossed ?":":I may say that ;ve considered that question in Adelaide. The end type of loading lws
decided advantages, but it has many disadvantages,
as against the type of car which admits of loading
at v:lfiotls points. Our car in Adelaide is a compromise between the two. Where heavy congestion
takes place at loading point5, \rith end-loading cars
you should absolutely limit the loading to the after
eud, and the unloading to the front end, so that
passengers should not crowd and jam each other at
the tlYO entrances. That would mean that you
would have an enormous congestion of passengers
at the loading end, and the time taken up in loading would he much longer than it is with cars havinc: several loading points. I think, especially with
our conditions here, with very big unit cars, it is
essential to have more than one 10:Ic1ing point, and
to have side loading. In England the position is
different. There you have small saloon cars about
18 feet long, and the capacity per car is not so
great as it is out here. In Australia, where it is.
necessary to haudle big crowds, I really think the
side-loading car is preferable.
11078. You have said that in the suburbs, stIch
as Smith-street, you would have Io-ft. centres only.
and a car 8 ft. " in. wide. Would that allow yOll
to comply with the Board of Trade regulation ()f
18 inches between the projecting pa rts of the C;J r ?
.-Yes, it. would give I ft. 9 in. between passing
cars, while the Board of Trade's provision is I ft.
6 in. You must Bear in mind that the loading is
limited to the" near" side of the car, so that the
over-all dimensions are diminished by having the
step on the "off" side folded up. In Adelaide
it is impossible to have'the step down on the offside when the inner side step is down.
IIo79. You .mentioned that YOll would have
T2-ft. centres in the city. Wolud it be practicable
to have a different centre in Collins-street, or is it
absolutely esse:1tial to bal'e the same centres
throughout Collms-street?-You would have to have
the same centre throughout, otherwise it means reverse curves, which are not only unsightly, but
cause a side stress on the cars which is inadvisable.
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From an engineering point of view, 'it is better that
the lines should be straight and parallel for the
whole length. When you gel:: out into the suburbs
you have to get round curves, and the tracks can
deploy inwards from I2-ft. centres to IO-ft. centres
without it being apparent to the eye. Where the
tracks have IO-ft. or 12-ft. centres, you would have'
to deploy both tracks to get from one to the other,
and that makes a very unsightly style of construction on' the straight.
I ro80. Does the conduit system, apart from the
extra cost of permanent way, entail any other increased capital cost ?-Ofcourse, the increased
cqJital Gost of the electrica.l equipment, the cost of
the plough, increased cost of handling the
ploughs at the depOitl, increased cost of maintainIng We ploughS, are all extra, apart from the cost
0: the conduits, and these items are all eliminated
with the ol'erhead system. It would be a very heavy
extra cost here, because it \yould ne\'er pay to have
the conduit system throughout, which means that
Y')lI must have the overhead system 011 a portion
of the system, and, therefore, all the rolling-stOCk
would ha.ve to be equipped with ploughs for the
llI)(lergroulld conduit, and trolley poles for the
overhead system. All the electricai gear for the
cO;lduit system would entail heavy additional cost,
due eIltirely to the adoption of that system.
I I08 t. Would the extr<l cOSt of repairs and maintellance generally be a considerable item in the
working expenses, or a minor item in the conduit
system ?-It would be a very considerable item. I
);hould say that here they would cost you at least
~d. per car mile extra, apart from the fact I
have already melltioned of the necessity for extra
roll ing -stock, owing to cars being laid off on account of defective ploughs and gear. In short, the
conduit system would require more rolling-stock.
[n New York, with their 2,000 cars, there are
genera \I y roo laid off owing to defective ploughs.
Assuming you had not those ploughs, the~ corollary
is that those cars would be available for traffic;
so it means that you require at least 5 per cent.
more rolling-stock by the adoption of the underground system.
. tJ082. By Jl1r . .Membrey (ill the chair).-With
respect to the introduction of electric traction 011
the span wire method, some considerable prominence has been given tts the question of the interference by the wires with the operations of the fire
brigade. What is your opinion on that point ?-f
do not think they are likely to cauSe much han.
dicap to the work of the fire brigade in the sy~
tem which I recommend you should adopt. I suggested eliminating running any wires from pole to
pole, so that you would have no wires running
parallel to the footpath, anc! just over the kerb
;] lignment. The only wires you would have runnin-g parallel with the :;;treets' would be the trolley
wires. The span wires would, of course, run from
pole to pole across the street.
J r08:~. All the other
wires would be underground ?-Yes. We always make it an absolute instruction that directly a fire occurs our emergency
cars shall turn out immediatel v, and if there is
any danger at all of the o\'erhea'd wires in any way
interfering with the work of the fire brigade, we
would simply cut them down. Being able to use
temporary cross-over roads enables us to maintain
a service as close as we' can to the seat of the fire.
T do not think it can be argued against overhead
construction that it interferes or handicaps in any
wav the operations of the fire brigade.
I have
ne\:er found it so yet, and in all cases where fires
have occurred on the lines of tramway routes, we
have made it a point to cut off the service and to
cut 'the wires down if the fire brigade require it.
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I-IoB4· What, in your OpiniOn, is the best type
of track to use for electric tramway traction ?-For
suburba·n routes and outlying lines I would recommend the cross sleeper type, that is, with the rails
Ia id on wooden sleepers, and the sleepers laid on
ballast formation.
By this type of const·ruction
yon get a n:ry much easier running and resilient
road beel than with any other type, and it also admits of very cheap maintenance costs, and you are
able to remedy any subsidences or irregularities at
a minimum of cost. For the inner portions of the
city proper I would still recommend the use of
cross sleepers, but with the sleepers embedded in
and Oil concrete, that is to say, the cross. sleepers
acting as ties between the rails, thus preventing the
disintegration of the concrete under the base of
the rail, which causes so much trouble in nearly
every place where the rails are embedded on the
concrete. Of course, you would not be able to
attempt that type of construction with the conduit
system. I am assuming now that an overhead system is ill operation. There is no doubt that the
wooden sleej)er track gives a much more resilient
road, a smoother running, and quieter track, and
in every way the type of construction I suggest is
cheaper to maintain.
I have seen cases where,
when the rails were laid in concrete, the concrete
has been disintegrated to such an extent that the
rails go down 2 inches every time a car passes over
them. The water gets under the base of the rail,
and the vibration due to the moving load of the
cars passing over the rails causc;s the concrete immediately underneath to disintegrate j and once it
starts it forms a pOCKet for more water, and so the
disintegration goes on. Then you have the great
question to face of making that good without stopping traffic. You start to pack it, say, with cement
composition, or whatever YOll like to llse, but if vou
maintain traffic all the t~me. you never give it a
chance to set, and never make the road absolutely
good. \yith the cross-sleeper type of construction.
however. the rails being spiked to the sleepers, if
any subsidence takes place, you simply lift the
sleepers and pack under them with dry ballast, SCI
.that you can carry out the work of re-lifting and
re-packing without stopping the traffic. Further,
it will be a good job when it is done.
IloBS· By Mr. Clzampion.-In connexion with
the conduit system, you submitted some cross-sections of various types' of conduit in use in different
parts of the world. Could you illustrate to the
Commission the manner in which the plough is used
between the two conductor rails ?-Yes. the drawing I showed you will clearly explain the inadvisahility of increasing the length of the plough.[Drau:ings of Waskington and London conduits expLained by witness.l
IIoB6. In this system in every example that you
have submitted to the Commission, there is a positive and negative rail?-Yes.
T loB7. That seems to be an essential point in
connexion with this system, as far as the designing
can be taken as guides. What advantages would
that give oyer a system which would propose to
use one conductor rail ?-I might say I know of
no system where one conductor rail is used.
I
cannot call to mind any system in which it has
been tried. It has .been found advisable, as the
result of years of experimenting on the part of
those who have had to control conduit tramways,
·that two conductors should be provided, one posi. tive and one negative. The reason of that, from
an electrical stand-point, is that you are able to
maintain hetter insulation. You do not have the·
rail return to deal with. It is a question of poten- .
tial between conductor and conductor, not between
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any part of any conductor and the earth.
You
eliminate the risk of breakdown by having two conductors, and there is also this feature, that in the
case of. olle conductor becoming defective in insulation, you can change .over to ·the other side, and
invert the plus and minus of the conductor rails.
They do that in London and other places. It is
a vcry important feature and facilitates continuity
of service and operation. The mechanical advantages are, of course, the fact that you get better
runnillg allCl provide lateral support for the plough,
and it the conductor rails are flxed in proper vertical alignment with the slots, as they should be,
thell you eliminate, to a very great extent, the side
,','ear 011 the plough at the point where they pass
hetween the slot rails. If you did not have the
two conductors, you would have a difticulty in
maintainillg the lateral stability of the plough, and
also a difficulty, it seems to me, in maintaining perfect contact between the plough and
the conductor rails. The present practice is to fix
the t'H) conductor rails 5 inches or 6 inches apart.
The contacts on the plough are forced outwards
with springs. so that, assuming the springs are
equal on either side, the normal position of the
centre of the plough will be midway between the
t,,·o conductor rails. Look what splendid running
that give~. It acts as an absolute guide to the
plough itself, and tends to keep the plough in the
proper position, and prevents it moving sideways,
though tIle plough, of course, is always free to
move la~cral\y. If there is only one conductor, you
lIlllst usc the rail [:s the return, and any part of
vour ,,'stem is far more liable to risk of break;:10\\·11. • Insubtion is more difficult to maintain, and
it seems to me that, with such a system, there is
a ,·ery grave risk of people putting down rods and
.,;llOrt-circuiting between the conductor rail and the
slot rail, and, what is far more important, probably
getting a shock. It is quite possible for that to
be done. A rod which is a conductor could be put
down to touch the conductor rails with~ut touching
the slot rails, and the person would get a very bad
~hock indeed.
I know of no case where it has
been tried, and I would be very sorry indeed to
take the responsibility of suggesting any such practice.
I JoBB. I notice from these cross-sections another
feature m connexion with the conductor rails, and
that is, that they are situated away from the centre
line of the slot. They are placed so as not to be
,·erticallv under the slot.
It a conductor rail
were pl;ced perfectly under the slot it would be in
a very much less advantageous position for working?-That is so.
l1089. Another point is that all the conductors
have the top of the "T," so to speak, in a vertical plane?-Yes.
11090. That, I presume, gives the lateral support you speak ot to the end of the plough, and
also puts the rail in the most favorable position
for shedding drops of water, or dirt, or mua, from
the surface ?-Yes, and gives a better vertical
st3hility as well.
r I 09 [. If the conductor rail were placed so that
the top of the " T " were horizontal and vertically
under the slot, that would be a very indifferent
position, compared with the position of the rails as
shO\m on those plans ?-It seems to me -to be the
very worst position to put it in. You are simply
providing a catchment area for mud and ditritis of
all descriptions, apart from which fact there is
the grave risk of any foreign thing being put down
between the slot, in which case there is not only
the risk of short-circuiting between the conductor
rail and the slot rail, but serious risk of the person
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so doing getting a shock.
If the slot is seveneights of an i!1ch or an inch wide, a person could
quite easily put down a piece of wire only one-quarter of an inch in diameter, without touclllng .the "lot
rail, and they would get a serious shock.
U092. In this case they could scarcely do it
without touching the slot rail ?-That is so; then, of
course, it is qUIte possible to run without the negative earthed,' in which case it would not matter if
it did touch the slot rail. They would not
the
current to earth. In some cases' they isolate from
earth altogether the negative conductor rail.
r 1093. If we had the single conductor rail, with
the plough travelling on top of it, there woutd be
no lateral support to the bottom end of the rail?Absolutely no lateral support at ail, unless you
make overhanging lips to the plough contact itself,
or make the top of the conductor· rail in the form
of a channel, which would be worse still, because
it wouid simply act as a pocket to hold mlld and
other matter. Not only mud, but :mything at all
th2.t is dropped down between the slot rail would
absolutely rest on the conductor rail. Small pieces
of wire, or hat pins even, may get on the rail, and
the vibration might put them at right angles to the
conductor rail, which, when touching the condtiit
walls, would produce a short-circuit every time.
It seems to me to be a system which would create
all sorts of troubles. and' I have never heard of it
being adopted anywhere.
11094. In connexion with the conduit system
adopted in South London, I refer to what I read a
little while ago at a discussion on the construction
of those tramways, and I mentioned some particulars given as to trouble with the plough. There are
many other difficulties referred to by the the ~ngi
neers who were in charge of the construction. The
point mentioned by you about iron bars or pieces
of wire, and so on, being put down between the
slot is also referred to. There is, in addition, another point which I do not think has been mentioned here so far, and. that is, the trouble caused
by the plough fouling the slot point when used as
facing point?-Tha t is a very serious matter, and,
at times, has caused a good deal of trouble. If the
slot points are not set right home there is the risk
of the plough striking if end on, as it were, with
the full force due to the speed the car might be
travelling at. and, of course such an event conld
onlv be met with disaster. It would wreck the
plo~gh, and not only that, but would probably pull
off the supporting gear as well, and that has caused
in a good many places endless trouble, to such an
extent, indeed,that where they have the slot point
at facing points they have materially widened the
slot in order to give ample clearance and to insure
that the
of the slot point should not foul the
plough. One of the many' risks which you take in
strce: work is that little pieces of stone or metal
getting in might prevent the slot point going properly home, in whi<..h case it would project beyond
the alignment of the slot rail and wreck the plough.
11095. W,ith regard to the effect of storm waters,
I see that the South London tramways were stopped
on three occasions, and that special provision has
been made for the removal of all waters. Have y~)li
obtained anv detail information as to the parts of
the present cable system that are liable to submergence or becoming flooded?-Yes. Several places
have been mentioned to me in connexion with that,
a particular spot OIl the Toorak-road was pointed
out to me. :md I also know that the conduits are
liable to flooding in the low-lying portions of the
centre of the city.
Il096. You have not had all the details or any
levels submitted to you, so that I presume that you
cannot give the cost of oonstructing such works as
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would absolutely remove tbe liability or floodi~g?:"""
From the information that has been given'to me
011 that matter I should say that it would l;le very
expensil'e indeed, 'and the question arises" whiCh
,authority is going to bear the cost of that drainage.
I f this extra provision for storm waters' is necessitated by the installation of tramways, I think that
the authorities, owning the tramways, should bear
the major portion of the cost. That is a reasonable
wrollary. In any case, to provide effective drainage to take off the storm waters, which I understand you have here in parts, which have been
pointed out to me, and the levels to which the flood
waters reach have been indicated to me, would run
into many thousands of pounds; just how much I
cannot say. I might say here that, in the costs per
mile I gave you for constructing the conduit system,
I allowed nothing whatever for drainage. The only
thing in that direction I, allowed for was the connecting pipes to any storm water drains that might
be put in.
T 1097 . Could you give any precise figures as to
the cost of providing a system of storm water drainage of the city and suburbs which would enable
electric traction to be used on the conduit method?
-No.
r r098. In those cases where flooding occurs by
the damming up of water courses or rivers, and
where it is impossible to remove that flooding by
any ordinary means reversion would have to take
place from the conduit system to the overhead for
a section, at any rate?-Yes.
IT099· Supposing the conduit system were demanded, in certain portions of the city it would be
inadvisable under any circumstances for it to be in!iitalled ?-1 should say so. With the risk of flood
water ever prevalent, and especially at certain times
of the year you are only incurring the risk of a
breakdown to the system, and it seems to me you
would have to adopt the very cumbersome expedient
of putting in the overhead system for small portions
of the route. which means, of course, transposition
points from the conduit system to
overhead and
ngain from the overhead to the conduit. It also
again brings up the very serious question of i)ow the
plough is going to be handled at those points, and
[ wish to emphasize more· particularly than I did
tbis morning the difficulties of maki l1 g the changes.
Either the plough has to be run off automatically
into the siding pit underneath or it has to be lifted
into the body of the car. They are the two methods,
but either is experisive and cumbersome, and, of
course, causes endless delays to traffic.
11100. By Afr. lVlembrey.-And apart fr9m all
the difficulties you have mentioned--expense, storm
water drainage, &c.-you are fully convinced that
it would be inadvisable for us to establish in Melhourne the conduit system ?-That is ,my opinion
with this qualification, that if the overhead system
is absolutely prohibited then, of course, you have
only the alternative, if you want the electric system
throughout, to put in the conduit. But I say, that
you should think very deeply before you do decide
to put in the conduit system, on the grounds of the
enormous expense, apart from any other feature,
mechanical or electrical. 1£ it were established
within the city that WQuld mean a considerable
number of miles of track, and there is all that extra
cost which has to be borne by the whole system,
and unless the traffic density is very heavy indeed,
it is simply prohibitive. Apart from that fact, there
is only one thing that would make. me suggest that
YOH should consider utilizing the conduit system, if
the overhead system were prohibited, and that is if
you had efficient drainage. Eliminating the,· fact
tha~ certain porti9ns of your streetsftre sub~e.rged
you must keep the surface water fronI the oonduit,
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and in a great many places in the city that could
not be done without a considerable amount of regrading of the streets and proper provision of
drains, and looking 'at it from every point of view
the more I consider it. the more I am fairly con-·
vinced that you should if possible adopt the overhead system in the city as well as elsewhere.
IlIOr. Is there anything further you wish to
add on that point ?-I would like to revert to the
figure I gave of £Z1,OOO per mile. That includes
making geod the surface of the streets and paving
with wood-blocks throughout, and putting in proper
type of construction. As you know it is a very
llifficult matter to estimate the ccst of work in the
main thoroughfares of a city, but if you were now
to reconstruct the cable conduit system it would
cost far more than it did in the first instance. The
city has grown, and traffic is more dense, and it
could only be carried out in small sections at a
time. You could not tie up the whole length of
Collins-street or Bourke-street. The work would
have to be carried out section by section, extending
probably frorr.. cross street to cross street, and that
alene would considerably increase the cost of construction. In arriving at that estimate I have taken
all those factors into consideration, and I think it is
li safe estimate on which to base your conclusions,
and it includes the usual provisions of I5 per cent.
for engineering and contingencie~
I II02. Suppo3ing it WaS proposed to exteltd the
tramway beyond the limit of the present cable system, of course electrically. Do you think it woull
be a good thing to have two different systems, or
do you think it ought to be electrified right through?
--c-I think it should be electrified right through, but,
of course, that will take a good many years to
bring about. Taking the Melbourne tramway system at the present time it is clear I think as the
result of the inspection I have made that it does
not extend far enough, especially in some directions,
that is to say, there is a very considerable area In
the suburbs not yet tapped by any system of tramways Or r"ilways. The .ti~e is fast approaching
when tliose districts must be served by tramways
or railways, most of them, I think, preferably by
tramways, in which case it seems to me those lines
should be proceeded with first, and a proper system
of connecting lines (cross-country lines, one might
term them) laid down, but that will take time to
carry out. That shouid be followed by electrifying
some of the trunk lines serving the districts in which
you are putting in new lines, taking it area by
area, and connecting each area right. up to the city,
which, of course, ~an be done quite easily with the
many main streets you have within the city. Until
the work of reconstruction in the city is carried out
you could have transfer points where the passengers
can transfer from the cable to the electric cars.
When the connecting lines and the extension lines
are laid the main lines should be converted right up
to the city, and the conversion of the cable system
within the city left until the last possible moment
so as to cause as little inconvenience as possible to
the travelling public. So soon as you have converted the out-lying portions and put down the
necessary extensions, then, in my opinion, it is necessary and essential that the city' portion should be
electrified and preferahly, of course, on the same
system as the suburban and outer area ljnes so as to
obviate the necessity of changing.
II103. In connexion with the electrification of the
cable system if we could take a line which does not
join with an~ other line, say, the Flinders-street to
Richmond and Hawthorn Bridge line, and electrify
that on the overhead system, it would afford the
citizens of Melbourne the O'pportunity of seeing the
overhead systein of electric traction in operation with
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the big cars side by side with the cable system. At
the extremity of that line there is a very ancient
(as far as type of tramways is concerned) horsetramway along Burwood-road, Power-street, and
Riversdaie"road, stopping at about Auburn-road.
Those people there are very much isolated from all
methods of communication. They have to walk a
long way to the train, and they have a very poor
tramway service. The tramway system could, with
advantage, be extended along Riversdale-road to
Camberweli. I think the proper way to deal with
that would be to electrify that line on the overheJrl system, and seeing that the line could be run
nght tlH"ough to ,Melbourne without interfering with
any part of the cahle system, it would, I think,
form an admirable example for electrification
throughout?-That seems to me a very reasonable
~uggestion, and should be adopted. You might even
p;o further than that and extend down along the
river to tbe wharfs, a district which is not served
• ,Jt the present time, and which has a good deal of
traffic, and is very awkward to get at. I suggest
the extension in order to cut out the city terminal
points. In any case, of course, the Swanstonstreet cars could still cross the electric cars without
any trouble. It seems to be a 'very excellent suggestion, and w~:>uld undoubtedly give you the opportunity of demonstrating to the people the advantages
or the electrical system. Another point is that it
would be wise that the thing be looked at from the
point of view of the requirements of the system as
a whole. Little pieces of line have been, and are
heing, put in here and there irrespective of whether
they wili form an integral part of the whole system
or not, :l.lld I think the practice is to be deprecated.
U nJess something is done the various suburban
<lUthorities will go on adding little bits of line here
and there designed by different. people, and having
different rolling stock with .the track centres spaced
differently, and it will be very awkward to work
those sections in with the whole system.
TII04'oAs to the method of fixing the span wires,
do you think the 99-feet street too wide for using
rosettes in securing wires to the buildings ?-Not a
bit. It is only a question of design. We use. as a
rule, a constant for the sag varying with the length
of the span wire. Generally it is a I in IO slope.
It is only a. question of making the span wires
strong enough.
HICS. You ha.ve said in your evidence in chief
that the span wire system was a more flexible
method than the centre pole system. Can you explain that?-There is not so much rigidity at the
points of suspension of the conductors, and the con~equence is you do not get so much crystallization
of the conductors at that point. Even with centrepole construction we never attach the hanger which
supports the wire to the solid arm. It is generally
attached to a piece of steel wire underneath the
arm, in order to give a certain amount of flexihility
when the trolley wheel is passing, aha to allow for
the vertical surge of the trolley wire itself.
I I 106. Is it not a fact that the intensity of
rainfall in Melbourne is greater than that of Berlin, Paris, and London ?-I think it is. I think
you get far greater rainfalls here in a given time
than'they do in Berlin or Paris. Of course, they
get at times long periods of rain, but it is more of
<I. drizzling nature.
They do not get the torrential
rains which we do here, and that is a very important
matter when considering the question of the conduit
system.
I I I07. Another advantage we would gain by the
adoption of the electrical system would be in the
lighting of the cars at night ?-Undoubtedly, with
the electric system you get a much better lighted
car than with the cable system using oil lamps,;
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It rllak~s the car_ more attractive .for peo~le to ride :,1 fund and state of their undertaking as to what the
III at mghr.
We find people fide at night to a value of the, undertaking is, and 1 should not like
far greater extent now than they did with the horse to offer any opinion Oil that without going into the
trams.
One reason is that in the horse cars you whole of the fio-ures which would take me some
'COUlU scarcely see to do anything j they were 50 ,time, but as I l1ave' already indicated, even if a
badly lighted.
It must be remembered that with trarnwa v authoritv were constituted at once, whether
th.e. c.:onduit system the lights go out at the I!oints Govefll~ent or li1unici pal, the question of buying
of mtersectlon where there are right-angle crossings. out the city tramways could be left over for a
IIIOS. So that as far as lighting is concerned
little while, wbile rhe engineering was being dOlle in
there is a little inconvenience with the conduit sys- connexioll with the whole system. The engineering
tem as compared to the overhe'.ld ?-Yes, you do get alone, the organizing of tht; staff to carry out the
the feature I meniloned that WIth the conduit system engineering, and the proper designing of the system
the current is cut off at crossings, but with the here would occupy some months, and all the time
overhead ::.ystem you get the current continuously [hat is taken up bv that 'work is bringing you nearer
,when going round curves Ot crossing right-angle to the end of the' franchise that the company has,
;tnd it is reducing the amount that would have to
junctions.
II 109. It would be advisable, 1 presume, to give
be paid to them. EVCIl if the authority was conthe tramway authority whIch is to be establishe.d stitutecl straight away 1 should say the first thing
to take over the whole of this service full powers, tor them to do would be to appoint their adminisirrespective of any municipal desires to establish trative staff, anu proceed with the designing of the
what in its opinion is the most effective method of whole system, working up a comprehensive scheme,
electric traction ?--I certainly think so.
looking ahead, anu bearing in mind what the require1 II 10. I am referring now more particularly to
1I1ent:; ot Melbourne \\'lit be ten and twenty years
th~ disadvantage which H appears to me obtains in hence.
Some additiol1<il Jines c<;mld be gone ahead
London, where HIe London County Council may be with, and arrangements 'made eIther. to buy pow?r
stopped from -establishing any particular system of from the electricity supply compames or put 111
traction by the municipality in' whose territory that temporary power statiol16 pending the completion
,tramway 1S going to be constructed ?-That is a of the main power station.
That, again, would
,very senous matLt::r at Home. I \\'Ould rather like take some years to carry out, because the closer you
to see your lfanlWay autlwrity constituted here get to the best position for the power station the
somewhat Oll similar lines to the Municipal Trust longer it is going to take, because, as a rule, the
.in Adelaide, that is if it i.; a municipal authority. . best positions are located on th~ hardest ground to
In Adelaide rhey have absolute powers under [helr get hold of.
HIlS. It would be quite possible for this auAct to do whatever is best in their judgment for
the system, and to adopt whichever type of con- rhority to carryon the outer extensions of the metro:;truction they consider best, but If an authority has polis of MelbOllrne without considerin'g the position
,to consider every individual municipality through of the cable system in any shape or form ?-Quite.
which it wants to take the line they have a very
I1IlO. A uisadvantage to the public would be
serious handicap indeed, ami that handicap C;J.ll only that the tramways would not be linked up with the
have one result, which will mean unsatisfactory present system ?-That would only mean transfer
working, increased cost of operatlOn, and a loss to poillts for a certain time, just ,the same as in the
a very vast extent indeed of uniformity .• Not only case of the Prahran and Malvern system at present.
H I l i . by iUr. Cllampzon.--'l'ilere is the other
that, but delays take place through the negotiations
between the different vublic bodies.
In London a~1Ject 1 pOllned out, viz., that the people of Melthere are endless discussions, endless negotiations bourne have had the cable tramways tor so long
over the most trivial matters, matters which should (ano th~ cable tramways have one or two advannot be referred to the municipalities at all. They [ages which no doubt the public highly appreciate)
,have to be referred, and they take weeks and weeks that it is almost necessary to demonstrate to them
to discuss them. As a layman, I would say that if that there are more· advantages in the use of eleothe tramways are to be under municipal control the tric traCtion (-Yes.
I should say a great many
authority should be a municipal trust having full people in Melbourne and suburbs have not yet seen
powers over a 'given area embracing the city and all the electric trams at either Brighton, Essendon, or
,the surrounding municipalities.
Prahran and Malvern
I l I I 1. I understand you have eight members on
I I lIS. From that point of view it is necessary,
your Trust ?-Yes.
to get possession of those cable tramways at the
11112. And representatives from the Govern·
earliest possible moment so as to get the connecting
ment ?-Yes, two. That is because the Government lines through ?-From that point of view it is.
advanced the money. P.Tm·ision is made that whell The idea 1 had was to get as near as possible to
the Government is repaId, then there is no longer the time when the company's franchise will expire,
Government representation on the Trust. The Go· because as time goes on the amount to be paid to
'vernment representatives have equal voting powers buy them out gets less and less.
Even assuming
with the other members. When the money is paid y.ou auopt the suggestion. made of electrify~ng ~ne
off and there is no longer Government representa- lme, It would i;ake some tIme to get the engmeenng
· tion it will become purely a municipal tramways of that done, the scheme drawn up, and contracts
trust.
,e[, and so on, and you would be prepanng your
IIIl3. I understand there are no profits distri.
main scheine concurrently with that, and would be
· buted amongst the municipalities until the wh~le of getting nearer to the time when the company has to
the debt is paid off ?--That is so.
hand over.
1III4. By Mr. Solly.---1Would you recommend
IIII9· By Jllr. Dureau.-Would not the oonthat any incoming authority should purchase our struction of extensions increase the difficulties of
present cabJe tramways ?-1 have not gone into the the conversion of the cable system later on.
It
financial aspect of the matter.
It is a very big would create traffic that does not now exist, and you
· question1 and wants most careful consideration. As would be discharging that traffic to the ter~ini of
I understand the position here, the present com- the present tramway, and then you are gomg to
pany has a lease of the tramways until I916. Of pull up that tramway and put down an electric line?
course, it depends on the condition of their sinkiog - I am speaking of r.ew lines more than extensions.
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11 120. Nearly all the present 'Cable lines require
eJj:tensions, and those routes would probably be
Have you conwhere the new lines were buHt.
sidered that (--Yes. What I referred to particularly
was the question of extra lines serving areas at
present not served by tramways or railways. Get
those lines pUt in first, and brought up to the city.
as closely as possible, and then proceed with the
convt:rsion of the existing lines.
II I 2 1. Supposing all those lines you have in view
were really continuations of the present system,
would you then say that they should be built first
I
and the cable converted afterwards ?,-No.
would then say what I said this morning, that is,
I would proceed with electrification route by route
from the city.
II I 22. By lU r. Clza11l,tiolt.--That would be more
economical from the POll1t of view of supply and
distribution?-Yes, and, of course, would eliminate
the transposition points, and the necessity of passengers changing, which is a very serious matter
indeed in through running. Apart from the inconvenience to the people it affects the cost of operation
seriously.
lI123. By Mr. Mcmbrcy.~The point Mr. Champoin i.s referring to is, that if you electrify 'any
portion of the present cable system whatever, it
would be necessary to get possession of it ?-Most
decidedly it would. The whole thing depends on
the question of what you would have to pay for the
tramway, and on that I cannot give you any information. So far as technicality is concerned I can
make suggestions.
But any conclusions I might
come to wou~d be affected to ,a very great extent by
the commerCIal aspect.
II I24. By Mr. Dureau.~We prefer your opinion
as an engineer dealing with tramway problems as
a whole without regard to any'financial aspect?But even then I would not know what this compMly would require for their undertaking, and the
amount might materially affect my judgment from
a fillUncial point of vieW.
1I125. By Afr. Afembrey.-With regard to your
Adelaide system, how lo;g was it before you comf
f
h f
T
en ted
d;. op~~a lO~S rom t e Ime your ruot was
orme .~ le rust was formed in February,
19°7· ~ took offiee in June, 19 0 7, and in March,
19 0 9, we opened the first lines. That is a yea.r
and nine months.
11126. 13y lif;. Solly.-;-How many miles of track

r

did YhOU open ~--We opened about 20 miles between
Marc and April, 1909·
iIt21· By Afr. llfembrcy.~Was there a~y unnecessary delay?-No. We kept the whole of the
traffic going all the time, and in no case during reconstruction was the revenue less than on the corresponding day in the previous year.
I I I 28. I mean was any delay occasioned in any
way bet\veen the time the Trust was formed and
the time you commenced to construct your tramways ?-No. The first thing they did was to invite
applications for their engineer, returnable, I think,
in March, and in the middle of Mmch they appointed me (the 'trust was formed in February).
I could not take up my duties straight away, and
arri.ved in June, and they did nothing until I
arrived. The first thing they did was to ask me
to submit a report, setting fmth what recommendations I had to make with regard to routes. That
report was submitted within six weeks or two
~6nths of my arrival, and it was considered by the
Trust, and we then went ahead.
• ·III29· By AIr, SoUy.-Supposing it took two
years for an authority formed here to extend the
tramway system to the most needed districts of the
metropolis; would not the money expended on that
16998.
2

hel p to feed the present cable system ?-It would
to a certain extent.
lIl30. Then the present company would be recciving a great benefit frem that for the three years
that had to expire before the lease was up ?-Undoubtedlv thev would.
.
II T31.4 Looking at the matter from that point of
view, and bearing in mind the profit of £25 0 ,000
a year made by the company, do you think it would
be better for the incoming authority to purchase the
trams, and then to carry out their system of operation, either by borrowed money or by the profits
they make from the present cable system ?-Lookiug at it broadly; I would like to see the incoming
authority purchase the tramway straight away, or
as soon as the authority was formed. That opinion,
of course: is subject to a proper investigation of
the financial position. . Apart from the financial
position, however, I wOllld certainly like to see the
incoming authority take over the whole thing and
proceed with electrification as a whole.
II 13 2 . By Afr. C ltampion.-Supposing yoU were
called upon to deal with this problem, would you
not in the interests of the public generally prefer
to ha\'c the distribution, layout, location of these
tracks, &c., placed in your hands from the point
of an engineer and tramway mana~r rather than
be told, "You will have to undertake extensions.
You have nothing to do wit}:. the cable system"?
.... [ should undoubtedly prefer to have the whole
thing placed in my hands; There is no doubt that
unless you have the control of the whole thing you
cannot take th t same view as vou would with full
control.
I t would depend e~i:irel y on what you
had to pay to get that privilege, but eliminating
that feature I would prefer to see the whole thing
taken over.
llIJ3· By l11r. SoUy.-What was the position in
Adelaide when you took charge.
Did you have
absolute ;]uthority to lay down any track and in
any direction that you thought proper under the drcumstances ?~Absolutely.
We bought the horse
tramways, and we put new tramways wherever we
chose witbout referring the question to any local
authority.
. I I 134. Do you think it would be better to leave
.all those matters entirelY in the' hands of the engineer in charge of the ;'vhole work?-The position
of the engineer would, of ccurse, be subordinate to

the authority for whom he ,'as working, and it
would be a matter of him reporting to them, but I
would rather see the authority have full power to
do whatever it wanted, irrespective of the local
authorities.
I 1I35. Who laid the Adelaide scheme out in the
first instance ?.-After investigation of the whole proposition I submitted a. report to my Trust, which
they considered. My Trust consists of a body-of
men similar to you gentlemen here at the present
time, and they are independent of any individual
municipality or local authority.
Neither did the
represntatives of the various local authorities put
forw;]rci any suggestions for the benefit of any particul:u district. They eliminated the fact that they
represented any purticul:]! district, and went on the
lines that they were a Trust, and had to view the
thin~ as a whole, entirely apaIt from any individual
reqUIrements.
TTI36. 13y Mr. Dureau.~Was not the Trust
pr;]ctical1y created by the Governmentr-Yes, that
IS to say, the GOVernment decided to buy the tram,,,ays. and advanced the monev, and then formed
the Municipal 'Tra-mway Trust. The city elected
two members, t.he suburban councils two members
and the district councils two members, and the Trust
has full power to do whatever is necessary from
a tram\vay point Of view.
.
•
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III37. By !rh. Cltampion.-Then the Govern- overhead construction would be four times as much
"ment has two furthe, representatives?-Yes', they per car mile as it would be if operating a two and
are members of the Trust, in so far as they are a half minute service: The same with overhead
·nominees of the Government to watch the interests rnaintenance, but tha't does n9t make much differ.of the Governmellt. They are not elected as the ence. Taking the thing as a whole the cost per car
·ether members are by the councils of the municipali- mile would be more with the electric system than
ties they· represent.
with the cable, but the earning capacity would be
I II38. By llir. Durcau.-Do you ever expect to .materially increased by the former, that is to say,
'reach a time when there will not be Government I he revenue per car mile would be increased, which
nominees on the Trust ?-That depends on what the would compensate for the extra cost per car. mile.
wages are going to be in the future.
I do not say that the ratio of operating costs to
1II39· iJy' JUr. Soily.-Our difficulties are very revenue would be increased, but the operating exmuch greater here than those which confronted Ade- penses per mile will be.
'
.liude. . We have the cable system, and out at
11145. By Mr, Cltampio1t.-With reference to the
Clifton Hill another cable system under private powers to be given to a tramway authority should
control, and we have electric systems at Essendon 1I0t the authority have power to construct any kind
,under private control, an electric system at l'rah- of tramway it likes in any part of the area without
ran under municipal control, and the ,St. Kilda being compelled to listen to objections from the
electric tramways under Goveniment control. Our municipal authorities ?-I think so. I think that is
difficult.ies are very much greater than yours were, the only line upon which the authority should be
because we have so many different controls. Can constituted.
you recommend any way out fpr us?-There is no
I I 146. It should have full powers both as to
doubt it is a very complex question, but it depends rOlltes and type of tramway to be installed ?-Yes,
really on what auth6fity is gIven to the controlling everything,
"
authorities. of the tramways in the future. It seems
11147. By Mr. Solly.-What advantage is there
to me that no satisfactory work can be done in the in having the Railway Commissioner on your Adefuture unless the whole thing is brought under one laide Trust ?---I do' not think there are' any ad'control, and I should say the sooner that is done vantages or disadvantagers. The question of the
the better. ~ do not, however? feel in a position chaillnan, being a Railway Commissioner, never
to give you any part1culJ.f advice as to the manner I-'resents itself when he is sitting on the Board.
· at uringmg that about.
1II48. By kir. Durcatt.-He was not a Railway
I I 140. You recognise,. of course, that all these
Commi::;sioner when appointed, was he ?-No, he
concerns must eventually be bought out ?-Yes, was engineer-in-chief to the State of, South Australia
eventually, but again the question of the financial for a great many years.
'aspect steps in.
I would not say they must be
II149. By!rh. Solly.-Supposing you were laybought out unless I knew just what had to be paid. ing down a tramway track parallel with the railway
You could not afford to sink indefinitely an line, would it be an advantage to you to have a
enormous amount of capital which might be paid railway man on the Trust in the interest of the Govsimply for good-will. Take oU'( case in Adelaide. ernment railways?LWe have not really met a proWe paid £284,000 to the seven companies that position such as that, but I think that should such
owned the tramways. The realizable value of the a position arise the tramway authority should look
'assets is only £44,000, which leaves £240,000 at the matter from a tramway point of view, as
which we practically paid for good-will. That is to whether a tramway is necessary for the public
,a matter which matefially affected the construction along the line of a proposer! route. irrespective of
over there, and it seems to me the same questiOn is whether a railway is there or not. I would ask
before you here, but unless I knew what the terms should not the people be considered first Should
of purchase would be I really cannot express an not there be wholesome competition between the
tramway authority and the raIlway authority ,so as
'opinion that would.be of any use to you.
to give the people advantage of the best and qUIckest
11141. By lilr. kiembrcy.-Would not the saving
due to electrification of t11(;o: cable system pay in- means of transport. If such a position did come up
terest and oost of conversion ?-Not necessarily a it seems to me that it resolves itself merely into a
saving, because I think the cost of operation by question of ~vhether a tramway is necessary in the
electric traction would be higher per car mile than interests of the people living along the line of the
it is with the present cable system, but, of course, proposed route, a.nd that is the vie,,:, we would take
the earning capacity would be materially increased. of it, irrespective of whether a raIlway was there
In comparing systems, it is not the question of cost or not .
. I II 50, 'Was any other reason advanced why the
of operation per car mile which should be conGovernment should have representation on the Trust
sidered. That is a rather misleading figure.
"II142. By lIfr. Cltampion.-What was your cost other than the financial reason ?-No other reason.
IllS I. Was there no question of competition of
per car mile last year ?-7. 54d. per car mile, extraffic and consequently tares ?-No, that was not
cluding power.
II143. By kir. Dureau.-The electric system ,considered at all.,
1115 2 . By lIfr. Cltampion.-How would you prohere would be cheaper than in Adelaide per car
mile, would it not ?-I do not think so. It is a ques- pose to deal with the traffic during the conversion
tiQil of ratio of operating expenses to revenue which from the cable to the electric system on anyone of
teJIs, not .the question of. operating costs per car those routes. Take the Flinders-street-Richmond
line, for example?-That matter I have given some
'mile ..
to and I would suggest that· you
consideration
·
I I 144. Is not the density of population a factor?
should have a light design of car to operate over
· -,That would not reduce the cost per car mile very
.materially .. It is a question of wages per car hour, the cable lines and put up the overhead wire~, and
· and. that is governed by the extent of the average then operate by single line with turnouts whIle the
:speed ofth; car. Of course, the ratio of main- other track is being made. I think in that way you
,tenance costs 0:£ permanent way and overhea~ con- would carry it out with a minimum of inconvenience
struction varies in accordance with the car mIleage to the travelling public.
1II53. You contemplate in that case the, construc;
.per mile of single track. That is to s.ay, if· you
tion
of the overhead system and different disposihad a svstem operating a ten-minute serVIce the cost
· practica'lly of maintaining the pe~manent way and tion of .the tracks?-Yes.
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11154. By Mr. Solly.-With all the controls I
sand people, and we have to endeavour to formupreviously mentioned it would be a matter of im·
late a system that will relieve al.! this congestion
possibility to carry out a workman· like job. no for the next forty years to come, and, perhaps,
not you think the only way to complete a good jet: longer. Could you suggest anything that would
for the whole of the metropolis would be to pur- enable the Commission to recommend some means
chase the interests of all these bodies, and have the ot dealing with that particular congestion?-That
whole tramway system under an absolute controlling congestion exists now, ,owing to the limitations of
body ?-Undoubtedly, from an engineering and ad· cable traction; but with the installation of elecministrative point of view.
tric traction, you will be able to obviate that con·
1I155. Otherwise it would be a patched up job? gestion. '.the cars, instead of turning back at any
-That would depend to a great extent on the e~lgi· point, will turn and leave the city by another route,
neering. There, again, the question of the purchase for example, the cars, going down Swanston-street
price comes in. I, however, would not be prepared and Elizabeth·street could turn into Flinders·street
to sacrifice too much capital to bring the whole :tnd go out again on other routes, and you could
under one control. I should want to know what the uecelltralize your loading points; whereas, if you
cost of such desirable conditions was going to be have city termini, as at present, the people who live
Lefore I could say straight out whether those con- on the various routes served by these lines will go
ditions should be bought. '
to their respective termini to load every time.
rII56. Supposing we have to wait till the cable
1II60. Do you consider the electrification of the
system falls iI!.. which will be in about five years,
whole of the suburban railways would help in preand we have to wait till the term of the Clifton venting that congestion ?-I do not see how that
Hill lease is up, which will be at about the same would affect it to any extent.
time, then there is the Essendon line, they have a
III6r. The congestion takes place mainly
right to the roads for many years. It would be a through people desiring to get into the railway stamatter of impossibility to get continuity of traffic tion, and having to wait for their trains?~ That
while those different systems existed. Will not that would not affect the congestion in the streets at the
keep back the development of the outer areas of 'loading points of the tramways.
Melbourne. Would it not be better f9r the pcople
to pay a little more to get nearer to what they deI II62. It would take the people away quicker?
sire than. to wait for years ?-I should say so un.
--Certainly, the electric system, I think, would
doubtedly, so long as you did not have to pay too obviate all that.
much for it.
I1 16 3. With the electrification of the trains, you
I II57. Until we have the one control, tne travel.
would have a quicker service ?~With electric railiing public will be continually annoyed at not being ways, you could have a much more frequent headable to get a through fare to any part they desire way than with stearn.
to go to_ There will be the changing of cars, and
II164· By i1lr. Champi oll.-Would you give
general! y chaos will exist ?-I would not go so far the Commission a little further description about
as to say things would be in a state of chaos, but the type of car you use in Adelaide, or the type
the travelling public would have a good deal of you recommend ?-I would like to explain the
inconvenience to put up with.
necessity for not limiting the width to the type
HIS8. By i1lr. Cltampion.-Electric traction adopted' usually in England.
The car which I
would enable you to make great improvements in have suggested would be 8 ft. 3 in. wide over all,
the methods of dealing with congestion of traffic gidng 7 ft. 5 in. inside, and will give you a centre
iind with shunting at dead ends?-Undoubtedly. I a::Je, clear between the seats, of I ft. 9 in., which
would like to see the city terminal points cut out 1:'; the minimum which should be allowed, in order
altogether. Owing to the extra flexibility of the to give clear room for ingress and egress of passenelectric system, you could run through cars from gers, and for the conductor to get through his car.
route to route, or right through the city, and cut I submit a cross-section, showing the relation of
out the terminal points in the city; which only lead the centre aisle to the seats and the relation of the
to congestion and delays. Instead of having the seats to the car body.-[Cross-section explained by
cars running to terminal points, as at Elizabeth- witness.]
street, they would simply run on circular routes
r 065. Does the width over all include the footfrom suburb to suburb. In any case, if cars had board ?-Not on the near side.
to run just into the city and out again, they could
I 1I66. What would be the price of such a car
run in by one route and out by another instead of approximately?-Between '£1,400 and '£1,5 00
having to shunt in the city. Withth~ cable sys· each, including motors and equipment. The price
tern, you must have shunting in the city, but with varies according to the finish and the amount of
electric traction that can be eliminated, and the fact fittings put in the car. The type of car in Adeth~t .that would do away with congestion is, in my
bide cost £1,500. The car bodies are made in
OpmlOl1, one of the great advantages of the elec·
Adelaide, but the electric gear, wheels, and axles
tric system.
It would obviate the blocking of are all imported. The smaller combination cars,
thoroughfares by cars taking up their standing \\'ith drop platforms, cost about .£1,050 each, and
time, especially in the busy hours of the day, and seat forty people. '£1,500 is the price of the large
you would have the cars 'coming in one after all- cars, which I recommend you should adopt for
other, and proceeding out to another route, and main line traffic, and to seat seventy people.
people would krlOW where to get on their cars. In
1 Il67. What is the height of the roof of the
addition to that, you would decentralize your load· car above the track ?-Eleven feet six inches bver
ing points, which is· a very necessary thing, that is all.
to say, you would stop the loading taking place all
11168. Would you give us some information
at one point. .
.
about the height of the steps?-The height of the
II159. By Mr. Solly.-It is between 5 and 6 steps on electric cars has always been a burning
o~clock '!-t night that we have the biggest~congestion
question. On the combination cars, such as we have
0., passenger traffic at the corners of Swanston and
in Adelaide, the first step from rail level is 14
Fl~nders\~~reets and Elizabeth and 'Flinders streets,
inches, the second step to the platform of the caT
gomg to'i.tl1t':.f. F!J.ilway ,station: The popUlation of is IO~ inches, and the third step from the platform
Melbourn'e muSt&increase withi~Jhe next ten or fifo to the floor of the saloon is 9 inches. On the large
teen years; perhaps by: three or' four hundred thou- cars the height of the first step from rail level is
! U2
.~!
.,
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I ft. 6 in. to the smoking cOmpartment. . The first
step fot the saloon compartment is 1 ft. 2! in.,
and the second step leading into the saloon of the
car is I ft. ii in.
I I I 69. In dealing with the question of transyerse
sleepers and track construction, I think you said
that you would found the sieep~rs on concrete?Yes, and, in addition to the concrete under the
sleepers, I would Ill! the space between the sleepers
up flush with top of sleepers" and that is what
makes the extr[, cost.
I I I iO. With a goon Ioundation, such as we have
in many parts of Melbourne, could you dispense
with the concrete under the sleeper ?-I do not
think so, if the pavement is to be wood blocks, as
you. would get ar. uneven road bed. That type of
construction wa~ tried some years ago in Glasgow.
They. put the rails on sleepers, which they laid on
the bottom of the trench, and filled in between the
sleepers with concrete, and they found it did not
stand too well.
.
1 I 17 I. If the Riversdale-roadand Flinders-street
tramwa y were electrified, you could operate it, I presume, from a temporary power-house ?--Quite
>casill'. You could either put it up yCj'1.lrselves temporarily, or get pmver from . some one else. The
proper thing to do, it seems to me,. would be to
put in a temporary power-house pending the constructLon of the main power-house.
( II 72. Could that be located in such a position
that it could be used for a sub-station afterwards, if
necessary?--Quite easily.
Tli'lt would be the
proper engineering way of doing it.
I 1173. Could you give the Commission any idea
of what it would cost to instal a temporary powerhouse for operating the work mentioned r-It depends on the number of cars you have to operate;
but, roughly speaking, if you had fifty cars, It
temporary plant like, that would cost aoout
£24,000, and then, of course, most of the . plant
could be utilized and taken to the main station
afterwards, and the building could be utilized as
a sub-statioh.
.
.
II 174 Perhaps it would operate more ·than O:1e
lme?-Yes. decidedly. Fifty cars would give a
good mileage. 1 have witfi me a number of photographs, showing. various types of cars, which I
would like the Comnlission' to see.-[PllOtoj!,raplts
put in. J~T would like to add to the objections 1
gave this morning to the double-decker car, one
further very serious objection, and that is, the starting of the car while people are half-way down the
~teps and throwing them over. That has been the
CD.1:lse of many accidents at home, for which the
tmmway authorities have had to pay.
n 17, 5· Are there allY otlier matters in connexion
with tramways that you would like to bring under
the notice of the Commission?-There is one thing
I would like to mentkm, and that is in regard to
the adoption of the trackless cars. You have, perhaps, heard a good deal about them. They are
trying Hlem in a great many places in England,
and I have seen them in operation 011 the Continent.
A;; a matter of fact. 1 reported to the municipality 01 Karori, in New Zealand, as to the ad"jsability or otherwise of adopting this system. It
is a system which is useful for adoption on outlying routes which would not bear the cost of a
permanent way, and Jhey act as feeders' to the
m:lin line. However, although we read of them
being adopted so much at Home, I do not think
the question of their adoption out here should be
seriously considered, unless the roads over which
they have to travel are in excellent condition. In
nea-r1y all cases where they have lieen tried on the
Continent and iJ~ ~ngland the roads ate excellent,

especially on the Continent. I might mention one
line, and that is on the Corniche-road, between
.Monte Carlo and Nice. That road was excellent
and unless YOll had good roads, with well-paved
surfaces, it would be inadvisable to think of adopting the trackless trolley system. In most places
where they would be desirable out here, you have
the worst roads, and that practically throws them
out of consideration.
Commission adjourned.
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The Han. J. E. MACKEY, M.L.A., m the Chair ;
R. H. Solly, Esq., M.L.A.,
H. V. ChampIOn, Esq.,
D. H, Dureau, Esq.
William George Toop Goodman, further examined.
11176. By llh. CflaJ1llpio1t.-It was suggested .that
the RIchmond cable tramway should be electnfied
on the overhead system from Spen'cer-street along
Flinders-street to the Hawthorn bridge, and extended on the route of the present horse tramway
along .Burwood-road and Riversdale-road, and beyond that to the Camberwell junctio.n of .Burkeroad and Riversdale-road. An extenSIon mIght be
made from the junction of Flinders-street and
Spencer-street, along .the .right bank of the ~i~er
Yarra, down to the VIctona dock, to gtve facIhties
to passengers going oversea to get to the ship. If
such were done it would' give the citizens of Melbo.ume an opportunity of seeing the working of the
electric system on the overhead method side by side
with the cable traction now in existence. Do you
wish to make any comments on that proposition?Since I was here yesterday I looked into the question, and I think that the suggestion is one that
should be adopted immediately or as soon as the
control of the tramways is decided. The line itself
lends itself to the experiment, and Flinders-street
particularly would enable the people to get a good
idea of what little objection there really is to a
properly designed overhead system" after it is put
into operation.
I think if that line is electrified
and extended to the wharves down the right bank
of the River Yarra, not only will it develop a very
big traffic on that route, but it \vill prove COIlelusively that the proper system to adopt for the
Melboume tramways is the overhead system of
electric traction.
The electrification could be extended gradually on to other routes so as to obviate
an y ,turning back ofcars 'Yithin thr: city.
T~at
line could be electnfiea WIthout mtertermg wlth
any existing. traffic on other routes, because arrangements could be made fOf. crossing Swanston-street
a;; at present.
Considering the route which you
mentioFled, and the horse tramway at the end of it,
if the whole line is electrified throughout it will
demonstrate the advantages of electric traction and
develop the traffic on the. existiFlg horse-car line.
I feel sure, when the tramway authodty is properly
constituted. if that i:De be electrified first it would
settle the' question once and for an as to the
type that should be finally installed in the city of
Meloourne. In addition to the advantages I have
already mCI'ltioned,. you could extend· the present
Hawthom line to the jUFl€tion of the Camberwell
and Riversdale roads, a.nd, also put in a-connecting
line between the Camberwell. line and Barker's-road,
so· as to _ele€tdfy the: existing hOl;s~-ca'I' line, \yhich -.
gges to. Kew, as between Bur\vood-road and Kew, '
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and also put in a..connecting branch to the Cothamroad line, which is already approved, and extend
it from Studley Park-road to the Yarra. Then
you will be practically serving th~ whole district,
and connecting it with a main line, bringing it right
into the city along one of the main thoroughfares,
and would enable the public to see what little objection there is to the overhead system.
In addition there would be the advantage of connecting
with the proposed cross country line along the
Glenferrie-road with the Malvern and Prahran system, and with the Dandenong-road line. I would
strongly urge that the tramway- authority when constituted should adopt the suggestion of electrifying
the Flinders-street line and its extension as a first
expedient.
The power supply could be obtained
temporarily, probably from the Electric Supply
Company, until the main tramways power station is
constructed and put into operation.
III77. By the Chairman.-Would the Churchstreet connexion between the Kew tramwav and
the Hawthorn bridge be required after the Victoriaroad portion of the cable system was electrified?
-Undoubtedly; in fact, all the lines which run
out from the city should be connected at a point
somewhere near or at their extremity. The flexibility of the electric system will enable cars to be
run on circular routes in both directions, and
thereby cater for the traffic between the various
suburbs. With parallel lines persons living near the
extremity of one line, wishing to visit a point on
another parallel line hillf-a-mile away, if they wish
to ride, have to go right into the city to the other
end of the line ilnd then come back on the other
parallel line. If these connecting links were constructed, people would bt'! able to take a car and
ride from point to point. It will also eliminate
the standing time of the cars at the various termini.
What I have iUst outlined is what we are contemplating with the Adelaide system, that is putting
in connecting lines so as to enable us to run circular routes throughout the system.
1II78. Bv Mr. Champl.oll.-Would there be any
difficulty in· obtaining a temporary supply of power
in operating such a service as that which I have
mentioned ?-I do not think there would be the
slightest difficulty.
Even if special provision had
to be made fcr a year or two, it would not be a
In Adelaide we operated
very expensive matter.
the whole system temporarily for two years, and
we got the .power from the Electric Supply Company, and that temporary supply of power' was pro.
vided at a very cheap rate. Whatever is done, it
will be necessary for a temporary supply' to be
obtained, ber:ause the construction of the power
station, wherever it is to be, will be a somewhat
long proceeding, especially in view of the unsatisfactory nature of the· ground and the difficulty of
getting in the proper foundations in quick time.
II179. You are aware of the site proposed by
Mr. Merz, in his report of the electrification of ti1e
l'delbourne suburban railways, are you not ?-Yes.
I have inspected it in conjunction with your secretary. I do not know what flow of water there is
in the stream there, but it is very essential that
wherever the power station is located it should be
situated where it will be able to get a good supply
of circulating wat'l.
I u80; Have YQU considered the respective advantages or disadvantages of the direct and alter. nating current system for the suburban railways of
Melbourne ?-I have given that matter a very great
deal of consideration; especially as I am at the present time preparing a report tor:;,the South Australian Government on electrification of the' suburban r<J.ilways aro"·Jld Adelaide.
I have already

submitted one report dealing with the electrification
of the Glenelg line, and I recommehded the direct
current system, but that Was because it was not
a main line, and (lid not form part of the main
system, and because it was necessary that the
current should be similar to that used on the tramways in order to enable u..s to supplement the railwa y trains by electric trams on occasions of the very
exttaord~nary loading that occurs on tpat line about
two or three times ~l year. As to the question whether the direct current system Or alternating current
system shall be adoEted for the renminde~ of the
suburb:m railways in Adela~de, it is still an open
question in my mind, and tht same remark applies
in regard to my views respecting Melbourne. The
developments which have taken place in direct curre:1t practice have practically demonstrated what can
ue done, and ,"hat the costs of operation are, and
what the costs of construction are. During the last
three or four years, and especially the last two years,
a. great development has taken place in alternating
current practice as applied to suburban and main
line railways, anrl the result has been that the mistakes that have been made in the Dast have been
rectified, and experiments are now being made on
entirely new lirles. Up to the present it is a very
dfficnlt matter to get absolute figures as to the cost
of installation and operation which would enable
one to draw a clear comparison between the relative
merits of direct current versus the alternating
current system. Every system must be dealt with
entirely on its merits, regarding the nature of the
service and the districts in which operated, the
conditions of the route, and the contour of the
country also has to be taken into consideration.
As to wheth,~r the electrification of the Melbourne
lines should be on the direct current sy~tem or the
alternating current system, I would not be prepared
to say without going into the matter very exhaustively, and making extensive inquiries as to what
has been done elsewhere. There is no doubt that
at present for a limited area, and for purely suburbem traffic running on a frequent schedule, the advantage is in favour of the direct current system,
but if you a.re going to take III a wide and almost
unlimited area with a possible view of electrifying
lines extendll1g 30, 40, or 50 miles out from Melbourne, then it is quite an open question as to
whether the advantage is not in favour of the singlephase alternating current system. The developments
which have taken place in England on the London,
Brighton, and South Coast railway (where the conditions are to a certain extent different to what
they would be in :Melbourne) show by a recent paper
published on the matter, that the single-phase system has proved very sucessful. At the same time
it must be borne in mind that there they propose
to operate long lines extending 50. or 60 miles out
of London, and they had that in view at the start.
Therefore, in dealing with the question, is was a
different proposition to the electrification of the
M.elhourne system, where the area of electrification
\yas originally limited.
But if it is intended to
contemplate an unlimited area for electrification,
and it would be necessary to extend the area of
e!ectrification to distances remote from the city of
Melbourne, to such places as Geelong, Frankston,
and Mornington, there is no doubt that the singlephase system requires very great consideration. I
think any engineer would be hardly Justified in
!';aying then that the direct current system had the
advantage over' the single-.phClse system.
As to
whether' direct current or alternating current is to
be adopted, 'seems to 'me a purely technical matter.
that should be decided after the main question of
the area of electrificatioh has oeert settled. Th:1£
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is to say, if it is found that the steam lines at present are approaching their limit for steam traction,
and it is necessary to electrify them in the near
future, . then it is a matter of ~nvestigation by a
tec~nical man as to which system of current should
be' the proper one to adopt. There is no doubt
that a direct r;urrent system with a low potential
vol~age for; distribution has the great disadvantage
owmg to the fact that you have to use the conThe conductor rail is not onlv an
ductor rail.
expenshte tf1ing to instal, but it is very cumbe{some
when appJi:ed to station yards and important junctions, especially in connexion with suburban traffic.
It is a matter of very grave consideration as to
whether that third rail can be applied throughout
the whole of the Melbourne suburban svstem without difficulty. The manner in which th~ main lines
deploy at station yards renders the question of the
in.5tallation of the conductor rail a very serious
That one feature alone would weigh
problem.
very considerably with me in making a recommendation as to whether the system adopted should be the
alternating current or the direct current. Experiments are being made on the Continent at the pre·
sent time with a high potential direct current system, reaching up to :2 ,000 volts, with overhead
conductors, but I do not think that that system is
applicable to such a service as the Melbourne suburWith the single-phase system, of
ban service.
course, you have overhead conductors, which undoubtedly are faJ more flexible than the third-rail
system of distribution. The only thing to be considered with the overhead conductor is whether you
have sufficient head room at tunnels and bridges to
give clearance between the top of the car and the
trolley wire. If you refer to the figures recently
supplied in regard to the London, Brighton, and
South Coast railway you .will notice that the height
of the trolley wire varies from I3 ft. 9 in. to 18 ft.
9 in. above the rail level, showing a total variation in vertical' height of 6 feet. If it is possible
to have that flexibility, it seems to me that there is
no valid objection to the overhead conductor system for the .Melbourne suburban railways. As I
said before, what has to be decided first, before the
question. can really be considered as to whether
alternating current or direct current should be
adopted, is what is the limitation of the area of
electrification. If you have that given; then it is
simply a matter of investigation and calculation as
to which will give the best re1'fults, and I say if
it is a wide area extending over miles and practically unl imited, there is no doubt with the present
development the advantage is decidedly in favour
of the alternating current system, but if the area is
limited to 12 miles radius from Melbourne, then
the advantage is with the present development, in
my opinion, in favour of the direct current system.
It has been stated that the alternating current system is cheaper to instal and cheaper to operate than
Of course, general
the direct current system.
statements like that are just as misleading as it is to
compare the relative cost per mile of track to instal
various tramway systems without due regard of thf!
conditions and requirements involved. Therefore, I
think it· is impossible to say which would be the
cheaper to i.nstal or operate, the alternating curren I
system or the direct current system, unless one is
able to go into the question exhaustively after the
area of distribution and electrification has been
decided. I would like tolay stress on that fact,
because' to say that one system is cheaper to instal
than the qther withont.a proper investigation of
the local conditions is to a certain extent misleading.
IT,I8r. By Mr. Solly.-It is generally recognised
by: t!1e people of Melbourne that' 20 miles is the
;adil.\s of the suburban system. What would yom

Vlew be then ?-Even with 20•• miles, assuming
that you fix that limit of 20 miles radius, I
would say it was a matter of investigation then as to
whether it would be more economical to instal the
single-phase system as against the direct current.
T would want to know what the conditions of service were and what it is contemplated they will be.
It is an altogether different proposition to design an
electric railway which has to operate a service at
hourly intervais as compared to another line on
which YOll want to operate a service with fifteen
minutes headway. In my opinion, it is inadvisable
and unwise to generalize without an absolute knowledge of the requirements and service which has to
be operated. I do not think 'any one can give a
delinite and reliable opinion without going into those
details thoroughly. As an engineer I would not like
tc. do it, and 1 think no one should attempt to give
YOll general advice without a proper knowledge of
the requirements.
In82.
Mr. Cltampio11.--Speaking generally
the single-phase system is more likely to be satistactory for long distance working, as it has been
urged 'as an argument that the direct current system
,hould be established 011 the suburban lines here,
even if it were necessary to use the single-phase
system in subsequent extensions, i.t being said· that
the motors of the single .phase installation could be
used on the direct current. What is your opinion in
respect to that ?-My opinion is that such a practice
would not prove satisfactory. It means that the
motors then would have to be specially designed to
suit the alternating current conditions. and I take it
that the idea is that the inner area would be electrified on the direct current system, and the extension lines on the alternating current system. That
would IT.ean that you would have your roUing-stock
equipped and designed with motors to suit your minimum service conditions rather than to suit the maximu~ seryice conditions. I think whatever the syst.em be, whether direct current or alternating current,'
it should be the same throughout. There is no doubt
that low tension, with a direct current system of distribution, has its linlits in regard to the area of distribution, .and that limit should be defined once and
for, all. If it is unlimited, then the advantage is
in favour of the alternating current system. The
questi.on has. a Iso been raised as to the electrifications
of lines relieving thc necessity of the quadruplication
of them.; I would like to state that my opinion in
regard to that matter is that, where you have a
main line. which has to carry a suburban railway
traffic, if yon electrify that line one distinct advantage
of electrification is that yo\.l are able to operate
smaller unit trains and run them at more frequent
intervills, thereby giving the people a tar better service. Now if you have to operate your main line
tr<lffic over that same line 'il·hich is to carry your
!:'uburban railway traffic by decreasing the headway
of. the suburban railway cars it would, I think, increase the. difficulties of operating your main line
traffic over those lines, and would increase, in my
opinion, the necessity of quadruplication in the case
of electrification. What I want to urge is that you
iricrease the necessity for the' quadruplication of those
lines,'and I think especially in regard to the Caulfield line, it seems to me, from the opinion expressed
by the Railways Commissioners-\yho, after all, are
best able to judge as to what is required as they have
to administer the railways-that, undoubtedly, that
Ene ,...·m have to be quadruplicated, irrespective of
whether it is electrified for a portion of its. route or
not. The necessity fer quadruplication has to be
considered iIi .connexion with the regrading of the
exi.sting lines. If regrading is to be carried out,.
which is necessary and would be rencIered far more.
necessary if the lines were electrifiea, it seems to me
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if the cost of quadruplication can be carried out at
a reasonable figure it will facilitate the cost of regrading to a very vast extent. That should be borne
in mind when considering the cost of regrading.
With the level crossing that you have on the Caulfield line it has to be remembered that under electrification you are operating cars with a decreased headway, and that the crossings will be closed to vehicular traffic more frequently. The difficulties are now
great when operating the Caulfield railway line to
the race-course, but when you get the system under
electrification the difficulties would be ten times as
great than they are at the present time. That indicates clearly that if the lines be electrified it would
be necessary to regrade them, and it would be more
necessary to quadruplicate them. [At this stage the
Commission adjourned to allow tlte witness t.o con·
sult the .,.eport of the Railways Commissioners, and
on resuming the witness continued]. Since you adjourned I have had the opportunity of perusing this
memorandum of the Railways ComJ1lissioners
in regard to the proposed quadruplication of
the Caulfield line, and I note that the con·
clusions come to there indorse the statements which I made on the matter before I con·
this memo. of the Railways Commissioners
if' particular in order to mention what developments
have taken place in the traffic on that .line. In
1906 they used to operate 72 trains daily between
Melbourne and Caulfield; at the present time they
have had to increase that number to 91 trains per day,
for the ordinary suburban traffic. Mr. Merz, in his
report, provided for 95 trains on that line, only
four more than with steam traction, which shows
that' electriC . traction with smaller units the number
of trains will be far more than with steam traction.
The other point I would like to refer to is the fact
that the Chairman of the Railways Commissioners
states-I have, in my evidence before the Commission, shown
that the suggested alternative method of working the
country passenger and goods traffic via the Glen Iris route
does not offer· any advantages over those which will be
afforded by the proposed duplication of the line from
South Yarra to Caulfield, and I submit that the fore.
going remarks make it evident that, rather th'ln im·
proving the position in respect of goods traffic, the elec·
trification 0'£ the line would adverse! y affect it to such
an extent as to render the duplication even more necessary for the purposes of goods tr?-ffie with electric trac·
tion than with sleam traction.

That fully indorses what I said just now. It shows
ronclusively that with a more frequent headway
which would be operating, and the heavy main line
trains which cannot be run to the same time as the
electric trains it would be impossible to wor)!: the
main line traffic satisfactorily over the same line as
the suburban traffic is carried. After reading the
memorandum of the Railwavs Commissioners I am
more certa in than ever that -with electrification you
only increase the necessity for quadruplication.
11183. What do you consider would be the advantages accruing to (a) the travelling public, (b) the
State. if the suburban railways .were electrified ?-In
reply' to that question I w~uld say that the advantages to the travelling public by electrification of
the railways would mean that they would have a
much more frequent service. The trains would run
in less time between given points, so that the time
of the journev would be reduced on !:he various
lines, thereby enabling people to get to theiT homes
quicker than with steam traction. Another advantage
is that the slow acceleration would be eliminated
wnich exists with steam traction. The noise and dirt
inseparable from the 5tenm locomotlve would also be
tliminated. As to the advantages accruing. to the
State. undoubtedlv for an eOHal service the cost of
orera'tion of electric traction i,~ greater than the cost
of operation Of steam traffi~. You must bear in mind
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that with electric traction vou are able to decrease
the headway to SUCh an extei-Jt, owin'g to the increased
ilccelerrl.tion which you get with electric trains, that
it gives it :-t great advantage over steam-hauled
trains. .By that means you develop the traffic along
\'arious lines of route to a very great extent which
Ilndonbteclly will compensate in the very near futur~
tor the increased cost of operation and installation
of electric traction. In order to show exactlv what
has been done and what the results of electrification
are, I would like to quote the figures of the London,
Brighton, and South Coast line, which has recently
he en efi:!ctrified. For the year ending 31st December, 1902, the booking at Peckham Rye station, before the tramway lines operated by the London
County Council were open for traffic, aggregated
I ,23I,z81; for the year ending 30th November.
1909, which was the last year of operation of thf"
steam trains, the bookings had fallen to 526,373
That is to say they were less than half what thev
\rcre in 1902, seven years previously, and that was
llwing to the introduction of the London County
Council's electric tramways. As a result of the elecI rification of the London' Brighton and South Coast
railway line for the year ending 30th November,
TQIO, which was the end of the first year of electriflcation of the railway trains the bookings had in('reased to I,05I,263, showing 'that during that year
the), had practically got back all the patronage which
they had previously lost. That shows that increased
f?)cifities brought about by the electrification of rail\l'a vs causes a verv material increase in traffic. There·
fore, I think th;t not only does the State get the
advantage of an increased reveiiue and increased profit by the electrification of railway lines, but the
travelling public materially benefits.
I I 184. I suppose there would be greater punctuality on account Of the greater ability of the electrir
train to make up lost time would there not ?-Yes.
owing to the fact that you get the full advantag<'
of the increased acceleration and quicker retardation.
With steam-hauled trains in wet weather, when thf".
wh~ls of the locomotive are liable to slip, the ac
celeration is very slow. It is not through the actual
running where the time is lost; it is generally th6
acceleration difficulty which causes serious delays to
traffic by steam traction.
HI8S. As to the smoothness and safety of working would there be any improvement in that direction ?-Undoubtedly. With electric traction the running is smoother owing to the fact of the rotatory
movement used in propelling the cars; the passengers
have the benefit of much more comfortable riding
than they have with steam trains. As to the safety
of working, it is far gz:eater with electric traction
than with steam traction, because the trains are more
under control.
Tt186. Are there automatic controlling devices?Yes. so that if a train went beyond a signal station
the power would be automatically cut off the line,
alld the train brought to a standstill. Assuming that
the man in charge of the train lost. his senses or
dropped dead, there is no· fear of accident to that
train, whereas with a steam-drawn train, unless
somebody shuts off steam, that train is going to
continne on 'until it strikes something, or the fire
bas gone out in the fire box.
Ill87, Would there be any possibility of fires
through sparks with electric traction ?-No, and
that is a very important matter, and one of the
grave risks inherent in steam traction which is
eliminated with ,electric tracton. Besides, with elec-'
tric traction you have no smoke or noise, :md the
only noise that occurs is that due to the train itself
and the rolling motion of the wheels on the rails.
The electric cars are .far better lighted and YOll have
I:. far better distribution of the light, and the cars
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are much more clean. I do not refer to inside
cleanliness specifically, which, of course would be
increased owing to the fact that you wo;ld not get
the "black" of the locomotives, but the outside
cleanliness is "ery much better, and in mv opinion
the outside cleatlliness of the trains sho~ld be as
good as the inside cleanliness. With steam traffic
you would not get that result, and, there again,
there is an advantage to the travelling public in
electric traction.
.' I I 188. If it were necessary to make any arrangement for heating the coaches would the adoption
of electricity be a distinct advantage in that re),pect?-The heating of electric trains can he very
easily carried out, quite as easily as the electric
lighting of trains. It is done even on tram cars,
especially in America, and I have ridden en manv
tram cars· in the streets which have been heate,],
which is a great advantage to the travelling puhlic
especially in the early morning when the trains are
cold through standing in the open over night. 1£
Ihey are .warm and comfortable it can only have the
effect of increasing the comfort of travellers, and
making the service more attractive and thereby increasing its advantages.
1II89 .. Do I understand you to say that the
working expenses of electric traction might he
greater, but that there would he an increase of revenue due to the increase of traffic ?-Service for
service, undoubtedly the cost of operation of electric traction is greater than it with steam traction,
but by electrification you are able to increase the
~ervice or decrease the headway between the electric
trains to such an extent, as to bring about an increased traffic: owirlg to. the flacilities provided,
which more than compensate for the increased cost
of operation.
. II190. Mr. Merz. ~ays there would he a reduction
of operating expenses and a considerably greater
saving in the percentage of cost per train mile when
the mileage is increased ?-I do not think so from
the statistics I have studied from time to time. I
'have studied the very latest returns, especially in
view of the report which I am preparing now for
the South Australian Government.
II·19I. From' a railway manager's point of view,
would electric traction afford considerable advantages ?~I. should say that the elec;.trification of the
suburban traffic would be preferred by the railway
manager as against steam traction, that is to say, if
the increased expenditure is warranted by the- increased traffic ..
:IIi92. Hav.e you in mind the multiple unit system ?-Yes, because you eliminate the necessity to
shunt at terminal points. \Vith steam traction you
are bound to have steam locomotives, and you have
all the delays, cost, and· necessity of providing
shunting routes for changing the locomotives at
various terminal points.' Also you require sheds
to run your locomotives into during the day, and
bE;sides electric trains do not require looking after
like locomotives. With a multiple unit system, some
being mo~or coaches and. some trailers, you get rid
of the necessity of changing the locomotive, and
simply have to reverse the direction of the train
when you reach the terminal point, and you are
thereby enabled to despatch the train within a
minute or two· rpinutes after its arrival at a given
terminus. Con~equently a very'great saving in time
and operating elCpenses is made. The capacity ·of
the terminus is very materially increased" as you
need not have a shunting road to allow the locomotive to get at the other end of the train as with
You .are thereby able to utilize
steam traction.
that space for running tracks and platforms. All
the time of llghting up locomotives is saved, and the
time ihvolved in .. hauling out ashes and. cleaning out

the tubes, which has to be done periodically, causing
a lot of dirt and inconvenience.
With electric
traction that time is saved, and an increased service
is given at a minimum of cost.
. I II93. Could you us~ cheaper coal at the power
station than you coulC! use in locomotives ?-~Yes,
you can use slack coal, but with locomotives you
have to use tne very best coal.
I I I94. With a large power station sufficient to
operate the Melbourne suburban system, would you
have power for other purposes ?~If you erected a
large power station power could be used for rail\Va ),s, trams, general power purposes, or lighting,
or for any purpose that electricity is used. The
system of generation should be designed to suit the
amount of power you have to distribute, bearing in
mind the area of distribution, but the transposition
of that power can be <;arried out to suit any specific
requirements.
1I195. In making up traIns, would the multiple
unit system give gre::tter advantages in regard to
flexibility than the present steam traction system in
Melbourne ?-Undoubtedly, because' you are able to
move the units independently. I have recommended
the South Australian Government to utilize trains
with two motor coaches and one trailer, or two
motor coaches and two trailers, or two motor coaches
and three trailers.
It only means you have to
uncouple ::t trailer and run it off in time of light
loading, and simply couple it on when required at
periods of heavy loading. Of course, you eliminate
the necessity for a brake-van, which always runs on
That means if
the rear end of a railway train.
you 'want to take a carriage off you have to pull it
out and shunt it, and then run the brake-van back
to the end of the train from which the other
carriage has been removed .. That also means spaces
which is all saved by electric traction.
I II 96. Would the higher speed of electric trains
enable you to obtain a larger mileage for the sam~
quantity of rolling-stock ?-;--Yes, and the same staff.
You get a far greater mileage out of the train.
Take the fig4res of the South London line, which are
the most recent I have in regard to electric traction.
\Vith steam traction the average schedule speed was
14.8 miles per hour, but with electric traction it
increased to 22 miles per hour. With steam trac"
tion your train crew.is remaining idle while the locomotive is being shunted, whereas the time of shunting the locomotive is utilized by the electric train
to the benefit of its schedule.
I I 197: On special occasions, with electric traction,
would there be a very great advantage in making
up trains?-Yes, especially with multiple unit control. hecause trains can he made up to- anv number
of units providing you have the proper proportion
of motor coaches to trailers.
Electric traction
facilitates the. marshalling of trains to a very great
extent. We. had the same proposition in connexion
with the electrification of the Glenelg line when
ordin::trily we C:lrry J ,500 passengers, bilt on certain
days we have to carry 7,000 in the same time.
That means that all we had to do wasta couple
on extra tra iter;:; and extra metor coaches, and we
were able to shift in a given time two and a quarter
times as many people with electric trains as could
be shifted with steam trains.
I have reported on
tIle electrifIcation of that line, and the report is
now before the Government of South Australia.
1II98: What about repairs and life ... of track.
Would there be any il.nprovement due to the better
distribution of the weight throughout the train?It has been found undoubtedly ancI it stands to
reason ihat the stresses on the ro~d bed are far less
with electric traction than they are with steam traction. You have not the reciprocating movement of
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the 10comotive to deal with, and you have nOt the
enormous axle loads that you have with steam locomotives, because with a steam locomotive you have
to have a sufficient axle 10::10 in order to give sufficient adhesion to haul the whole train.
With
electric traction, with mult.i.,Ple units, you do not
require such heavy axle loads, on account of the
various points where the motors are fixed.
That
fact alone results in a very material saving of the
maintenance of the permanent way.
1I199. Getting rid of the fumes from the locomotives would reduce the cost of painting, would
it not?-Yes, with electric traction there would Ibe
cleaner railway stations, cleaner signal gear, rund
also cleaner houses along the route. There is Ino
doubt when houses are close to the railway line
there is a very noticeable effect of the fumes frbm
the locomotives on the painting of those houses. I
I1200. What are the general tendencies in new
electric installations towards the direct current or
alternating current in Europe or America?-The
general position, so far as I can gather, seems to
be that the alternating current system and the direct
current system in mileage are about equal. There
appears to be a distinct feeling in favour of the
single-phase system in the United States for long~
distance work, and also on the Continent, especially
on the Prussian State railways, on the line they are
putting down to the south of the Continent.
I
take the following extract from The lI1ining and
Engineering RevielV, dated 5th July, I 9 I I : The adoption by the Prussian House of Deputies of the
proposal of the Minister of Public 'Works to spend
£2,500,000 on the electrification of several important sec·
tions of the Prussian State Railways, marks the beginning
of a new era in, the history of transport in this country.
Within the current year it is probable that a further credit
for £5,000,000 will be asked for in order still further to
extend tile project. Before the House of Deputies passed
the vote, the Committee of the House went to Bitterfeld
at the invitation of the Minister of Public Works. had the
working of the electrified section explained to them, inspected the electric locomotives, :lnd then went fo~ a trial
trip,
They were carried to Dessau and back in the
greatest comfort, without jarring or jolting, or shock of
any kind, at a speed of exactly it mile a minute. They
were subsequently given a demonstration of the faeilitv
with which an electric train Can be brought to
standstill, and .th~ rapidity with which it attained high speed,
thus permlttmg an acceleration of services impossible on
a ste,am railroad. They returned delighted with their
expenence, and supported the Ministers' proposal with
great enthusiasm. The proposals at present set forth by
the Minister of Public 'Works contemDlate the electrific..";tion of nearly I,ooo miles of trttck, i;c1uding sidings and
s~lpplementnry lines at stations, In Silesia, 560 miles of
slll~le track are to be electrified; btlt it is proposed to
begm the work on the Sr miles between Leipzig and
Magdeburg, the double tracking- of this section thus
involving r62 miles of electrification. Of main line track
about 360 miles are to be electrified, and the work is to
be completed within two years. As in the caSe of the
Dessau-Ditterfield. tlie nla~kenese Ohlsdorf, and the Orttn'ienburg sediolls, the single-phase system is to be adopted.

a

There is not the slightest doubt that on the Continent, ~t the present time, they seem strongly in
favour of the single phase system, and so they do
in America, though there are cases in the United
States where the single phase system has be thrown
out, and it has been replaced bv the direct-current
system. But that \\"~s in the e~rlier stages a few
years ago, and the result of finding out mistakes.
It only bears out the saying that experience must
be bought, and the experielice has been bought to
a very great extent. By waiting as YOll have done
in Melbourne you will, no doubt, get the niaterial
benefit of being able to take advantage of what
other people had to pay for. I think that about
fn.lishes all I ha\le to say in regard to electrification.
1I20I. By the Cliairman,-Have you read Mr.
Merz's report on the electrification of the Melbourne
suburban railways?-Yes.
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II202. Are vou aware that since making that
report Mr. l\1e;z has written to the Railway Commissioners saying that he now sees his way to make
;) saving of £20,000 a year, he did not say what
specific part of the system, but Mr. Wilson was
asked (Question 2,000 of the evidence) about the
matter and he dealt with it?~That shows the ad·
vantage which you get by waiting as long as it is
possible to wait, They state there that they can
make a saving of £20,000 per annum on the scheme
propounded by Mr. Merz originally. That saving
is to be effected by improvements in the motors,
turbines, and power stations. 'Three years have
elapsed since Mr. Merz reported, and during those
three years improvements have been made in direct
current practice, which had been developed long
before, and to a far greater extent than the single
phase practice. It shows, to my mind, the development which is likely to take place, and is taking place, in the single phase practice; in my
opinion \rill be far more marked in the immediate
future as the result of what has been done, especially during the last two years, I think if Mr.
Merz went into the question again he would probably find that other savings could be made. The
developments take place so rapidly, and every year
makes an alteration in the practice, something is
discovered which gives increased economy in working or an improvement in the apparatus itself,
therefore it is hard to forecast what is likely to
happen even twelve months hence. It illustrates
the wisdom of not expressing an opinion as to the,
relative cost of the single-phase and direct-current
systems without careful investigation of the requirements and conditions existing at the time you
are making that investigation.
I I203, Do r understand you to say that during
the last three years the development in the single
phase system has been far greater than that of the
direct current system ?-Far greater.
IJ204. Have the motors and other equipment of
the single phase system reached a point of standardization or nearly so ?-I would not like to go
so far as to say that they have reached standardization, in fact, the single-phase system is far from
reaching the point of standardization, and I think
it would be wrong to start standardizing at the
present time, because in nearly all these systems YOll will find there is a vast difference in
the detail of the motors and other equipment.
Take the Hartford River Railway, in America,
which is one of the most recent single phase systems in the States, and the London and Brighton
South C?ast railway, which is one of the most recent in Great Britain. There is a great dissimilarity
ill the type of the app,aratus used in those two
systems, showing that different men have different
ideas, and you get the benefit of the experience
of those men by waiting as long as possible.
[IZOS· During the last three years have the views
of electrical engineers changed with regard to the
rate of acceleration attainable in the case of the
single-phase system ?-Materially, so far as the acceleration goes. They take the figure of a single phase
at about the same rate of speed as for direct currellt, which is roughly about 0.9 miles per hour
per second.
fI206. Does the difference in the views as to the
rate of acceleration between the two systems largely
determine electrical engineers in recommending the
direct system for short distances and freq1lent stoppages ?-Undoubtedly, and the electrification of the
London and Brighton and South Coast line and
the Hartford River Railway has had the effect. of
demonstrating what C:1n be obtained by the single
phase system. Mr. Dawson, in his paper, deals
very exhanstively with that, and Mr, 'Murray, in
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his paper read before the Institution of Electrical was to electrify within a given area. Such a: proEngineers in America, also shows what acceleration position would materially affect the -question not
you can get. You practically get the same accelera- only of the type of current llsed but of the type
tion with a single phase system as you do with a of rolling-stock.
direct current system.
.
-II212. By tM Cllairman.-I suppose the time
1120 7. What vou have said as to the different
within which any grea,t extension is likely to take
rates of acceleration now obtainable by the single- place is very important is it not?-Yes.
phase system would alter the views of electrical
11213. If you are able to forecast the different
engineers as to its advantages for short distances extensions required within ten years that might
where the stoppages are great ?-I should say it affect your views in one way, while if you are able
is a very material factor in the decision of the to know the extensions likely to be required within
engineer dealing with the question. It s~ms to 40 or 50 years that might lead you to ·come to a
me a question of relative cost of maintenance and totally different conclusion ?-;-Yes; it can only be
relative reliability of the two systems. Those after a complete knowledge of the conditions that
factors can be investigated after one has a thorough one can gh'e reliable opinion as to what system'
• knowledge of the requirements of the system which t(; adopt. It is a question of the application of the
it is proposed to electrify.
.
,ystem, ~ize of the car~, and distribution. All
those factors have to be taken into consideration.
IIz08. Do I understanq you to say just as Mr.
lI2T 4. We were told the other day by an elecMerz has been able to modify his estImate by some
trical expert that in America, in many cases, they
£20,000 a year in view of the developmeilt and
better standardizing of the equipment of the direct were llsing direct current for long -distances with a
current system, he might in regard to the develop- ;(iItage of 600 over short distances and for longer
ment of the single-phase system modify his views distances J, 200 ?--Tha t has been done. In one
as to the advantages of adopting the direct-current case they displaced the single-phase system to put
system for the Melbourne ~uburban railways ?-I it; the direct-current system. That was done prishould say he might. The development which has Inarily, owing to the fact that the alternating curtaken place since he wrote his report is such that rent motor did not operate satisfactorily on the low
he would probably seriously review the q:Jestion tt'nsion direct current portion of the system, and
of the single-phase system versus a direct current they. wanted to get their cars to run, not only
through the main streets, but on the suburban lines,
system.
Ilnd the motors to operate throughout. They came
1 12°9. Do you 'think if it were determined to
immediately electrify our suburban railways Mr. to the conclusion that it was better to operate with
Merz should be asked whether he thought it neces- 600 volts on the streets and r, 200 volts directsary to reconsider his recommendation as to the current on tberillways.
IIZI5. In view of recent developments, and our
direct-current system ?-That is a matter of policy
present
knowledge, do you think there is any likepractically. I do not know what would be the
'lihood
of
engineers recommending the replacing of
procedure of the Government in the event of their
deciding to electrify the suburban railways, but in the single-phase system by the direct-current sysany case I should say the whole question should tem ?-I do not think so with the modern systems
be carefully reviewed again before it was decided that are being put in during the last two ·years.
finally to adopt the direct-current system. That is These bave been the result of such long experimentthe reasonable view to take, bearing in ly,ind the ing and trail that they know what they can do up
development, and we all realize what the develop- to the present. At the same time I would like to
ment is in the application of electricity, not only again state that it is difficult to get reliable figures
in the motor, but in the power station, and design as to the cost of installation and operation of the
of tracks, &c.
In every possible way develop- single phase system. I have made inquiries all
ment is taking place every year, and what I say over the world in order to enable me to come to
conclusions .regarding the recommendations I am
now I should be very sorry to be binding on me
to make to the South Australian Government. and
three years hence. I might alter my views entirely
I ·find it a very difficult matter-writing officiaily as
by that time, considering developments going on.
I do--to get reliable information as to the cost of
1I2I0. Do you agree with Mr. Brain, the electhe installation, especially the cost of operation and
trical engineer of the New South Wales railway:, maintenance, of the single-phase system.
and tramways, when he says that the railway engiII 216. By lIfr. Solly.-Are we past the stages
neer, who at the present day turned down the single- of doubt with regard to the advantages of electricity
phase system without full inquiry would incur a over ,~team power for suburban tramway traction?very heavy responsibility?-I agree with Mr. Brain Absolutelv.
absolutely in that opinion. In fact, I think Mr.
TI2I7.~Js it only a question in your mind as an
Brain put the po,\ition very clearly when he made expert as to what svstem of current should -be used?
those remarks.
-Yes, and as to 'how that system should be apII2II. By Mr. Cltompi>{)n. -Mr. Merz's report
plied. I could only give an opinion after obtainis in regard to the definite proposition by the State ing a complete knowledge of the requirements.
of Victoria as to the pest system to adopt, and There'is no doubt whatever that it has been clearly
what it will cost to electrify 24 miles of suburban demonstrated that there is a decided advanta~e in
railway line, and if there are to be any other pro- favour of electric traction as compared with steam
positions submitted or considered it should be stated traction especially for suburban work. I hand into
freely to the expert who is going to advise us on the the Commission a precis of the figures of the
electrification should it not ?-Undoubtedly. The London-Brighton and South Coast railways;area has such an important bearing on the question LONDON, BRIGHTON, AND SOUTH COAST
that if you give a man a definite limit his conRAILWAY COMPANY ON ELECTRIFICATION
clusions may be altogether different to what they
OF ITS RAILWAY.
would be if you gave him an unlimited area to
BOOKINGS AT PECKHAM RYE
deal with. If- you told him that there would be YeaT ending 3Ist December, Ig02. (This WaS
before opening of L.C.C. tramways!
I,23I,28r
no limit, so far as you could see, to the extent of
the' electrification he would take up a different line Year ending ~oth November, IgOg. (This was
the first year of steam trains.)
526,37J
of consideration altogether to what he would if you Yenr
ending 30th November, Iqro. (First yCl'If
put before him a definite proposition, and say he'
of ~1~ctrification ~~ T1ilwnys,)
1,051,263
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· A.C. system adopted, as it was considered it presented
fewest objectionable featmes, and would be the most suitable for all probable future, as well as present requiremerits.
Major Cardew pointed out that it would be foolish and
futile to introduce any form of electric traction without
first seriously considering how it could be applied to the
whole system of railways.
Mr. Morgan, Chief Engineer of the London, Brighton,
and South Coast Railway Company, stated that the third
rail continuous system is especially (.bjectionable for their
purpose, for the following reasons:1. In the event of the derailment of a train, the third
rail would almost certainly be disturbed, and
thus add to the consequent dislocation of traffic.
2. The line could not be properly packed and maintained without great risk to the plate.layers.
3· Damnge would be certain to arise, and consequent
dislocation of traffic, in Ilnloading materials at
night for repairs and renewals.
4· The third rail cannot be fixed in station yards for
through crossings without bein,£; foul of gauge.
5. In many cases, structural ,alterations to, and probable reconstruction of, station platforms would
become necessary to allow of the third rail being
kept clear of gauge.
6. Considerable expenditure would become necessary
in alterations to, and diversions of, point rod·
ding and signal connexions.
The electrification of any portion of a railway system
is purely a financial and an engineering question, and
must be solved on its merits alone.
The single phase system is the only one availnble' for
!he electrification of main line railways, and in electrify·
lllg urban and suburban sections of main lines, this factor
cannot be left ont of consideration.
The objections made against the use of the single phase
sy,tem maybe slimmed up as follows:I. That the single phase motor cannot accelerate, is
heavier, and has a lower efficiency than the cor·
respondinig direct current motor, and conse·
quently the energy consumption at the power
station will be greater.
2. That the cost of
single phase installation com·
plete, including power station and sub-stations,
is not [ower than the cost of the same system
I;Cjuipped with direct current, while the cost of
operating and maintaining an A.C. system is
higher.
It is also urged that the .overhead line is not as mechanical an installation as the third rail.
The first section of the London, Brighton, and South
Coast Railway electrified was 8,75 miles long, the average
distance between stations being 4,590 feet.
The work they are carrying out now makes a total
length of single track, including sidings equipped with
overhead conductors, of .20.), miles on the South London
line, and of 41~ miles 011 the 'extensions now being completed, or a total of 62 miles of single track.
In the stations, the live wire is 19 ft. () in. above rail
level. The lowest point is 13 ft. 9 in. above rail leveL
Cars are being equipped with 4'''5 horse-power molors,
Each motor car is capable of dealing with two trailers,
nne being hauled and the other pushed.
The motors are of the compensated·repulsion WinterEichberg type, gear ratio 4.24 to I , synchronous speed
7$0 r.p.m., normal starting torque I,3'7 lb. ft. At start·
ing, first controller step gives with 6,000 volts on over·
head line, 450 volts on motor terminals, and an excite'!'
transformer ratio of 78 to I04. The actual current then
taken on the low tension side of the transformer is 210
amperes. Power factor, 29 per cent.
The low tension, power circuits are as follows : Controller Posit.ion.

Secondary Matn
Transformer.

RatIo of Exciter
Transformer.

volts, 450

78

104

2

580

3
4
5

640

104
104
104

104
104
104

78

10,1

750
750

On a trial run the following results were obtained with
a train weighing 146,5 tons, run between Batter$ea Park
and Peckham Rye timed' 20 seconds stop at each of
four intermediate stations, and to run torty-four smglc
journeys in twelve hours : .
Average accelcmtion obtained from 0 to 25 miles per
hour, 1.75 feet p.s.p.s.
Maximum acceleration, which is the same as the,
average acceleration from 0 to I::I'5 miles per
hour, !!.Cl6 feet, p.8.p.8.
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Minimum acceleration from o· to 25 milen per hour,
Li feet, p.s.p.s.
Average time for trip, including :20 seconds stop
at each of the four intermediate stations. 10 mins.
57.2 sees.
Weight of train, I46.5 tons.
Overall power-factor, as taken from the curve areas
of k.v.a., and kilowatts taken on train, 80.8 per
cent. average.
Maximum current at starting, 126 amperes.
Maximum current taken by train, 192 amperes.
Power-consumption for twelve measured trips, 73
watt-hours per ton-mile.
Maximum rise in temperature in any parts of equip·
ment above atmosphere, which was [8 degrees C.
(64 del1:rees F.), 66 degrees C. (I5I degrees F.).
On a complete run between Victoria and London Bridge
th.e best figure was for a double trip, 65.7 watt-hours,
nt the scheduled speed of 22 miles per hOllr, stopping 20
seconds at nine intermediate stations.
A trail run was made in November, 19IO, and occupied
14 minutes 8 seconds for a complete distance of
8,7 miles (Victoria to London Bridge)-34.4 watt-hours per
ton-mile. Average consumption for eight months,7S·4
watt.hours per ton mile; 13 lbs. per ton allowed for train
friction.
The formula.. is as follows :-R :: 5· 5 W (0.00086 W +
0.0465 N
0.00346 A), va, in which R denotes the total
train.resistance in pounds; in which W denotes the total
weiaht of the train in tons; in which N denotes the number
of ~arriages in the train; in which A denotes the area of
cross section of the train at right angles to the direction
of motion, in square feet j in which V denotes the speed
in miles per hour:
On the Li verpool-Southport line, on the Lancashire and
Yorkshire Railway, power consumption 49 watt-hours pef
ton mile.
On the single·phase Hamburg.Blankenese line, 16.7 miles
long, average distance between stops, 1.04 miles; average
speed, excluding stops, 22.7 miles per hour. Weight of
train, 71.5 tons. Power consumption equals 53.3 watt-hours
per ton mile.
One reason why single-phase traction is more economical
than direct current is the absence of rheostatic losses
dllTing period of acceleration.
The efficiency during controller notching for d.c. equip·
ments is as low as 57 per cent. On the South London lines,
with single. phase motors, the efficiency during notching
is 67.69 per cent.
Increased weight of single phase over d.c. with empty
train may be' taken at 10 per cent.; but if weight of
passengers included, then only 5 per cent. increase.
Dawson thinks that after allowing for increase in train
weight there is still a saving in energy consumptIOn at
the power station of at least 10 per cent:, perhaps reaching
20 per cent.
Dawson's opinion is that the cost of single phase is
less than direct-current system, especially if the system
extends a distance of 30 to 50 miles.
Owing to improvements, the new motors for the London.
Brighton line will develop 150 h.p., with same dimensions
an<! weight as previous ones, which develop lIS h.p.
CO~[PARISON OF Sn.4M AND ELECTRIC SERVICE ON BRIGHTON

RAILWAY_

Steam.
--~~-------------

Ayerage schedule speed on
mls. per hr.
South London Line
Avemge distal~ce between
Siations on South London I_ine
feet
per cent.
Inereased speed
Average acceleration duro
ing total period of ae·
celeration
mfs. per In'.
Time of Journey, Victoria
in minutes
to London Bridge
Saving in time ..
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II218. By i!tlr. CI,ampion.-As to power supply,
to operate two or three cars, but where there are
'do you think that power could be supplied more hundreds of cars as in Melbourne it is an entirely
economically from a large station than from sepa- different matter. With a large system it pays to
rate stations established to work different services? distribute the electricity, but there maybe other
-That would be a matter for investigation. With systems where it would not pay to distribute the
a central station you practically reach a limit of electricity, and here it might be advisable to Use a
capacity in bringing down the cost per unit; that storage battery, providing you can get a reliable
is to say, with a small station the cost per unit of one.
It has been experimentally tried in Berlin
generation is naturally much higher than with a and Birmingham, and many other places, but it has
large station,. but you eventually get to a stage been a very costly experiment.
It costs nearly
when you l:tave reached the minimum of cost; and £ 2 50,000 sterling· in experimenting with storage
then it does not matter how much you increase the battery traction in Berlin.
capacity of the station, you cannot reduce the cost
'II224. By the Chairman.-Is there any reason
per urit generated. When you get to that stage to-day for waiting for further developments in direct
it might pay you to put' in another station at another current and single-phase current before proceeding
point nearer the centre of gravity of the system. with the electrification of the Melbourne suburban •
That is a matter for investigation and calculation.
railways ?-No, I do not think there is the slightest
11219. There are power houses supplying as much
necessity of waiting any longer, because the developas 100,000 horse-power, are there not ?-Yes, any ment of the single-phase system during the last
It might pay to do that' here, three years has placed it in a position of being on
amount of them.
though I would not say for certain without going a par with the direct current system, and it was
into the figures; it depends on the coal and the for that reason I suggested previously that Mr.
cost of handling that coal. Where more than one Merz might like to go into the question again as
station has been put in it has been on account of the to whether the direct current system is the proper
limitation of the capacity of handling coal or con- one to use; but three years ago there was every
densing water. Generally speaking, I would prefer justification. to postpone the decision, in view of the
one station Pilt down to meet a)l requirements.
developments which were taking place and contemII220. Would there be any reason for .. establishplated at that time.
ing another station at a' distance if you could erect
The witltcsS withdrew.
it a coal-field, even a brown coal-field, where coal
might be very cheaply obtained ?-It is a question
Tile C ommissiolz, adjourned.
for calculation whether to transport coal or electric
energy. It is a matter purely of working it out
by equation.
MONDAY, 10TH JULY, 19II.
Il22I. Mr. Merz,.on the general question of electrification, recommended that it might be advisable
ilfembers presmt:
to construct a station at the Latrobe Valley coalHon. J. E. MACKEY, M.L A., in the Chair;
field. Do you agree with that ?--It might be advisable, but it would require investigation, bearing
J. C. Membrey, Esq., M.L.A:.,
in mind the requirements and the distribution. In
R. H. Solly, Esq., M.L.A.,
view of such a large coal-field being in existence as
D. H. Dureau, Esq.
the brown coal-fields of Victoria, the matter could
H. V. Champion, Esq.
be caI;efu] I y iooked into of the advisability of inWalter Karplus, sworn and examined.
stalling a plant close to the coal-fields, because it
Some
is easier to convey electricity than coal.
!I22S. By the Cltairman.-What are you ?-J.
lignite which J used had a calorific value of about am at present chief electrical engineer of the Railway
Departments of Messrs.' Siemens Brothers' Dynamo
8,000 B.T.V.
Works Limited, London and Stafford, and of
II222. By the Chairman.-Referring to the suggestion that it is advisable to use conduits within Messrs. Siemens Schuckertwerke, Berlin and
the city, and the overhead system without, a gen- Nuremberg, and have been with these firms for the
I graduated at the Technical
tleman has writeo to us suggesting that, instead of last fifteen
having conduits to avoid the overhead system, stor- University at Darmstadt, Germany.
I I 226. By IIb-. Clta7ll'pioft.-VVhat do you conage batteries be attached to each car capable of
carrying the trams, say, 2 miles, the battery to be sider the relative advantages of :-(a) Overhead,
What are the
charged from the trolley wire and to transport the (b) Conduit system of tramways.
car along those sections in the city where the over- objections to each, especially to a city like Melhead wires are inadvisable?-That would be a very bourne ?-J dare say that the rapid development of
expensive proposition to adopt, and would be im- electric tramways over the whole world is prinpracticable. The ordinary accumulators which are cipally the result of the advantages of the overhead
used contain 250 cells at least to give the necessary line cOnstrllction. The first electric railways were
voltage, and the dead weight of those accumulators built in 188I for public purposes, and the developwould have to be hauled all over the system, and ment of the electric system since that time has been
would mean an enormous expense per annum. To so enormous that at present more than 80 per cent.
charge batteries with the fluctuating voltages you of all tramways ~re operated by electricity. Many
get from trolley wires would be an impracticable triais for conducting the current to the motors have
been made, but practically only the overhead system
proposition.
has been adopted, a copper wire being suspended
II223.' By Mr. Champio1t.-Those self-contained
car5 cannot deal with the congestion of traffic in above the rails, and the ~urrent collected by a small
the same way as the overhead system, can they r- wheel fixed nt the end of 'the trolley pole. A serious
There' is no doubt that the storage battery question competitor to the trolley wheel arose in 1881 by
is now receiving a great deal of consideration in the invention of the bow cbJ1.ector known as
Great Britain, but as it stands at the present time " Siemens" bow collector. Verv soon serious obI think it is absurd to consider even, the adoption jections arose to the manner in' which the trolley
of the storage battery to a tram system such as that wire was supported, the appearance of the street
of Melbourne. The storage battery might be used being spoilt. A large mmlber of inventors tried
with advantage on a sma:! syste:T: where they want tllen to deVelop a system, and do away 'with those
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drawbacks, and different· systems of surface contact and conduits were invented. Of all those systems practically only the overhead wire and partly
the conduit systems have been a success. I believe
that at the pre~ent time about 99 per cent. of all
electric tramways in the world are operated on the
overhead system. WhereveI the conduit system has
been erected some disadvantages have arisen compared to the overhead constructIOn. The first and
most important of these, and the one which more
than all others prevented the greater adoption of the
conduit system is the extremely high first cost of
construction.
If you will allow me I will read
a paragraph concerning this point out of the
Engineering and Electric Tractio1Z Pocket Book
(Dawson, 1966, page 738) :-" In towns where
water and gas pipes, sewers and drains, telephone,
telegraph and electric light wires are crowded under
the paving, a conduit may cost up to any amount.
The writer has in mind one instance in America,
where, t6 enable a conduit to be laid, the whole
sewerage system of the town had to be practically
relaid."
The second drawback is the very high
cost of maintenance and working expenses. Further, there are difficulties and complication~ at
Sidings and crossings.
In addition, if anything
goes wrong it takes far more time to set it right
than in the case of the overhead system. Another
difficultv arises when such· lines have to be conIn that case
nected to lines of another system.
special provision has to be made for collecting the
current for both systems. The only advantage, and
that is not an engineering one, is the resthetic.
There is no wiring in the streets, but even that
drawback is less with the "bow" than with the
" trolley" collector. At this point I would like
to show the advantages of the bow collector, and
to .explain it to you. The bow collector consists
of ail aluminium sliding part, which is fixed by
means of springs to a base fixed on the car roof.
The
This aluminium sliding part is lubricated.
advantages of the bow over the trolley are the following: -( I) It is impossible for the 001'1 to leave
the wire, as often happens with a trolley, ecpecially
where there are turn-outs or curves, resulting in
damage to the overhead construction. (2) The bow
can be so arrapged that it will reverSe automatically
when the direction of running of the car is changed,
whereas a trolley pole has to be pulled down from
the Wire, swung round and replaced. (3) Considerably fewer pull offs on curve,> are necessary for
the overhead line where ·bow collection is used than
\vhere trolleys arc used j in consequence of this the
maintenance is reduced and the appearance of the
overhe~d construction is greatly improved-[Wt"tlless
put in drawings of bow collector, wlticlt Ite explaim;d.] Besides that the aluminium sliding part
is always lubricated, and the noise that the trolley
wheel makes in passing along the wire is partially
obviated. Again, the wear and tear does not take
place on one part of the bow, because the wire is
not erected in a straight line, but in a zig-zag.
There is also less of any rotating or whistling noise.
I think that the fact that with the trolley wheel
there is this noise shows that the wheel is not well
lubricated and maintained in the right way. Even
if the wheel is maintained in the right manner I
dare say the noise from the bow is less than from
the trolley.
II227. Do you think there' would be much difference in the nOIse ?-~The amount of noise arising
from the wheel is not the most troublesome. It
is only a small patt of the whole noise that is caused
by. an electric railway, and I can only say that
the bow will do away with that part of the noise
due to the rolling of the trolley wheel.

I I 228. It would not do away with the shriek?No, because that arises from the construction of
the track, car bodies, gear wheels, and motor
brushes.
11229. 1 am speaking of the noise made against
the overhead wire. Would there be less noise with
the bow than with the trolley wheel ?-l dare say
there would.
1[23 0 . But there would still be some noise?Yes.
11231. I suppose the bow is more easily handled
by the conductor than the trolley, wheeL
There
would not be so much trouble in getting it on the
wire ?-That is so. The principal drawback of the
ttolley wheel is that there are difficulties at crossings alid sidings due to the derailment of the
trolley wheel froth the overhead wire, and, of
course, the bow cannot derail.
Where there are
lieavy gradients, and especially at curves, the bow
cannot leave the wIre but the trolley may. The
advantages of the bow collector are now well known
all over the World, and on all the quick running
electric railways the bow collector is now used, not
the trolley wheel.
Il232. That is in use on the London, Brighton,
and South Coast railways ?-Yes, there also.
L 1:233. 'Vhat system would you adopt for
the
central portion of Melbourlle ?-Even for a city
like Melbourne I would llot recomend the use of the
electric conduit system, especially bearing in mind
th,;: ~isadvantages previously pointed out.
In my
opmlOn the best system to adopt for the inner part
of Melbourne would be the overhead trolley wire
suspended on span wires fixed on both sides of the
streets, either to poles or to the walls of the houses
by means of rosettes. Where the streets are of
s~lfficient width, especially in the outer parts of the
CIty, centre poles could be used, or poles with
brackets standing on both sides of the street. In
Germany planting of grass betweeil the rails has
proved very successful in several cases, and has
improved the appearance of the streets. Take for
instance, St. Kilda-road, there you could erect poles
with bracket arms on both sides of the central
main road. The poles being erected in the present
street gardens or plantatiofls-~[draws a plan]-the
track for the electric tramwavs to be laid on the
The
main rmd next to the above" plantations.
poles in that case would not at all interfere with the
traffic or appearance of the street. Besides that
ln~lead of paving the space between the rails w~
very often now plant that with grass, and it has
tpese advantages that it improves the appearance
of the street, and the maintenance is far less.
II234· That is the ground between the sleepers-?
-No, there are no sleepers at all. Here you have
macadam surface spread over the whole street. It
is not necessary to have sleepers for electric railways
if you have' a solid road bed of broken stones or
concrete.
Different methods of laying rails are
adopted in different countries-[Witness explained
by drawings; various method.; of laying rails.]
I I 235· What sort' of wood would they use in
Germany for sleepers if wooden sleepers were used
at all ?-li'or heavy railway work, besides oak
sleepers, we ~10\v u.s~ to ~ great extent iron sleepers,
but are makmg tnaiS WIth concrete \lI).eepers. For
tramways we rarely use sleepers where streets are
paved.
II236. The track engineers here connected with
tramways are unanimously in favour of cross-sleeper
consfmction ~or tramways as against any other
We have very good timber here for
method.
sleepers. They seem to think it makes a more resilient road bed than if they put the rails direct
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on the concrete ?-By putting wooden sleepers
down, part of the noise is surely avoided.
II 237. They think with a very soft road bed
like that the rails are liable to get more corrugations than with an inelastic road bed ?-~ We are of
opinion that corrugation of the rails arises principally when the material in the rail is not of the
right composition compared with the material of
the wheels, and when the braking and acceleration
speeds are too high. We do not use sleepers in
the streets where ,re have asphalt, and with asphalt
you cannot use them, because of the expansion of
the wood from moisture.
The wood bursts the
asphalt. I do not know of one single place on the
Continent where thele are wooden sleepers in the
pavement or in asphalt.
Of course, the question
might be a different one altogether here where you
have excellent wood.
It would not expand by
taking up moisture to the same extent as the European woods ,will. Besides the different methods of
suspending wires already !llentioned, there is still
another worthy of note,
and that is the
" Catenary" suspension. That method is used in
one of our most beautiful streets, the Tiergarten.
It is very light, and there is only one auxiliary
wire, arId to that wire the_contact wire 'is fixed by
other wires of different lengths, so that the conductor wire has practically 110 sag at all.
The
°advantage of that system is that you are able to
put the poles very long distances apart-[Witness
put in pictures of the particular form' of suspension.] The advantage of the " Catenary" system
is that you have no sag in the trolley wire, and in
addition less poles are required, and you cail get
np higher speeds. The working cost in street lines
is less than with other forms of construction. The
" Catenary" ~ystem could not be used in the
streets of a city like Melbourne, but could in the
It could be used on St. KiIdaouter suburbs.
road, for example.
I 1238. It would be more generally used in connexion with electric railways ?-Yes, the system I
explained to you is especially adapted for street
and light railways.
For heavy \~ork other construction is required.
. II 239. I understand you to say that for the central portion of the city of Melbourne you recommend the overhead system ?-Yes.
I I 240. You would not install the conduit system
in any part of Melbourne?-No.
. I I 241. What are approximately the relative costs
of (a) Conduit, (b) Span wire, (c) Centre pole?
--It is very difficult to tell 'you what the cost of
the conduit is, because as I pointed out before, it
varies so widely in different cases, and may go to
any amount, especially when you have to take up
water pipes, sewerage pipes, electric light cables,
and so on.
Therefore, I cannot give you any
figure for that.
I can tell you what the cost of
erecting the elect·:ic conduit system in Berlin was.
We erected .4.5 miles of single track, arId the cost
,of that plant was .£40,000 or '£9,000 per mile.
That does not include the tearing up of the pavement nor the repaving. nor does it °inc1ude the
alterations made to the sewerage or tunnels of any
kind, and therefore you have to add to that
'£9,000 a, very heavy sUm.
If you included
wooden blocks I dare say you would have to add
up to .£ IO,OOO . a mile. The cost of erecting that
plant here would 'be more than in Germany, owing
to the higher wages and Customs duties. It would
increased by at least 40 or 50 per cent. in my
opinion.
With regard to trolley wire construction
I C:1I1 give you exact figures. . Here the figures
vary widely, according to the c1ass,of plant erected.
It depends on the cross section QfJthe copper wire,

and so on, and therefore if I give you one figure
fiJr the cost of erecting such a plant it is only for
one specific case.
Span wire construction with
lattice poles-,
1I242. That is like the pole you showed us in
the ': Ca tcnary ". system ?- Yes, there are different
types of la ttice pqles. A double track with suspension wire and lattice poles on both sides of the
street, including supervision and directing, would
cos,t '£1,375, per mile. If you use on one side of
the strtet lattice poles, and on the other side you
bstCII the span wires by rosettes to the houses, the
price will go down to .£1,130 per mile.
With
tubular steel poles (span ·",ire construction) on each
side of the road the cost goes up to about £1,800
per mile. With steel."poles on one side and rosettes
on the .other the cost is decreased to .£ 1,340 per
mile. The cost will go up very high, according to
whether you use ornamental poles, heavy poles,.
more copper, alld 1i0 01 ••
II243. What are you giving the cost of?Material and erection costs of overhead construction,
including poles, trolley wire, span wire, materials,
and labour.
11244. It does not include feeders ?~No. The
feeders are dependent upon the situation of the
power plant, and therefore they cannot be included.
Overhead construction with centre poles for double
track unci two brackets, one on each side of lattice
p:)ies, co:;t £,1,090 a mil,,: . and with tubular steel
poles .£ I ,00 :t mile. As 1 pointed out, tl~e costs
vary widely, according to the distance between the
poles, cross-section of the copper wire, the method
of er?cting the plant, whether simple or ornamental,
and It may go up to twice the sum.
I124.5. Do you think the cable conduits could
be used for electrical conductors. Have you seen
u cross section of the conduits ?~Yes, but not an
exact one. I was, however, down in the cable GonduiL The electric conduit system is still in use
ir.. a l:umber of cities, especially in London, Paris,
Washmgton, New York and Brussels, but they have
done a wa v with it in Berlin.
r 1246, . T understand you used to have it there,
lnt that it wa~ abal1:doned ?~Yes, and if you will
allow me l wIll pomt out the reason.
Siemens
have erected a plant in ,Berlin Vienna and BudaPest. In Vienna and Buda~Pest th~ owners of
the tramways are the municipalities, and in Berlin
a private company owns them. As already pointed
out, the workmg expenses and maintenance costs are
very much higher in the conduit system that in the
case of the overhead, and whilst a private compall)' would try to get rid of that wearisome and
djs~greeable portion of the whole plant a municipalIty would not, and that I suppose is the principal reason why' the same system that proved to
be an 'excellenf one in Vienna and Buda-Pest broke
down in Ber:lin. Even we ourselves had an electric tramway run on the conduit system, and we
took the first opportunity that presented itself to
change it into overhead construction. The original
~ength was 7 . .5 miles approximately in Berlin, and
it has been' cut down step by step, ,so that last
year only a few hundred yards were running. In
winter time, the conduit always gave trouble with
snow, ice, and water. They have the same difficulties in Vienna and Buda-Pest, but there the owners
of the system, being the municipalities, did <.Overything they could to keep up the systerri, not considering the cost. It is exactly the same system
as in 'Ber!in, and the climatic conditions are about
the snme. The climatic conditions are of course
different from the conditions here because you have
no snow. I.am told, however, that you have very
heavy storm waters, and that is a' drawback for
every'· kind of open '. ,cWduit. - wl~jler- <:;able or
1
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electric. "''lith tbe electric conduit system, however,
that drawback is still more serious because it can
only work well when it is excellently insulated and
thoroughly drained, otherwise there 1V0uid be leakages or likelihood of breakdown. vVhen water
comes in and mud settles on the insulator, leak·
ages and oreakdowns in the electric conduit system
occur. I 'rent down into the conduit here at
Kicholson-street, and, in my opinion, it is not suited
for using the electric conduit system, as its shape
widely differs from the e1ectric conduits in other
towns.~[l\1itlless put in a drawing of the Berlin
conduit system wMc Iz he explained]. Here you
have a. clearance between the conductor rails of
5 or 6 inches, and you require more than that
to fix your insulators in. For fixing our insulators
we want a clear space of I ft. 3 in. The clear
width of the concluit in Huda-Pest was only I I
inches and it was Yerv small. The next underground conduit tramway erected was in Berlin and
.Vielm:t, and there the clear width was 15 inches;
New York has J6 inches, London 16 inches, Paris
I:; inches. In the Melbourne conduit vou have to
down very deep to get the width' that is required. In addition to that one of the weakest
parts of the conduit system is the plough. The
'plough has to pass through a slot, which, in Berlin,
Vienna -and Brussels is one and three-sixteenths of
an inch, in 13uda-Pest it is one and five-sixteenths
of an inch j in New York only eleven-sixteenths of
an inch, in Paris one and three-sixteenths, London.
one inch.' That means that the plough would have
to be of still less width because it must enter
I:hrough the slot between the conductors, and in that
short space there is a tension of 600 volts, and
this, of course, l€'aves a very small margin for insulation. - Siemens have constructed several ploughs
which can be put in the slot and taken out. Engi.
!leers endeavour to get the smallest depth of plough
pos::ible, because there are certain strains on it by
makin}.\ contact on the conductor rails. V'lith re·
gard to the Melbourne section you have to go down
to 2 ft. 2 i.11. to get the necessary width in the conduit for fixing the conductor rails, that means
nearly I foot -deeper than in any other case where
the plough is used. In addition to that I am
doubtful whether the shape of the conduit would
be at all suitable for an electric conduit system.
It would have to be changed ill shape at least in
sel'eml parts, and, as every engineer knows, it is a
very difficult and costly thing to break out hard
concrete. As far as I know we have no means of
binding together old and new concretej it is alwnys cheape, to do away with the whole concrete
work than to alter it. There is another thing that
has to be borne in mind, and that is that the rails
in use here now are not suited for an electric service.· Practically in America, England" and our
country, . the 7- inch rail is standardized. (There
nrc still some that are 6& inches). If you intend
to adopt rails of the same height for the electric
tram vou \muld have either to raise the surface of
the st~eet which cannot be done in consideration of
the fIxed slot, or to work out the concrete beneath
the rails. In doing that the concrete is weakened
~g;'lin) and is likely to break to pieces at that point.
1 ~::; infcrmed that when first using the old cable
tunnels for electric purposes in Sydney the tunnels'
colla])secl by the weight of (he ,;:1fS. [I)elieve
there arc no means whereby you can use the Mel.
bourne conduits as electric conduitR.
II247. They would have·to be-taken out and
recollStructed ?-Yes, and, as I have said, to change
.anv concrete ·work is always far dearer than to
build a -new one. There is 'still another objection I
would like to point out, and that is that the track
centres are 9 feet, and even less than that in several
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places. That means you are confined to the use
of cars of a certain type.
1 1248. You would not advise that disposition of
track if you were going to reconstruct ?-Nine feet
is not sufficient. In England they generally use
10 feet and we have another method for rixing
the clistance, i.e., that the distance between two cars
must be at least 400 r::~:limetres, or 16 indies. That
is the necessary clearance between the most projecting parts' of the cars, whether roofs or steps j
it depends on the construction of the cars. The
width of c:tr we now use is about 7 ft. 3 in" and
[notice you are using in severa I places in Australia a 'broader ~ar than that.
fI249' Do YOll think it would be advisable to
k
. ,
d
rna -e prOVIsIon for a evelopment of the car rather
I
k
h
'd h
tlan eep t at WI t of track?-Yes. I see no
reason for keeping that width of crack. It would
be a different thing altogether if you could use the
c;onduit, but, in my opinion, you cannot, so ,,·ou will
h
'
.
J
ave to 1l1vest 111 a new system, and there is one thing
f would advise );ou not to do, and that is, to e;'Cperi.
mcnt, because everyone who has experimented with
tbe conduit system has lost a big amount of money.
(f you decide to adopt the conduit system then I
::~lll only advise you to instal one of the types which
ha\'e been proved.
I r250· If you had one conductor rail instead of
two you could put it anywhere you like, and make
your ploughs short ?-But difficulties would arise
from that, and I do not know of a single town that
l1as adopted that idea. One disadvantage is that
di:t, and mud. and water will get to the conductor
r?ll more than 'yith the other systems, and be~
SHies that you WIll have to raise your rail up to
n certain height, and children have a verv strong
inducement tC' put something down the slot and
thereby cause short drcuits.
.
112 51. That could not be done with the Berlin
!,ystem ?-It would certainly be far more difficult.
\Vith only one conductor rail it would be easy to
make contact between conductor and slot rail, and
so cause a short circuit. Again we have seen
ill other conduit systems we have' constructed that
when there was a heavy snow storm or heavy rain
there was always sure to be some breakdown with
the insulators. When such a breakdown occurs
with one conductor rail you are always able to
connect this rail to earth, and leave the system still
working.
r 1252. You could reverse the current in your
cnse?~-Yes; it could be done.
I 1253. That 'might get you out of the difficulty
sometimes ?-Yes.
II 2 54. There have been so many difficulties in
connexion with the conduit system that you ad.
vise anyone attempting to use that system to take
one that has been well tried ?-Yes. You never
know what amount of money you have to put in
to make a new system run.
112 55. We have a separate system of sewerage
here and would not be allowed to take any storm
waters into the sewerage. All the sewage has to be
pumped. Our storm waters are provided for independently. We have very much more intense
rainfalls here than in Berlin or London, so we have
to make big provision for it?-Yes. The difficulty
1. see in connexion with your case is that you cannot rr,ake sufficient provision to get rid of the water.
II2s6 .. There is one place where we cannot get
rid of the water and that is on Toorak·road near
Chapel-street. It is so low there that the river
backs up pretty well into the road. In that case
you would have to revert to the overhead system
'for a section ?-That is a bil;d thing to do.

1I257· But there would be nothing else to do
in that case ?-Callnot you pump it?
11258. No. There' are also other places that
are liable to flooding where pumping would net
dispose of the difficul ty. 'You think it would be it
bad thing to revert from the conduit system to
the overhead ?-1 will not say a " bad thing" but
rather complicated, because you have to provide a
car with ooth collecting del"ices.
We have done
that in Berlin and other places, but it has often
given rise to traffic disturbances and delays. There
are always complications with a combination sys- .
tern. The first essential thing in tramway construction is simplicity, and the overhead system provides
that.
t 1259. It is a good thing to have a uniform system throughout?-Yes, and changes of system at
the transfer points are very expensive. It is necessary to erect certain lengths of both systerr.s overlapping each other to enable the change of system
to be made.
I I 260. What difficulties are being experienced in
the conduit systems of London, Berlin, Paris. &c.,
and are the conditions in Melbourne different to
what they are in those cities ?-I have already
Difficulties have
partly answered that question.
arisen during heavy snow falls, and from the
soaking in of salt water. We use salt to melt the
snow on our rails, aI1d salt water is a conductor,
and that gives rise to trouble.
The settling of
mud, snow, and ice on the conductor rails is a
very heavy drawback.
Besides that you always
get difficulties and complicated constructions at the
crossings and sidings. When derailments occur with
the conduit system you may be sure that your
plough is almost always destroyed, and perhaps
eVen part of the conductor rail. That means that
your traffic is interrupted f()1
considerable time,
becanse it is difficult to put things right and to do
any work in the conduits. Besides that there are
the high costs of maintenance and the high operating costs.
When any company is running tramways 011 the conduit system it takes the first opportunity of abolishing it,
I think that is all I
can say concerning the drawbacks of that system.
1 126 I. The plough is a very great source of
trouble, is it not ?-Yes, especially in places where
it touches the slot.
Ilz6z. And they have to keep a lot of spare
ploughs in stock ?--From 50 to 100 per cent. To
go back to question 4, "D0 you think the cable
conduits could be used for electrical conductors."
Does that mean only for tramway' purposes or for
power and lighting purposes?
I I263. It was asked in connexion with the conduit system, of tramways.
Do you wish to add
anything ?-The general practice now is to have
every cable in a fireproof enclosure, say, in a concrete tube, or a brick wall, or anything of that
nature.
In one instance where the cables were
laid one on another they happened to short-circuit,
ahd the whole tunnel was burnt down, due to a
breakdown of only one cable, and the whole power
supply was stopped for several days.
IIz64. You would not use them for that pur·
poset-No.
Ii26S. Do you consider the superiority of electric'
trams over the cable system sufficient to justify conversion wholly or in part ?-Before answering that
question I would like to point out some drawbacks
of the preseht Melbourne cable system, as they
appear to me. The first and principal drawback
is that there are difficulties ill eXtending the system j
difficulties in. passing OVer to another line.
The
system could be extended by erecting a new power
plant or by running a new cable. It is possible
to extend the system electrically by passing the cars

a
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over from
system to the other, but that means
you would have to carry with you on the cable way
:L heavy load arising from the weight of the electric
equipment on the cars, and no one would advise
that. Another means of passing from one line to
another would be to take over the trailer car from
the dummy by means of electric motor cars, but even
that is not advisable, bec:lUse, speaking now of extensions to less populated districts, the cars would
ly; sparsely occupied when they reached the transferring point.
That means a very heavy weight
for very few passengers, and consequently extra
expense, The second drawback is the impossibility
of reversing the car, which IS very essential in the
case of collision. The car cannot be reversed quick
enough. Electric cars could be run easily in the
,other direction.
Speed regulation is a desirable
feature, to run slowly in narrow and crowded
streets and quickly in the open and wide streets,
and again slowly when going round curves. That
cannot be done with the cable system except by
releasing the cable, which gives a liability to jerks.
Then the braking of the trailer not being under the
gripman's control is, in my opinion, a great disadvantage;
When the rails are slippery and all
the passengers are seated in the trailer car, the
gripman in a moment of danger can only apply the
!mike, on his own car, that is to say, to the lightest
weight of the whole train, and, of course, the whole
train will skid. That is in my opinion the reason
for the skidding which occurred a few days ago.
I t is possible to give the gripman the control of
the whole train by means of, say, compressed air.
It is also possible to do it mechanically, but as
it is at present it is difficult to stop the car when
once it starts to skid. A blockage of any kind on
the track will stop the whole service on the line,
in some cases even the w hole operations of the
power station j the cable has to be thrown off in
the station from one pulley. A further objection
are the jerks arising from acceleration.
Another
disadvantage is the overflowing of the streets in
times of hea.-y rain, and the reason for that is the
cable tunnels are not sufficiently drained.
I I 26b. That does not interfere with the
cable
system of tramways to any great extent ?-That is
so, but nevertheless it is a drawback. A further
disadvantage of the cable sy"tem is badly lighted
cars, and the heating of them, although I do not
know whether the latter point will apply here. A
further drawback is the constant noise of the cable
and the pulleys. - Even if you say that the noise
from electric service is greater than that, that con·
stant noise of the running cable is still a drawback.
1I267. Is a constant noise any noise at all?so long as it lasts you do not notice it, but
as soon as it stops you d0. Every additional noise I
is very disagreeable, because it increases the whole
noise in the street. I was told that in Sydney the
electric tramways make a very bad noise, but very
likely that is not due to the system, but rather to
the method of laying the tracks, the mode of ac·
celerating the cars, construction of cars, and so on.
lt is not due to the system, because on the Continent, for instance; at Frankfort on the Main there
is an electric systenl running, which is k~own as an
electric sys~em, making practically no noise ..
IIz68, By tile Cltairman.-What do you attribute that absence of noise to there?-The excellent
laying of the track,the excellent car building, and
the use of the ". bow" The bow is used in about
70 per cent. of the municipal trams at Home.
I i z69' By lIfr. C 1zampiojl.~Is that bow patented ?~Not noW, I think.
11210. By the Cltairman.-Is there any noise
hom the n:iotors on the Frankforf on the Main· sys·
tem ?-There is a noise from the gear wheels 2 bilt
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that is only very sJ1ght when the gear wheels have may be decided to convert the whole system, it canthe ex:1ct sh:lpe of the teeth, :lnd when they are not be done at once, but step by step. There are
run in a proper !ubricating medium; then there is several cable lines here that could be electrified
no rea:;on why nny great noise should arise until without dJsturbing the other systems.
the gear w]1eels :lre worn out.
II280. Do you think it would be a good proposiIIZ7I. By JUr. 1I1embrcy.-Have you been on tion to electrify the line from Spencer-street along
the Adelaide tramway system ?-Only for a few Flinders-street out through Richmond to Hawthorn
hours.
bridge. That is it cable line independent of any
I 1'272. Comparing them with the Sydney trams,
other cable line, and there is a horse tramway
which would you say :HC the noisier ?-I have not going up to Auburn-road ?-I have been over the
been in Sydney.
whole place during the three weeks I have been
II273. By Bir. Champioll.-Can you get rid of here, and in my opinion the Flinders-street line
the noise of the motors?-Yes, practically. There would be the best to start with.
In addition to
is only a. very small noise caused by the rubbing of that there is another reason for electrifying that line
the brushes on the commutator.
at first, and that is you could convert the horse
II274- By the Cltairmatt.-1Nhat is the width of tramways into electric tramways, and then you
the streets in Frankfort on the Main?-The streets . lYuuld be. able to show the public how the overhead
\';uy ill width.
They go from something \ike j
sys~em would work.
I run sure when once the
[)Ilblic see the advantages of the electric system
chain to 2 chains wide.
1I275. Are the buildings high there?-Fairly they will not say another word about spoiling the
high j generally three and four floors. ,
:lppearance of the streets, as with an electric sys-.
I1276. And is there any difference in the amount tem the disadvantages of the cable system entirely
of noise in the narrow and the wide streets ?--I disappear. Th",re is 110 doubt that the traffic will
cannot tell you, but I .&hould say in the narrow incrc:ase enormouslv when the lines have been
electrified.
streets the noise would be more pronounced.
1Un. By ilIr. Cltampioil.--I suppose the new
IIz8r. Bv tllf. Chairman.-And would relieve
process of welding now in use gets rid of the noise the railway~?--I am not sure, but extra travelling
of the car going over the joints ?-Yes, we have facilities al:ways create new traffic.
now excellent apparatus for shaping those joints, so
IIz8z. But the electrifying of those tramways
that there is practically no noise arising from them. would, in addi tion to creating fresh traffic, relieve
I I278. By using the Thermit weld, you get a
the congested state of th~ railways ?-It would be
very much better joint?-Yes.
, an advantage if it doc:,.
IIZ79. The car does not make so much noise as
TI283· Have you considered the question of
when going over the old-fashioned joint?-There working the cable tram;, ·electrically, that is to say,
was practically no noise arising from the old- retaining them as cable tramways and actuating the
fashioned plate as long as the rails were in good machinery ill the various power houses by electric
condition, but when they began to wear out they motors ?-Y<::s; I have considered that matter, and
hecame noisy.
To go back to question 6, "Do 1 think there is only one way or ";0 doing, and that
you consider the superiority of electric trams over is by driving the cables by electric motors, and to
the cable system sufficient to justify conversion erect a central power plant to feed those eleven
wholly or in part"? Th<.:: disadvantages I pointed stations. One advantage of that is that the proout were rather to -the public, but there are also duction of power would be concentrated in one
disadvantages to the owners ot the cable system and place, and thus increase the economy of the powerthe staff. For instance, by erecting only one large ;::enerating plant, but therE. is no profit for the
power station as against eleven smaller stations, and public in that. You keep by those means the distransmitting the energy to the existing statiQns by advantages of the cable way, and do not get any
means of electricity the!e would be a higher effi- one Gf the advantages of the electric system. Besides
dency than there is now. What I have in mind that there is no other possibility of electrifying the
is the erection of one power plant and the trans- cable way, especially when we bear in mind that
mission of electric energy to the several motors, re- the cable conduits. cannot be used for electric conplacing the present steam engines in the eleven dults. Of course, an engineer should not say never,
stations.
You could get a higher efficiency than b~ause at :rome future da~e there may be a possiwith those old boilers and steam engines. Another b,hty of usmg those condUIts electrically, and drivdrawback is that there are 100 per cent. of spare ing the tramways with only one conductor, but we·
plant in every station due to the fact that all the do not know how to do so now. Another ad vancables are driven by one engine.
In slack times tnge of driving the steam plants electrically would
when only a few cars are running the cable has to be that you could make other use of that part of
be kept going all the time, and then the cables are the land occllpied by the boilers and the storage
very heavy compared with the weight of the dummy of coal.
and trailer.
With respect to the staff, a great
u284· What I gather from your answer is that
deal is required of the gripman mentallv and you do not think it is worth while to go to the exbodily, by far more than with the driver ~f the p~llditure of actuating those cable tramways elecelectric <:ar, who has only to operate his handle. tnca]]y from a public point of view; that the
If the gnpman does not throw off or release the grip p~blic would not get any benefits; that they would
at the right moment the cable is destroyed, and the still have to use the cable system which is driven
car may be destroyed too.
He has to give very as a cable system, but in a different way?-That
close attention to his duty.
Further, there is a is so.
difficulty in the maintenance and lubricating of the
I n8S· But as far as the public is concerned all
The lubricating of the the present flisadvantages are retained ?~Yes.
pulleys and the cables.
pulleys is dangerous, eyen when only one strand
T I286. It would be cheaper for the owners of
is b~oken, because lubricating is done during j}1e the system ?-Yes.
runnmg of the cable. I should say the many disTTz87. And even if they were going to start with
advantages of the cable system justify the con- the "v(-'rhead svstem on the Flinders-street-Richversion of the whole svstem.
But it would be a mond line you -are quite satisfied that the public
good policy, in my opinion, to start with the elec- as soon as they get the benefit of the new service
trification of only onG cable line. Even though it and reali.ze what it means will drop any objections
16998.
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tH~~ ri}ay have lioW ,to the 6verheacl systeinam

il/e

%lidli1g-' tJUft of the bow tol1ectoY IS i'OUL1c1 to
be .;20.:000 ,and 30,000 car-miles, in some l:ipeci,al
I i~88, S6 th'~t under those circumstances, h dises ~IP .to 99,000 car miles, a figure you can
wpuld not be \~ol:-l:ii ,vhile to do anything .to the liever reach with the holley \i'heeL Different types
calJl'e system .which must be replaced gradually by of, cars. used, in Germany"nnd South America have
the ~-JeCtlic' ,l)'stcin ?-No. There is the question both side entrance and end entrahce. A remarkablr::
whertier it \vouldbe wise to do away with the 'cable feature is, that the cars used ill Gei-i11ai1Y are narsfsteffi as it 'is, \\'orth sorilething yet; hut I d,lre row, and ha,ve not the same seating capacity as YOlI
say oili:: is ii'l~'ays juStified in doing it\vay with ari i'ntend to introduce here. The hcig-ht of the steps
6'/(1 ~ystern if 'th¢ interest of the capital e:q:ienditure \·arv. On the side-entrv car. whi~h I lic\v sho\v
on thei'lcw plai1t Is met bv the increase of revenue. YOt;, is fitted with thre~ steps. TI1e first step is
h28'9.-.:BY Mr. JI6ilbre'y.-¥ou think mat wquid 300 inilillliet're's, 'or just bareiv I footj the secom]
oG~ur ,witli <;6iiyersioh ?-It is very difficult to tell,.
is. ~80 lhil iihy:'!t res, or II il~ches.: the third 270
lliin sure there '\vill ,be it very big ilierease, but t, !l1'illimetre's. 'oi' io! inches. These cars have been
€atli:(oh s~y 11'0\\' big, Oecause I haVe hot lived here Guilt with drop platfdrms, In this erid-loadii1g car
~ufficiently long to say. In cliffereiit towns we had
there i~ a 'saloon iil the centre with an aisle i: ft.
a 'e'0 to 70 per cent. increase of revenue by electri- . I) in. wide. arid seats on each side of the aislt::
f.Y:ihg.·
holding two people on one side and one on the
.h;2~0. W.li~t types bf cars do you consider most other. The height of the first step is 380 millisuita81eIQi: tne -varidus classes of triiffic in :Mel- meth:s or, I fi:. 3 in. ; the next s~ep 400 I1ll11irr.etres,
oot),rne ?-'--"'fhat ,is 'a very difficult question to ahswer or I ft. 4 in., 'and tber'e 'IS arlothter step fwm the
withoUt knowing thehiiCt coiiditions 'and the plaHol'in into ,the saloon of less than 6 inches.
c\i~lom~ of tli~ peppl~, it is a qi.lestion of educa- The wiatn of the car beh\'eeii the rilost projecting
t,i0fl, '{'oil cail educate peOple to get used t9 any IJa'rt.s is about 7. n. I in., They have no special
kind of car you want. The practice here is widely hOllsing for the condlicl:or, because this would leave
dj'ff~reht iHom the practiceih England alid in Gerless space for tHe public. 111 the saloon type of
mah~.
car the ,step is i'ecessed back il'lto the car and does
II 29 r. The wi'cle ,cars follow oii the lihes of
nOt project.
The end of the car is rci1l1ded off to
A~erican practice (-Yes., In Europe smaller cars
lesseh' t11e air resist'ance. This saloon car has a
ah':Jlseq: .. With 'very few exceptions we do not seating ,capacity of only 24, arid a tota i stallding
The
naye tl0uble-dec'.k .cars. The only place \\There they capacity 01) th'e en'd platifcnns for
are used to a large extent is London. They are end-loading car has the steps i'ecessed into the body
iiot u.sed :at. all ,011 the C0ntinent,because' there are of the car so that the widest part of the car is over
the
\vhere,ls with tne side-e'ntrv car .the widest
a :number 6:£, -ara\v.backs ih·connexion with them,
. ~It.92;. ~~I,hat ;ire the ,dr;:\\\'backs ?-One objec- part' is .0\:er the Ibottom steps; ,nameiy , 8 ft. 2! in,
t~0n ]iil ,that. with .tHe ,d(i)uble-deck cars you have, so
r i 297, B)I the Clwirmtm.- There is one point we
to :'SI)~il:k,~ ,the Iweightof the trailer on the top of wonld like you to briI!g out, 'and that is what
the·motor tar. In addition to that the centre of i" tavoured in Gt;!rmany, the nari'ow or wide type
gra~~t~ beC0FlaeS .veryritt~cl;1 higher. That means the
'f.he narrQ\v type, espe'cially for street rail way
s,ra,bility ,of the ,car is not ,so good. Further, in work,
'
LaG, 'w!':,ather \we find .the passengers go to the lower
1 Ii98, Why is ,the -narrow. type Fefer~ed ih,
deqk of t11e car .ana in. nne, weather to the upi)er Germany ?~I suppose the. ,ea50n fol' that IS !hat
deck I9f ..the .car\. :ane! therefore only half of the in the s'hwk time of the .day the're is less weIght
se~,tihg aCc0mrpoeiation is in use. . I ,have some t: c:u~y about, and with rush tr,affic the seating
dr!!:wings of the tlypes of c!lI's in use at Home which capacity can be increased by adding on~ or two
I "w:ill:~a¥e, \\'ith 'rou .. [WillleSS llfinded 'in drawtrailers. , .
,
ings .w'l/ic1t hetxplaittea to tlreCoinm'issi011. ]
] '1299,. Do. Y9ti 1"ecommend that system in 'PTe-.I:U93. ;iBy> :fIfr. l/f.i:'ni'hrey.-)\rE; there any ad~ ference to tl;le 'wider cars .as ,in Adela:,de?----:It de\;aFltag.es ,ip 'h:av,i-ng the narrow type of car?-Yes,
pencis eFltir~ly on' tile conclitiqns, and 1 would not
th,elf ar,e 'lighter ,aitG ~vith them it is ea'sier to deal
like to say at' ,the .moDlent. In Arherica they prewith. ,(;]iffereHt kinds .0fttraffi,c. For sla€k traffic you f c r c a r s with ;greater seating cap::wity, .but
woJ,i,ld use6nly .one light .dlr,and in times'of rush those cal'S a~e as well for ur8an nnd intet;-urb'lIl
It;~ffic. W!'. have.
IJronouilCed turban svstcm at
tratECY0U w6uld I have 'one or 1:w'o trailers.
AmericA. the¥ nave cafS seating 70 Or go passengers.
Home.
~,.
':
,!I:il294",By Mr. Solly.-How do they collect the
,'1,13°0 .. -flY N'r,. 'Cltampion.---.VI..it)l each"car!:,el~fates ,.on ,die ,ca·rs in America ?~In the smaller towns containeEl .~. fJr,esuIT\e. thf:re, would be igreater fleXlthe.y 'ar~ .,coHeCted automatically. They do away bilitY.in .dealing \y#\1 the ,traffic., in ~il;n,es 9f rush
w;it;i) .the conductor, and everyone who comes in than if you use tra:j,lers. If you hare t\lg
eacl;!'
,c'rowc[
puts his penny in the slot, and the car-driver looks car being:<J. motor, YO\[ 'COl;l!I~ ,d.;;al, \\',ith
r0\1nd ,to s~ rthat l:e h_as pu.t. it in. That could more Q11ickhy than with tr:~tilers;?~It makes very
not be., used in places :like Melbourne, but only little cliff.erel!c~. JVith the ,trQll~y- \\;he~l :::;y~tem tht;
where (here.is :'ery small 'amount of traffic.
man has .to ta'ke the trolly wheel 0ff the wue, pul) ,
Ii29.5, By .Mr, :Champion.-It seems to be a
it doi\'Jl aild tnr.n ~t the other way,. whereas the ·bow
good @ractict;! Jo isoLHe the driver and EQ.t him in r~ver~es i t s e l f . ' .
a,,:p.l.~ce ,by -himself?-WiC hever do that.
I waS
II,30I. I ,am not ;speakir)g of the diffqence bes),:!r,prised to see that on the Malvern tramways.
tween the trolley wheel and the bOow. :rile hO\y
You lose Stallding capacity, and to put the partition could b~ IJ.lit on th,e big cars :1;; well, but t9 deal
\,lth a cro,\\;d of peOl)le is it not better to l}ave, every
w:allin, me,ans ,greatE;rexpense.
1I:296,. By ~!te: Clzairman.-Is the :life of the car with
motor and not to lise trailers ?-I canc0pp~r >vire affcctedby the ,use of the bow as not se~ much ,difference.
1130;'. You donoi: think there is much time
against the rolling action of the trolley?-Yes, in
fan:>ur of the bow, because on the curves the wear gai,H~d ?-No, .only v~r:y little.
, .
~eh 'severe 'on tpe holiey wheeis j the wheel aln30.1. I suppose it is merely, a custom tl1~t has
way~ .pushes igalnst the trolley\vire when going . ,grown liP'. in the different countries?~ Y~es.-[ Drawrouild cui-\'e~.. The <;ost of erecting the plant is ing of ~,p,ecial typ.eof ,car put .in by wztness" sltowcJ1e'ap'eY.bY using the bow, an5J to. repla,ce the bow ing sea,tiitgcapacity for 24'in the salorm.imd ,slandc6st~ 'less Hian repiacir\g the ttolley. The' life of ing c~pacity for 40 011 the platforms at t1le e1zds of
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th~ salOOIj.

'the drawing sJuJ'tiied 4 con,siderable

drop of. tlte saloon .to. the floor of the platforms,
two steps of 6 ifiChes eack . That leaves q. step
from tlte road of /-5 tnclles and the second step Ott
to the platform of /4 inches.]
, F304. i, upderstanq tbat "most 9f t~e conduit
systerp in Berlin has beep cut out ?--At the present time, the whole of it is cut out. There was
no con~pit system when, i lett :13erUn two months
a~o. T,h~y ,had just converted the l,'as~, part <;>f it
(;1bout250 yards, I think) to overhead construction. Th~ conduit stili remains but is ndt now in
use.
1r305, Not in use either in winter or summer?-

it
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,leher <).ppeared in tlle Argus here
wr,ltteg by a Mr. Beebe, \vhich reads as follows : ',,' J t,loticeQ by the evidence, as reported in the
Argus pt the 6til in~t., taken before the COInmission
now 5pye~t~gating.. the tram system of Melbourne,
lh:<.\t ope wItness r~ommended the overheaq. system
WIth ce.ntr~ poles in preference to any other syste?l. ,I would spggest. to the, Commission, if it
has not alre;1dy pone s,o; that before it, completes
its labours it s40uld get particulars 0'£ the electric
tr~mway ~ystems hi vOglJe in Brusse)s, and some
othe,r Be~giaIl; cities" as seen by me l:ist year. The
syst~ I refer to do ,not hi\ve anY wires, either
overhead or ,in the <X)I)duits thro!lgh the centres of
th~ citie!l. The .overhead wires are confined to the
outside areas o!lly." The cars, are prov~ded with
storage batteries., The accumulators, ,are, I believe,
charged \yhilst, ,the cars are hav:elling !llong the
section pf the track provided with wires. This,
storage provioes the power when the cars are negoti,ating the wireless section of the hact<:. It would
be a great pity to, have rows of pol~s placed in the
centre of th~ streets of ,a city like Melbourne, if it
could be avoided, as these poles <,lre most inconven,jent for the fast-moving traffic that is becoming
c,oinmon to that city, as well as other large cities of
the world." The writer of the letter is in error in
assuming any witness reco~mend!,!d centre-pole con~
strt!-!',:tion in the city of Melbourne, but with respect
t~ ~e statement mad~ a~ to the syste,ms in vogue
in Brussels,and some oth!':r Belgian cities, as seen
by him Jast )'ear, is it a fact that any storage bat·
t~JY syst~ is ill operation in Europe as far as you
kn.o)v?-J do not know of any accumulator car
running oI)., a str!,:et railway in Europe.
II3<;'7. Have th~y been running?-Y~s, we had
a ser~ce .at one tlIl:)e in Hano:ver and 'Berlin, but
in both cases they did not prove to be the best solutipn of the traffic problem. First of all the lite
of the boxes of the battery was not long enough.
They were sppilt by the oscillation of the car, and
tti~ gas from the accumulators poured into the passenger compartment, whicP was most disagreeable.
The company, both in Hanover and Berlin, took
the fir~t opportunity to change to overhead construction. In Hanover I am informed they are using
Partly \Y,heeland partly bow collector.
1;[,30,8. You are aware that Mr. Edison has redyced the weight of the storage battery very conslnerably, and that storage battery cars are in
operation to some slight extent in New York?I. q.aye heard that, but I hav~ had no experience
wJth ,the Edison batt~ry. Our batteries on ;the Continent are ,at present f'itr too heavy to give any
chance of being su<::cessfu)iv operated, It is quite
clear tha.t a drawback of the storage, battery car
is that you always have to carry the additional
w~ght pf th!,: a~tlmu~ators: a,nd the storage batter.y wi)J .alway~ work w~th less efficiency than
PO~(E!r ;t1'ai,Jsmissjon when you have to :deal with
h~.av.y ,traffic::,.
Perh,aps in some cases where there
is a very slack service over a long distance the

storage bat~ery.fuay be a success, but that is always
as:mmiilg the Edison battery really proves to be
what is promised for It.
II309. Even \vlth the best type of storage bat·
tery, you think it ,WOUld be 'qllsuitable for use in
a city like 1Ielbotirn~, wher~ there is a great congestion of traffic?-Yt:;s. It has ,been done away
With in very many places.
It is another thing
altogether to use accumulator cars for railway
service.
II310. Have you any furtl;ler remarks to make
about i:rani~vays generally?-I would like to say
sOIl)ething apotit the current to be used. In Germany, ,so far, there is one electric street railway
which uses A.C. In Switzerland there is one street
tramway using 3-pha~e. current, and all the other
tramways are operated by -D.c. Another point is
the tension;, 600 v9lts has become a, standard
press\lre. There i,s but little objection to raising
the pr~s~urt> to 800 volts and higher. It is done
in America ani;! in 8t!veral places on the ConthIent.
lI3I!. By 1I1r. Dureau.-You stated this morning that ,the tendency in Germany was tow.ards a
narrow rather than a broad type of car. Are you
referring to the linee that have been constructed
some time, or does that apply to lmes that have
just recently bfen constructed or are contemplated?
-It applies also to contemplated lines.
II312. Are there any special considerations such
as narrow stI:eet~ that would make the adoption of
narrow cars pre.fera,ble?-That is one ()f the principfl-l things. By law we are bound to a certain
width between the most projecting parts of the
cars, namely, 16 inches. In narrow streets specially we want to get as much room for the car traffic
Tpe ~treets in Germany are not as
as we cil-n.
wide as here, with the exception of a few. That
is one reason for trying to make the car as narrow
as possible j besides that our tendenH is not to
b)lild four-axle cars if we can do with only two
axle cars. We prefer the latte'r because they are
far lighter. Willi two axle cars you are, of course,
confined to a certain seating capacity, because if
not properly co,nstructed the overhanging part of
, the car has a t\,!ndel}cy to swivel or oscillate, which
is pIost uncomfortable and disagreeable, and disturbarices to the tracks and to the motors will arise.
11313. Did you see the Prahran and Malvern
system of .tramwaysl-Yes, I did.
II,F4. Would you recommend that that type of
car should be used in Melbourne as against the present width Of car?-I dare say it could be used,
b:~cause there is plenty of room, but whether it is
advisab,le or not to use it depends on local conditions which I am not able to give an opinion on.
niPS. For the purpose of shifting rush traffic
in Melbourne, would a wider car have an advantage ?--Only as regards a greater seating capacity.
On the Malvern cars there are four entrances, two
on each platform, and that is rather a good feature
for emptyiI}g and loading quickly.
II316. Do yOIl mean the passengers should be
allowed to get on or off On either side ?-No, on
one side only. The platforms of the cars of the
Malvern line !;lave a seating capacity for ten persons. There is the one entrance. and the second
entrance is to the saloon compartment, and on
both sides, really' m<i.king four entrances on that
car.
II.'H7· Would you recommend the passengers be
limited to using one side onlv of the cars ?-Yes.
That is a question of the education of the people.
II,3I$. With regard to the step, did you notice
that on ,the A,delaide cars there is an interlocking
step ,wher,eby when down or one side it is up on the
other. Would you recommend the adoption of thllt
m order to prevent people getting in on the wrong
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side?-If you have an open door car, which means
a side entrance, I would be'in favour of that. At
Home w'e do not leave those steps free, but fasten
a chain to prevent people from entering on both
sides of the car.
II319. Did you see those steps in Adelaide?I saw them on the Malvern and Prahran tramways,
'
where they are just the same.
II320. I understand it has been said that it is
a disadvantage to hav~ three shorter steps than two
deeper ones for the reason that after getting on the
platform there is a tendency for the passengers to
overlook the third step when stepping into the car?
-As far as I remember almost all of the Continental cars have that step. It is only a small step
in most cases, and I do not know of a single case
where 'any trouble arose from the use of that step.
We 'require a certain height to be able to put our
There is another type of
motors under the car.
car which does not have drop ends, but drops in
the middle, which I will show you.-[Witness

handed in drawing oj tke typ" oj car mentioned,
which he explained].
II32I. With regard to the track centres, it is recommended, by one witness that in the heart of the
city there should be I2 feet centres as against 10
feet in the suburbs,
W auld you think that advisable ?-No. There are two practices, either to
put the two rails on both sides of the street, as
near as possible to the footpath, and to use poles
with bracket arms, or to put the rails as near as
possible together in the middle of the street so that
as mlich room as possible is retained for the other
heavy traffic on the street. I cannot see why more
room should be left between the centres than is requited, and not more than the width of the car
plus, 'say, 16 inches or 18 inches are wanted.
'II322. By' ivlr. Champion.-The biggest' car
likely· to be used is 8 ft. 6. in. wide ?-That isa
very big car.
I I323. Allowing 18 inches for British Board of
Trade requirements, that would give 10 feet centres ?-Yes.
, II324. By Mr. Durcau.-The object of that recommendation was, that the signalman at the cross
streets could sta1id between the cars as they passed,
and also that there would be le~s danger to people
who may be jammed between the cars at times?It is not possible, for anyone to be jammed between two cars when the passengers are not allowed
to enter from both sides of the car.
II325. Unless occasionally a man' gets trapped
accidentally between tw'o cars ?-~Even then I dare
say 18 incpes would be quite 'sufficient. I do not
see any need for a signalman standing between the
rails. A signalman is not required with an electric
service, especially when there is not very heavy
traffic and cross-overs 'and 'sidings. The signalman,
if. there must be one, could stand by the side of the
track, but it is not necessary that he should stand
in .the middle.
II326. He might be'interfered with' by the other
traffic when standing on the side of the road?- It
is only necessary for the signalman to have 2 feet
clearance. - If you want a signalman at all, why
not give hiI!l. an elevated platform as in Adelaide.
Perhaps 'it would be a good idea to build a platform on tJi'e same level with the footpaths 'at such
!Opots \vhete there are heavy traffic and crossovers.
By the pl,atform the traffic is regulated,
and; in addition, people 'would have a chance of
securing' safety· there.
1 J327 .CC:u,ld -You give us any information as to
the 'relative brake efficiency on the cable and electric
cars ?--'-T6 'saine ~ extent I· can" but, of· course, to
ans\\(er 'that q)1estion, properly I would require to
know the exaCt'\veig\lt:;, the speed. and the force..
of'

the brake you have:
Generally speaking, I suppose it is possible to brake an electric car with a
heavier weight and higher speed than the cable
cars, by applying the brakes automatically. in the
same distance as a cable car could be braked without an automatic device.
On the Melbourne cars
only the dummy is braked by the exertion of the
gripman's personal strength, and, of course, a
mechanical device or air brake or electric brake will
attain the highest efficiency of braking far more
<Wickl)' than the gripman can. Another drawback
which I previously pointed out, is that in your cable
system the gripman has no control of the trailer:
That is a very heavy, drawback, because in wet
\I'eather all the passengers will ride in the· heavier
trailer car" and in a moment of danger the gripman
can only brake the lightest part of the train, 'whic~
is,of course, technically wrong. The heaviest part
should always be braked, The restilt of not being
able to brake the heavier trailer car is that the
\vhole train will skid when the rails are slippery. .
[1328. In regard to the dropping of tickets in
the street.. In Sydney you find pieces of different
Everyone
coloured papers all over the place.
Ivhen alighting simply throws his ticket into the
,treet. Can you recommend anything whereby that
could be overcome ?-In several places they have
:imall 'receptacles on the cars fastened at the exit of
the car, and the people are inviteu to put the tickets
in those receptacles, but, of course, they' seldom' ?o.
( suppose that is also a question of the educatlO~
'If the people, You, cannot overcome that difficulty
by law or by the use" of receptacles.
,
"
H329' Do you find that in Europe the practice
orevails of throwing the tickets in the street?h is' different in different places.' In Paris they
do. In Berlin 'they do not. I do not think much
~rouble arises from that on the Continent.
I ! 330. Could those receptacles be fixed to· the
,ide-loading cars ~vith cross seats ?-They could be
ftxed there. You would have to have one at every
door. I do not think that would help at all. I
do not know of any effective means of overcoming
the diffiCl,llty you refer to.
II33I~, Have you', had any experience of postIJoxes or bags being carried on the cars?-Yes, amI
've even have special post-cars running electrically
on several lines.
The postmen 'are brought by
special electric cars to different places, and these
cars also bring the mail and' parcels' from the postoffice to the railwav station.
It is said to be
most efficient,
I I 332, How frequent! y do those cars run?- I
cannot tell you, but I suppose only when the letters
are to be brought away, say, from eight to ten
times a day.
,
,
1I333. Do those cars stop anywhere to take up
a letter ?-No, they have a slot to put the letter
in, They only stop at certain places:
I f .134. If a person missed one car, he would
have to 'go to the next box ?-Yes,
IJ :t35. Have they pillar bqxes in the streets?No. They, fix boxes to the walls of the houses at
very fre'queni intervnls.
Almost ev~ry block has
a letter-box.
I J.3,)6. Do you know of any system'that has 'a
letter-box on each car running along ?-;-No.
II:)37,. Do you think it would be a, go,o<i ,thing
to have that, and the boxes changed or dIscharged
bv. post~l offic~ars as they run through. the heart of
the city ?--I do not believe it would' pay, because
would be riecessarv to provide porters for cha,.ng'boxes.
. .
,'. ,
II3,38. In.Brisbine they have them on 'agreat
.mmber of cars, but all the cars pass the 'post-office.
They simp,ly change the box as they pas::; the 'PoStoffice. It is vefy'much appreciated th~re ?~Ihave,
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no experience of that in our country.
I do not
think it would pay to do it.
II339· Have you had any experience where parcels are carried on the cars ?-Yes, there are two
We have
different methods used for doing that.
partl y special cars for small parcels running on
street railways, or' there are in several places com·
partments confined solely to the receipt of parcels,
but I do not know of any system where every passenger car has adopted such a goods receptacle.
The general practice now is that the platform on
the front end of the car is available for men carry·
ing boxes, parcels, and so on.
But onlv where
there is very heavy traffic, 'say, market traffic; then
specially constructed cars are put on for dealing
with it.
1134°. Do you know the Manchester system 'of
tramways ?-I passed through Manchester, but I
cannot speak of the system.
11341. We are informed by the general manager
that they have a fine system of parcels delivery
there. It i~ not necessary for a person to travel
with a parcel, but it is addressed and delivered at
depots in the various suburbs or places outside,
and from there the parcel is sent by special mes~
senger to the address given. Do you think that it
would. be advisable fo: a trall}way company to
estabhsh a parcels debvery on that basis ?-We
have done it in Frankfort-on-the-Main, and I suppose that if you are allowed by the post-office to
do i~ .it will pay. In Germany only the postal authontle~ are aIJowed to do that, not the private
compames. They are not allowed to deliver letters
or look after a number of parcels. They are not
allowed to send away a bag of letters addressed
in Berlin to Frankfort-on-the-Main, and deliver
them in one parcel to that place at a cheaper rate.
IJ342. Does that apply to parcels other than
letters ?-I cannot say.
II343· Ordinary tradesmen's parcels ?-I know
of letters onl y.
II3.4~· Do you think there would be any disorgamzmg .effect . upon ~he ~ramway service, having
:egard to Its bemg pnmanly a passenger service,
If the conductors were to give some attention to the
carriage of parcels ?-If it were confined to certain
plac~s only I do 110t think any trouble would arise,
~ut If you a:e forced to take them up everywhere
It would senously affect the traffic.
This letter
has just· been received from Brisbane, dealing with
the postal system:The Secretary.
Metropolitan Traffic Commission,
Melbourne.
Sir.
In reply to your communi'cation of the 3rd ultimo, T
have to forward. for the information of your Commission. the following particulars regarding the system of
posting.bags on tram cars which is in vogue in this city,
viz. : I . The system was brought into operation in Brisbane on
1St June. 18q4. the tram cars being drawn at that time by
horse.
Electric cars were introduced in 1897.
The system has a150 been applied in a limited degee to omnibuses.
2. The work of placing the bags on tbe cars commences
betwecn 8 and 8.30 a.m .. and goes on until all the Cars
Ilsed in the service have been provided with bags. . Every
time a car passes the G.P.C ..the bag is changed. The
work of removing the bag'S from the cars commences at
4.30, and is finished at about .~.30 p.m. At present 68
cars are used to carry posting.bags, and the rontes are
as
follow:-Brisbane·Toowong,
Paddington-BrisbaneBulimha.
Kelvin-grove-Brisbane-Bllllimba,
Red
HillBri~bDne·Bowen Bridge, Ipswich-rond.Bri.,bane.New Farm,
Logan-road.Brisbane.New Farm, Klst Brisbane.BrisbaneWh:uf-street, 'West End.Brishnne-Ascot, Gladstone-roadBrisbane·Clayfield.
All routes pass the General Post
Office.
3. Statistics show thnt letters posted on hams for twelve
months numbered I i:~,r06.
During the same period the
number of postal articles (letters, postcards, packets, and
newspapers) gO posted numbered ~15,5?;h pf ~Jl appr()xi~
m~t~ r<JS\qg~ Y~llle ~f fl,~;
.. ' ,

In connexion with this letter you want to remember that in Brisbane they do not have the mails
going out all day long as is the case here. They
llre chiefly for the large centres north or south for
where the trains' leave in the evening. That means
that the mai Is are accumulating all day long?That would be a drawback in a large city.

4. The Tramways Company is paid at the rate of £2
per annum for each car used in the servrce.
S. Two messengers are employed to place bags on and
take them off the cars, and to change the bngs as the cars
pass the G.P.O.
The bags taken from the Cars are at
once opened, and the (.ontents placed in a special bag,
which is taken into the G.P.O. at intervals. The aggregate
salaries of the messengers (a fluctuating item) may be set
nown at approximately £61 per annum.
The day porter
supervises the work of the messengers, relieves them at
lunch time, and sees that all bags are .brought in at the.
close of the day and marshalled for use in the morning.
The !Jags, which are of stout canvas with a metal top
suitably painted, cost about r7s. each with lock complete.
6. The tram car posting-bag service is supplementary
to the pusting- boxes, and it cannot be stated how many
extra posting·boxes would be required if the tram service
were :!bolished, hut there has been an increase 'in the number of receiving pillars since the tram service started.
The number of cars utilized in the service has increased
roo per cent. since the system was introduced, this increase
being due, of course, to the expansion of the city and
snburbs since 1894.
The clearance of receiving pillars
has also beel! made mure frequent since 1894. At present
the posting- boxes in the city and adjacent. suburbs' are
cleared five times per diem, I~cluding the m'idnight clear.'
Those in the outside suburban areas are cleared at midnight and twice during the day (by letter.carriers).
7. It is understood that the tram-bag system was tried
in Sydney, but was not a success owing to many of the
cars not passing the G·.P.O.
It is considered, however,
that it would be advisable to have the system tried in
Melbourne.

I cannot say bow the system will pay.

The income is only £1,000, and every car has to be provided with a bag and two men kept specially for
the service.
Il$4S-46. The Postal Department also pays the
Tramway Company £2 per car'per year?-It may
he that the conditions aIe different in Brisbane, but
the first objection that I see is, that letters posted
at 8 o'clock in the moming, for urban and suburban service, will remain in the car until 4.30
p.m. That is a drawback for an urban service.'
. 1I347. Their outward mails do not justify them
collecting letters earlier in Brisbane.. The tramway is the princip'al comqmnicator between the city
and the outskirts ?-I suppose they have other
letter-boxes besides those in the t:~.ams.
II348. Yes, they have, but it is regarded there
as a very great convenience. At one time that sys·
tem was established in Sydney, but it was abandoned; no one knows why. The people of Sydney
thought it a great convenience to be able to rush
out from their offices and drop a letter in the cars
a;: they passed. Regarding these tickets again, is
it necessary to have so many different tickets, and
not only different tickets, but is it absolutely essential for the conductor to give a ticket each time .l
fare is pa.id ?-No. For instance, in America there
is a car which is called the" Pay-as-you-enter-car."
That is a car where everyone who enters has to
pay, therefore no tickets are needed.
II,)49' By Mr. SollY.-1"hat is similar to our
horse tramways here going -to Coburg from the ter11lination of the cable system ?-.- Is there a conductor.
113.'10. Only a man driving a horse?-That is a
different system. In the one I mentioned there is
an automatic device stopping the entrance and a
man can only enter the car when he drops the
penny in.
II3SJ. Would that system be usable on the Melbourne lines?-I ha.ve had no experience of those
cars in dense traffic. When there is any automatic
device it will take time for people to enter; there~
fvl',? th7re wil: dela!~ ~I1 the cr~wqfl? f tree
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II35 2 • Irrespective of that automatic device is
~~re any oth~r means whereby "it would be unne~~ssary to give a: ~heck ticket' when each fare"is
Ra!i:l ?-Y.es. You have already mentionecf the 'box
fixed to th~end ~f the' car, put they are only to 'be
recomm~ndedf6r us~ ,vhere there is' sIo,v' traffic
and where the driver has 'sufficient time to supervise
people entering t:q~ cai:. ' . ' " , ' ,
.,
.
I I 353:4· Yo..}! Htl!st l1a ve a check ticket for a
throug~ f~re' w!l~r~ .r:~t! haye di(fe~~nf sections?That IS w. Umfqrl(1 fares wer~ ge!1erally introduceq for the tri\mway services in Berlin. There
y@' a,.re able"to ~Wff9'r ihL for ~orf;"tha~ an'ho~r
!f you ¥,~s~. 'Th-h( !h~re' is .~ system \vnere there
~s only one ticket,j' nevertheless, tickets are issued
b!"caus~ th~ co?duc~o! ,!~ fwve( in a pqsition,' espe~
cla}l>; ~!1 ~u!,h traA!i<;:,~:tq,*~", whethe~ a passenger has
pa\d ~r PQt· fr4!l.~ £liay arise from that,
.
,II355· By /vb: :Cltamp~on.-\vith 'regard to the
present cable t~a:c1c; -th~' 'wjdt~ of the centres is' 9
feet nmv, , If the ca\:lle tramwavs were electrified
of! the overhead systeni;\vould yo~ reco~mend those
centres to be widened ?::~I should recommend' widerl.
in~ ~hel11' lOf tp,E;,~~:i'Choi ~I,le slig~tes't relison for
keepmgt~at dist.~I1c~.' Tqe cDnduit cal!not pe used
f~r ~lectI1c serVIce, ,an~l the present rails are too
light, 'and their shape is not suitable fo.r rimnil1'Y
hea-i·ier cars. 'I' db 'not'
anv' reaso.n as t saicl
b~fcre; fpr 'keeping '~q~'pr~§eIlt centres. 'The ~treets
are wld~.'~no.ugh to allo.w of'a gtea'ter width, and
by choosmg 9 fe'?t you are r~stl:icted to. a certain
t)'pe '~f car." If'
'cen~~es. were I (, teet, you
c()ulet Jlse vy-hateve.r kmd of car you wished,
. IJ.3~6" By ~lr. SoZly:-But the narrow type of
car In AustralIa would not be very suitable in the
hot weather, :when people use the cars' to a very
great extent. -;:r:he passengers would not like to. h~
packed a.gether if it were 100 degrees in the shade ?
-That is so, But you .may deal with the traffic
by !llotor carS and two open trailers,
•
11357· If you widemid the track, it would make
it available for a wider car?-Yes, The question
o.~ the space tpat passepgers get has no.thing to do
WIt~ the questIon of the distance of the centres of
therai!. It is' quite a oifferent question from that.
li358:'H~ve 'yo.U considered the relative advan- '
tages 'of direct current" ariel alternating current for
the suburban railways in ,Melbou~ne?-This question is, in my opinion, purely an engineering o.ne,
and it can be distinctly answered frDm the standpoint of the ~rst cost of erecting the plant, as well
as with regard to working expenses, if it is known
exactly what is to be done,and ,vhat' distance it
is to '!>e electrified, . General! y speaking, for very
heavy traffic, and changeable co.mposition of trains,
with a complicated net-work, and 'with manv sho.rt
hral1ches (wer 'a small area, I should be in' favour
of adopting motor cars \vith direct current; that is
for short distances; direCt current of 000 to. 800
volts, w~th ,third rail; and fDr greater distances
higl)er ten,'lions, 1,200 to 1,500 Vo.lts, and overhead
line construction, still direct current. ' With less
dense traffic, for longer distances, and with heavy
trains of nearly' the Same composition, and with
highe~ speed, 1 should be in favour of high tellsiQ~ ,!lternatjng cugept. In trat case I should ad-'
vise' the tIse 6f locQ~otives and ·the oyerhea.d wire
susP~I!SiQlr Of course, it is quite clear that it is
i~po~sible alw'!ys to group any railway under those
t'Yo h,eadil1gs,' and,' t~erefo.re, in every case it is
tho~otIghly to: be 'considered, e:.;actly 'what is reo
quired.' It may prove that with regard to the first
capit.::tl cost 0!1~ system Wo.pld be 'less expensive,
wh~reas, wit\:l regard to, working expenses, the same'
system might be'mQre expensive in the same case.
The direct current 'system has been' adopted in the
tirst,Fl;)~5! fO!AU9prl?flH :iV).? yrl,>al1 serv~~ ~J}cl, fo.r

'see

tl:e

~he inteqlrban tra~way~, Inter!1rbap !\?owwaH ~~e
especially ,an Ame;rican f~E!tqre. Th~y, '~re 'ttE!W:'
ways ~'~nnmg at ~1~gh sp~e4s on co~l~tiy roads, or
0!1 sp~ial e~b'!!11bnents, operated in' many i::as~:-;
with : t~~ 'i:lirect c~~~e~t.' This' systeIp. i~ extreme!;;
\vell ~"'yeloped~ arid it ha,s. for a:, !9ng time; ~epf ~p'e
~e~~ ,:~tl~o~t ~::y ~on~pe~lpC;\1' ~l!t 'l??9~ tn~ qu~~
hon has ansen whether It would be wise to' 'use the
di;:e~i:' cU~fe!1~,"~~;ste~; ~s" ~~!i .{pr ~}~ctr~fying
a,m! !r?II~~ ~I~~S, ()r ~vheth~~ ~!ter~w-tl11g 'current,
~:~gl.~ p~~sE:' ()\ er~n tllIe~-EP:a~e' ~~~fent 'spoulqi:le
a.p.13 1!eG t?, T~~ thr~e-p.ha~~ ~p.Fent W4Y be I~Jt
~~t for Mel¥l!f ne , 8eql!s~ It I~ Rnly' used ~vh€?~~
he,i!v)r' !~nw.c qn gr;tdi~nts llil\"to ~ 'consiqered; and
\~!1er:: ~pc:¥d :e'~~l~tio;qs !1i:!t r~qph~q, Th~ w~nclpal ad\'antage WIth the three-pnase system IS, tqat
it js pqssg)l~ tq reg~nert~te p'p'wer on gradierit~, tIle
disadyant~g", p~jpg tIle l-l~e of t'Y9 o.verheaci '~ir~s.
During the last' 'six or eig\-it f~ars all elect~ica]
~!I~~ 11,~ve develo.ped more P~ftlc~l?,rlf th~ alte'iriat~
!!lg Clwent $.ystfm, :lllcl!lRW HIe pOlV-t IS feac~1ed
q!~t \ve m';!y ~4Y we hil\'e 'e~cenent }xor~ing result?:
Q'n r~~[\"'~y.s 'tXherE;, hr'lYY 'tf'aii1s 'J-te' ~'ur:- at '~igh
f;l?~e~s, ap~ \\;iler~ It ~~. of!el~ '~f:Ce~san to C~IfY H;
bIg ;tmpmW of 'po»:~r tq t\:l;;; co,no.v,ctQrs. and rnoto~s,
tne th!rcn~n djrect-currel!f systertf has b¢en 17doRte~
~yith ml-lch ~ucc~s~; , This tll!rd rail' system is ~on
QI!e~ 't~' q. lim'ited' v~ltage, "\1owe\;~~, 'l;Jeca'u,~~ if 'is
vf;i,y difficult to i!1~u)ate' the thircpail for a high~r
ten~i.on '!~ar, sqy, '~09-I,~OO yo!ts', r ~vqylcl lif~
to, poilu our so.Ji1e clr'lwbac'k~ of the ~hirq rqil, E;spe~:i~l~y' in' connexion \vith" 'c~c'ssing~,' sidings, '!end
YF!!d~. Firg qf all, the' sl1unHng of th~ tr::iTIS' 11\
mpd: !po're, difficqlt, because. '~l;1e current cO!'!clucto.r
h~? to Be' ~ro~{;!). a~ ~i(Hn~s ~pd cr9s~~ngs j C;0l1~~
ql:leflt!y. (l a rgers to th~ f'taffo.r t? tr"spa.?~er~ are
increased, "Thirdlv, 'in "case of derailment of a
tr[d~; th~ tpi~c! 'rail is likely to' give i~~e. 'to '9J~,!k~
clowns, short-circuits, 'and' fires. In o.tg count'ry' it
i" ~tten v~ry ha,.rd t~ 1;"er the thi~d ~ail f ~e.e of
snow and ice, but this clisadvantage may qe left
out o.f cOllsideration, because the climatiC" conditions
~r~ ~ltoi~t}-l-~r. diff~rent iiI VictO~i~.' ¥oreover, the
maintenance of the track is far 'more 'difficult if
t\1_~r{ i;~ live'ra)! on '~h~ trac\<, ' 4ri?th~r point i~;
that the third rail h:>s to be cut off at cross-overs
a~1;:~ w'l1en c~bss,~g streets. ' '
"'! 13 ~Q' And in 'station yards, also, I supPo.se?~ C!t ori!x that. Rut a't level -crossings, !??:
,
1 ! 3(}9: lJy JJ.1r,Clwmpiolz.-I ~uppos~ that, m
the case of a level crossing, the cuq~nt is taken
along underground, until the crossing' is cl,e~red?
Yes, that is so, ,\Yith an· extenderl thircj rail system generally only olle power pl:?!pt is erected, and
high voltage three-phase ,current is generated aI!d
transmitted to the different sub-statio.ns;' ,,,here the,
C\lfret1t is -tr;tnsfOl:rhed-'do':vn" 'to 'a sui'table >:olt~g;r
and COI1\'erted to oirect current. This S);st\'!l):1 is' in
use in itafy, for instance, on the Mai(and-Va~ese~
Porto Ceresio. line, on the Liverpool Elevated, the
Chicago. M~tropolitan South Side Elevated, 'on almost all the American interurban railways, on the
Berlin unde~grotind and, elevated riihyay, and so.
on, With the direct current svstem it is, in most
cases, 'e;:>:pedient to instal st?dge b~t-teries. in' the
sub-stations, but these batterIes, are decreasmg the
efficiency of the whole plant. It'is su'rely to be a
great .iinprovemerit that n~~y highe~ 'volf<J.ge t?an
even 800' can be used for direct current tractlOl1.
(One of the first railways of this kind has b<:en
huilt' -bv Messrs, Siemens-Schuckerbverkc, With'
z '000- voh d i'rect current on -the ~{oseih'titte rail way;
I::orrai;1e,' ill G~nnanY.' The length 'of 'that 'line"{~
14' kilometres,), In considera.tion of th~ disadvar;tages of the ~hird rail me!1t1oI)ed I?revlOusly, thiS
system', has not been adop~e,d fa! h,!gh~! vC!I~~ge3;
b1 5\;64 ~ ca~~ an overh~~4 'Yir~ <:0rstmct~on' i~ .
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adopted. H tpe electri~cation of an e:x;isting railway has tQ tJe' q:msiqereq, ther~ lIlay ~e a numht;r
of diffic~lt\es ari~~ng froPl exist~\lg tunnels ~11C\
bridges. '4 low ~el1s!qq ;;oPletimes is. adopted pecaus\? ther~ !s qot reom enou,gh to eIect overhe<\d
wire constructions j at the saPle thne, with, the third
~ail, there is suf!icient ~oo¥1 it! ~orVe <;:'1~es. If yo\.1
mtend to use direct current on the Melbourne suburhan railways, 1 am sure you would have to after
po~tions of the tunnels aild bridges, on account· of
the overhead Construction. With tpe third rail, you
would not have to change them. In these ca~es, of
course,' it is only a' question' of \vhether it would
pay to erect overhead wire, including cost of alterations to tunnels, &c., or whether it would be wise~
to spend a larger amount on the erection of a tbiI! 1
rail. There are only a few tunnels on the Mel~ourl1e suburban system. One is Oil the 'Heidelberg
hne.
II,,)6I. By lb. Champioll,--Do you think that
is rather low for overhead construction ?-MerelY
from looldng at it, I think: it is j but I would nO't·
say definitely without knowing the exact dimensions.. A drawback of the direct current system is
that by accelerating the cars, and by regulating
the speed resistances are inserted, which means that
part of the power is lost.
Comparing the alternating current single-phase system with the direct current .system, the first-mentioned has in every case
the adval)tage of the more economical power transmission and' of a regul<\tion and acceleration without
any loss. The advantages of the power transmission witp the alternating current system are, of
course, only worth mentioning if high tensions of,
say, 6,000, IO,OOO, or 15,000' volts. or even higher,
for longer distances are used. When cODsidering
the use of alternating current one of the most important things is the number of cycles to be f:hosen.
After earnest and exhaustive examinations and long
trials the single-phase system with .fifteen cycles has
now been decided upon for suburban and main line
traffic by n;Iost of the European Governments in
Prussia, Bavaria, Baden, Sweden, France, and
Austria. In Englanq fifteen cycles are at present
used on the Heysham-Morecambe line of the' Mjdland Railway,' ~nd' apparently they are adopting
the same practice in America now. The first railway of that system in America was the Vi$:}liaExeter-Leman-Cove Railway, although America is
particularly the land of the higher number of
~ycles. A drawback of the single-pha~e system is
that the motor equipments of the cars are heavier
than the direct-current c~\lip!uents of the same output. The dim.cnsions of the motots are l,!rger or
the output for the same siz~ is less. Consequently
the cost of the alternating current motor of tl;e same
output as the direct current mptor 'is higher. than the
Jatter. In addition to'that there an': several other
parts Of the equipme~t 'that stiH further increase
the weight and the cost of the alte~nating current
r-quipment, and which are not used with the direct
current. When comparing the alternating f:urrent
}vith the direct current system there are to be considered the higher costs of the alternating current
far equipments against the high~r costs _of the s~b
stations of the power transmission li'ne pf tbe direct
~urrent system. On the other hand t~e higher work~ng costs dl.le to the greater weight of t~e alternating
~urrent cars h,nre to be compared with the workfng expenses adsing from, the subgtation;; of the
(!irect current. Another question of importance is
whether motor cars or locomotives should be used,
1fotor cars
combination with trailer' cars are
~ve~ywhere of th" gr~atest v~lue wh~r~ tp~ traffic
j:> not unifol1ll ; in ptper words, wh~n times of
i;]ack traffic alternate with times of TllSh traffic during the busy hOlJr~, Thf!n -by using th~ m\.!ltipfe'.

in

Ul1\t cont{q, \?very

tr!l,iv

C~l1 be m~d~ up

Qf

9.1

SQ ~!l,~r

Olle motor c~! !1nd ope.
0.1; two tI!\il~ts) (l,s_r~ql)\red t9 ffi,*! ~g~ tr'.lffi~· Th~
rQ~lIth~!e. W1~t syst~m:!s u~~q wit\l tp.~ H~R1.\rg
AltO,1.~il lm!=, the ~~~hn. ~levat~q ilfd Und"qsfo\.1I}Q.
Raihi'ily, the Rotterdam:fIa!l,g R'nlway, th~ Hey~
sh~rr,-~1Q~eca:t:HPe Une, th~ Lonq~m, ~!ighton '!!1'Q
$9\:tth
Cq;'\st Ri!.~lwi;ty,
~~H~
,
.. ,!fld ..yitll, !pany'. Qther
.
W!!H·
~ J: ~6 2.. T~er~ \l'l ~~ ~~as,on why it cannc:t be us/d,
op the. Sl!1gle-ph~se ~ystem (-It has nothmg to
,v.it\1 the syste~. It c(lr; be appl~ed as easi~y Wlt~
di rect curr'erit as with alternating I.:urrent. Loco;
motives 'are 'often used witli"advant1lge where con.
s!~nt !engt~s 6( tr~in and an' in\'ar~able ~umbe~
of ca!s are to be dealt with. The mam adv,mtag~"
of using locomotives i~stead of motot 'cars' are' tlie
concentration o't the motor power in one place j that
only one motor vehicle train instead of a large number 'of moto~s 'has tq 'be supervised (lnd maintained;
th~lf the loconiotive motor' can be mounted in tne
locom6tiv~ 'iil . such a 'm~tmer that every part of the
motor I.:an he watched,yhile it is runni!1gL and, of
course, ag(l.in the cost of constructi6~' and t~~ work~
ing expenses 'arising from' the sub~statibns of the
are less than with 'a train of eight to ten smaller
motors together of t~e C;>ame output:
'
11363. "Of' cours~ 'if you i,veie going to ex:tend
the" 'systerr,' to npin' Fne traf!ic you \vould use loco.motil'es?-~Nearly arW~Yl?
Tlie main line from
liD.'mburg to ~ltona is e1ectrijied, out it 'is"o.f!ly l!
passenger seryice· and' there 't,li~ 'multiple upit sys."
. ,
tem is -used.
; I,364~ What is the length C!f th:.tt?-Twenty-sil\kilometres. [Witne's{ lw}ded in table giVing st'ati"s
tics oj variotfs German rqilway~.)
,
II,365. This table yo~ have put in shows that in
Germ;(~y there are i3~ 'motor cars used on the
sh1gfe-phase railways ?~They are only the single~
phase railways built by Messrs. Siemens.
' ,
iI',,6o.' On those' raHways there' ate 13~ motor
cars' o-n the multiple unit sY$tem arid 56 locomotives'?
--Yes, and since'tha'ftrible has b~en issued, Messrs.
Siemens have got several other croers. Wherever
you, have, during part of the day, tr;ains of the same
composition running over long distances I should
be in favour of using locomotives, but where you
have to alter the com}'losition of the trains 'according to the' kind of traffic the multiple unit system
is . more advantageous. Before discussing the question whether it would be wise to adopt· direct current or alternating current for a certain scheme, it is
al wa ys necessary' to know the exact cc;mditions al1d
what is 'intended to be .done with the system. Mr.
Charles M~rz 'ha~ h'ld an opportunity. of looki~g
very thoroughly into the question of 'me appli~,
\ lOll (EYE electric tractiGI3 to the Meloourne- sueur,ban
L11Fv~)' ~Y~tem."I~-~Is 'i~f:lQrt i1i~:P
sJ;10~v~li- ~
ihe ~l!~u!b:111 sY*!n f9t wRicl:! ~l~c;:tri!i.;:~tiQJ.l oI.r th~
direct cl!r'reDt ~ysteIl] ga§ P~l) I~coffiI.I!~I.!~~d 9Y
him. I quite :clgr~ wi!p Mr. ~~,rz ~n regg~<;l to
fu~.
.
•
1"397. The t?tal mileage of the schem~ repo~e9
on bv Mr. :Merz is 124. ,He was not asked to advise
a~ t~ a'ri y extensions' beyond tflat ?~ind . from -~~
rough c;llc;:ulation l hav~ maqe I agr~' wittJ. h4I!.
There mjght, !10wever, be a qlle?!ion of 'YhE;the;: i~
W9uld ~e !,ight to use ~oo yohs 9r a higher voltag~
than he did in cOn!lexioq with the over~~::tij ,yire.
construction instead of the third-rail.
TI368: You prefer overheaq constructioI1 \!itlf
hip-her voltag~ for the direct current to the third
milll-Yes.
The drawbacks of the, third rail in
col1pexion with.' a highe~ voltag~ !tre very heavY, j'n
thol'e places where there is a great number of cross(wers al1d whe1;e a lot of sh\Wting w.ork is
be
(loW', such as, for instlJ,I1C~l
Ellnd~§:~tr~t

c'IIs or \i'1its (consistil1g
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In America 'the New York,
New Haven and Hartford line was built on overhead 'wire construction j' and there is one yard
~quipped on that. system with 90 sidings and 90
crossovers, It w.ould be practically impqssible to
dQ' that with the third rail. [Witness handed in
map of Ii arlem' River and the layout showing the
method of applying tlte current by means of the,
overhead construotion. Proceedings of tIle Americ'an !tzstitute of Electrical Engineers, April, 1911,
also,:put in.] The dis~dvantage of the direct-curr~nt system 'is that it is, limited, in extensions, that.
is tQ say; that' in extending the system over the
area ,hown in Merz's map, a point would soon be
reached where it would be wiser to electrify on the
alternating current.,
11,369. In those instances it is a case of " Thus
far·shalt- thou go and no farther," but at the terminal s'tations shown on the map embracing ·the
aTea which Mr. M.erz was asked to report on there
are important stations immediately beyond to which
it. will be necessary to electrify later on. We would
nqt be exactly confined to what the map shows. It
is, possible that if you electrify so much, the people
close to the extremities might clamour for electric
extensions to their district. Would that affect your
views with- respect to the method of electrification to
be adopted ?-If you are sure that extensions will"
take place in the near' future, then I am in favour
of. alternating current, and I might say that even
Mr. Merz, knowing the altered conditions, would
be of the same opinion, because the alternating
current electric system is far more flexible than the
direct current. It might be even possible to combine the two systems using the qirect current for the,
inner area and the alternating current for the outer
area. That has been done in some cases, but then
each car had to be equipped for both systems. These
combined systems have partialIy' proved to be a
failure. ,It means carrying about on the direct currel1t ,portion of the system the alternating current
equipment, part of which is not wanted on that
line, and vice versa.
'II370. That agrees with Mr. Dawson, who says
it· is quite impossible that satisfactory results can
be' obtained by installing a double system, one to
work only short distance traffic and the other -long
distance traffic?~That is so, therefore if you are
quite certain that extensions of considerable length
would have to be made within a few years I should
thiilk it wise to adopt the alternating current, but
if you are confined to the limits shown on the map
then'I would prefer direct current. That is only
a gerieral idea, as I am only speaking from a
rough calculation.,
'II37I. But withclirectcurrent'on the overhead
syst.em you prefer ;a higher voltage ?-Yes, even
for the mileage shown on the map. As I mentioned before, with an overhead wire' construction,
there may arise perhaps some difficulties in the way
o{ tunnels and bridges, There is another disadvan~age I ~vant to point out in connexion with the
al'ternating current, i.e., that by using the altern ating-cu.rrent system, troubles are very likely to arise
wit.h telephone and telegraph wires being so near to
the overhead construction. If you adopt alternating
cu'rrent you will surely have to alter the telegraph
arid telephone wires running alongside the railway. However, by putting the telegraph and telephone wires underground you would certainly improve the operation of those two systems so that
it . would not be fair to charge the whole amount
of changing the wires to the alternating-current
system.
.
II372. ~s far as Melbourne telephone wires are
Fl?ncerned, pI'9y~~i()~ ha~ ~q IPaq~' f~r n=flacin~

them by underground cables. Three miles of tunnels have already been built in Melbourne, and the
cables are in them, but they have not been conm~cted up yet.
All the telephone wires in Melbourne will eventually be undergrounded ?-Then
we may cut that out from the Melbourne question j
there still remain the telephone wires along the
railway.
J.T 37 3. That expenditure has already been authorized for the sake of a better, telephone service?Then the alternating current system does not suffer
from the disadvantage of having that charged
against it.
II374. There is not very much to choose between,
the two systems, you think ?-If you intend to electrify longer distances than shown on the map, I
think the alternating current is the better way.
11375' Do you consider the relative merits of
either are sufficiently settled to at present make the
choice ?--Yes. The only improvements that are to
be awaited are in details, and not in principal
points. Perhaps we will be able, in some years, to:
design a direct current motor for still higher yoltages, or to construct an alternating current motor
that is lighter than the present motor. We might
gain. in one way or other, but, nevertheless, the
advantages and disadvantages of alternating current
or direct current relatively remain when considering those long lines. But I do not see any reason
why electrification should be postponed for the sake'
of waiting for improvements, because a system that
cannot be improved upon is a most unlikely event.
Even with the steam railways, which have been in
operation now for many years, the, locomotives are
,still being improved. In their time no one asked:
"Are we likely to have improvements in a few
years?" It would certainly be a bad policy to wait
until the last development had been reached. As
soon as you recognise that the electric system is the
besf for your purposes, you would be wrong to wait
until the maximum that may be developed in the
way of improvements is dpne. To judge from the
Htandard of electricity to-day, you are quite safe in
making a choice. It is a mere engineering question when the. exact conditions of a certain case are
known.
11376. The difficulty is that, although it is an
engineering question, the engineers differ.
Mr.
Merz advises one thing, and Mr, Stone, who is the
electrical engineer of the Railway Department,
thinks differentlv?-I spoke to Mr. Stone regarding this point a' few days ago, arid he said to me,
" I am quite of your opinion that, for a scheme of
the extent reported on by ML Merz, direct current
i~ better, but one can never say that it will be
confined to those limits" therefore, I am in favour
of alternating current." When 1 say it is an engineering question, I mean that as soon as the exact
conditions to be fulfilled by a~l electrical system
are settled, it is only a question of calculation as
to which system proves to be the cheapest in the
first cost, and the better one, as regards the workingexpenses.
11377. It would not be a good thing to instal a
system that could not be used for long distance
traffic, would it ?--Even direct current can be
used for long distance traffic j sub· stations
could be erected along the line, or several power-houses could be built along the
line, In America, I am informed, there are three
railway companies running their trains over 616
kilometres (382 miles) on the direct current, 1,200\'0.1 t system.
Besides there are a large number of
railways in 'America and Europe carried out on
direct 'current ',yith a high':f y()Jta~e t!:HUr 9,?Q ~!1q
~oS yolts.,
,.,
.
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11378. Where do they get their power from for
tht: 38z miles ?--From different lilies and powerhouses. In that case 1 am not speaking of one line,
but of a whole net-work of about 382 miles.
II379. There has b~en some criticism in tue
I United States about having so many different sysI rems of electric traffic in operation in one country.
. It \I'ould be better, you ;;:1)" if single-phase had
: been adopted in its entirety, in cOll!;equence of extensions?-Yes; but besides that, there are still a
I number of railways operated by direct current aL
1,000 and I,ZOO volts.
. 11380. But they could not be operated so economically for long distances, even at that voltage, as
the single phase ?-No.
. For long distances the
single phase is. in a1most all such cases, an advantage.
I J 38 r. In the progressive state that electrification
of railways is in, it would be taking a grave responsibility if we rejected single-phase system
for this country?-I am not sure, because I do not
know the exact conditions. T am informed, howthat the policy of the country is to decenthe people, and to give them travelling facilities to get out of the city. That means that YOIl
have to consider the electrifying of lines over a
area. I t is not the same problem as in our
country, where we have to reckon with a certain
amount of suburban traffic. If vou have to con·
sider rapid and large extensions: I should advise
you to use alternating current; but if you. are confined to the mileage shown on Mr. Merz's map, then
I
direct current.
II38z. Is there much traffic on the long distance
lines they are electrifying in Germany?-Yes. One
line has to be electrified during the next few years,
, the Berlin City and Inner Circle Railwav.
There is ;:It present a heavy steam traffic on th;t
line, and the trains are running with a headway up
to two minutes; but the conditions are rather different from yours. It is a partly suburban and
city system, which could become nothing
£1383. 1 understand there are Ilumbers of electric rail ways in Prussia being constructed now for
long distance traffic?-Yes, for heavy traffic and
goods traffic.
11384. Are there many trains on those lines ?-I
do not know the llumber of trains but thev are all
being constructed on the single-ph;se system, 10,000
to I ~,ooo volts.
1 (385. What is the longest line?-That is the
Magdeburg-Dessau-Bitterfeld-Leipzig-Halle
line,
100 miles in length, part of which, from Dessau to
Bitterfield (16 miles), is electrically operated since
, 19 I I.
I
llow many trains a diy ire thereon that
line
am not su~e, but I will
you that information later on. The second line is to be erecteel
between Lauba and KOlligszelt, 1z9 kilometres or
8 [ miles miles long.-[P ltotos of various type; of
locornoti1)es handed in by 2vitness, and explained. ]
II38i. The conclusion YOU draw is that for all
long distance work the single-phase system is the
prop~r one to instal ?-Generally speaking, yes)'
but In everr case it would be wisest to look into
the special conditions before giving an answer.
T 1388. What do YOU consider would' be the adaccruing to the travelling public and to
the
if the suburban railwavs were electrified)
-This question has already bee1i a'nswered bv several experts, and 1 would not take up your time in
repeating what they haye said, but will point out
the principal points. To the travelling public, the
<l:d\'antages are: the" get greatflr travelling facilitl<;l.~ ~!)q 11igh!?r speec!, qqf; to the ~jgh [!\::~t;1~ration1
,
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greater comfort, better heating and lighting, and
smoke and dirt are avoided. To the State the advantages would be tint the number of passengers,
and consequently the revenue, would be increased,
and the working expenses reduced. (By increasing
the speed less cars are required, and the operating
expenses are decreased by the greater efficiency of
the cars and the train crew.) Further, the requirements of the public are better fulfilled than with a
steam service, by adopting the train composition according to the varying traffic conditions. At this
point it is worth mentioning that everywhere the
creation of new travelling facilities has always been
followed by an increase of traffic, and that the increase of traffic on the electrified suburban railways
need not necessarily be accompanied bv a decreased
tramway revenue. In connexion with that, I would
like to point out a case that occurred in Berlin.
This map-[ltanding map inJ-shows the elevated
and underground railway in Berlin. Two years ago
the electric service of that railway finished at the
Potsdamer Platz, and there was a' great number of
tramways runnil1g from there to the Spittelmarkt.
Then the underground railway was extended from
the Potsdamer Platz to the Spittelmarkt.
The
tramway company tried to show that they had lost
traffic, because they intended to claim for the loss
of inccme _; but, although the underground railway
showed enough increase in revenue to pay for the
capital outlay, the traffic of the tramwav' companv
heemed not to have been influenced. I ~as told in
Melbourne 'that a few years ago between Prahrim
and. Malvern an omnibus line was running, and that
the' buses were near!)' al wa ys empty, but the moment
the ,line was electrified the. cars were fairly well occupIed. That proves agam that, by creating new
travelling facilities, new traffic is created. Wherever
\;team railways have been converted into electric railways, there was shown an increase of income up
to So and 80 per cent. a year. These increases are
commonlv known, especially in the case of the
Cologne-Bonne railway. From Cologne to Bonne,
on both sides of the Rhine. steam railways are run,
ilnd there was built a third railway, an electric
one, that shortened the distance, compared with one
of the steam lines, but the time taken DY the electric railway was longer than that taken by the
steam railway. Nevertheless, the electric railway
got a large portion of the traffic, and the total traffic was exceedingly increased. In connexion with
that, I want to point out that the assumption of
:'ir. Merz that there will be only a 5 per cent. increase of traffic by electrifying is a very low figure,
compared with all those figures we are fixing on for
electric railwavs.
I I 389' He 'himself thinks it low?-If he had
only taken ., per cent., instead of 5 per cent., it
would have knocked out electrification at once' and
if he had taken 7. S per cent., instead of 5 per ~ent.,
electrification wou.ld have paid.
Il390' I think 5 per cent. is the opinion of the
Commissioners. Mr. Merz claimed at least 10 per
cent., but he was' compelled to work to 5 per cent.,
because the Commissioners would not take a more
extended view of the matter ?-I would like to
point out again that if you only take 3 per cent.,
YOll will put electrification aside, and, therefore, this
is :l very principal point in the matter.
It is not
a question of the electric system to adopt, but a
question of. the probable increase of income, and, of
course, being a newcomer in this country, it is very
hard to say what the percentage increase would be;
hut, judging from other experience I have had, 5
per cent. is not high enough to allow.
. 1 J391. By illr. Solly.-Jt might be pointed out
f.pat since Mr, Mer~ \TI~d~ !lis r~p'ort tn~ HealT\
:

."

t,affic \las ~l1cre?-~ed 9Y about 33 per cent.?-That
h'ls notli~ng' to 'd~, '\'ith the electrification of the
lines.
B'v' electrification you would still haye an
iii~rease ';ver t~~t' figur~ 'because you
new
travelling facilities. ' You are able to pick up
almost every P'lssenget yqu want 9Y having a light
traip service. That 33 per cent. is natural growth,
but by electrifying you bring an entirely new factor
into the i?ervice. "fh~ second advantage I PQinted
out was that with an electric service vou could ex.pect, a r~ci'u~Hon.· in' workipg expenses; anq this reCjuctlOn IS p'pnclp~lly ~lue to t\ie f~r
cost of
maintenarice
of electric
motors
than
the steam loco.•• .:
•
.
f
mqtives.
I:!392.
is t!l~ general tel1c!ency ~p ne" electJ;ification
in Europe and America, towards
direct current o~ altenla.ting current
answering tpe questiog ;tS to the relative advantages
regarding
direct current and alternating cur·
rent systeIl1s I have alre~dy pointed OI.1t that nearly
all the European States that have iIlvestigated. the
question of introducing an electric svstem for railways al:e in favour of the alternating current ;;ystem, with 10,000 to 15,000' volts
and 15 cycles.
In Prussia, 'as you k.now,
there is running a railway line from Hamburg to Altona. . It was one of the first lines electrified, and has It total leng~h of 26 kilometres, or
I6' miles multiple unit system being adopted. The
voltage in the overhead 'line' being 6,300 at a fre·
quency of 25 cycles per second.
Moreover, the
Prussian rai.1ways a~ the I~eginning or this year
open<:d a lllle froPl J)esslt1,1' to Eitterfeld \vith
10,000
alternating current, J 5 cycles;
,this line, being of 16 111iles length onh'"
is espeCially worth meqtioning, h,:cause it 1"
the first section of the Magdeburg-Halle line
(100 miles) that is going to be electrified.
The
costo; for that line and for an'other Iine of T 68
miles length from Lauban to Konigsfelt were
granted by Parliament at the same time,
Both
these lines are 'intended to be electrified with
10,000' or 15,000 volts alternating current. and
IS c)'c1es.
The railway line from Dessau
to Bitterfeld is most remarkable, being rather
a trial run on a large scale for the electrification of the Berlin Citv and Inner ,Circle
There was a n~:i:y difficult problem
Railway.
to solve in i:his particular instance.
There an'
about 230 miles to be' electrified. On the Berlin
City and Inner 'Circle Railway there are felUI'
tracks. Two of those track's are for the express
and interurban service, 'and, the other two trncks
are for the' city an~i i.ilburhan traffic.
Th.·
trains are run :1t present at headways lip to two
minutes,' an'd they' are often very heavily' crowded.
The question tilen arose a~ to what Gould bp. donp.
to meet the requirements of the pUblic: First of
all quadruplication was considered for the city and
suburban service.
an ipvestigating that question
it was found that an enormous amount of monev
would have to he spent to purchase all thelat;i1
required fer the \vork, as the city
is l)Ordered
on both sides with streets and T)rivate and public
builqings. Therefore, the idea of quadruplication
had to be abandoned, The second wa v of meeting
the requirements of ,the traffic woule! have been
to ,erect [I, second floor above the presf:nt railway
level, thus funning two trqcks above the other two
tracks j hut that idea could not be carried out
either, because the soil whe~e the different pillars
and viaducts of, the iiuburh[J11 railways stood was
partly marshy, Then tpe only way left to increase
the capacitv of the railways was 'to eledrifv the
lines. It quite certain, therefore, that those lines
will be eh:ctri~e9, and b~ that ~i~otrification a bis
~".
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increase o~ trafiie is to be expected,
It Il1ay be
intej'e;;ting to note ip that connexion !hat the estim'ateq traffic on that line fer the year 1~21 i~
mated to be a figure about ten ti~lles as heavy as
the esti~~:Ited traffic of Melbourne for 1916. 'The
State of Baden, atter going into the question carefull y as to whether electrification of their
\\'ou'ld pay, decided to electrify one l~ne, namely,
the Wiesental railway.
It was decided to adopt
10,000 volts single-phase '15 cycles.
Messrs. Siemens Schcckertwerkc got the prin'cipal part
that
contract. The total length of the line is' 38 miles,
and locomotives with an output of '1;°5° h.p. 'each
are used. The State of Bavaria im'estigated veTY
e:trnestl y the question of 'dect~ic power generation,
beca lIse la rge water power is ,available there. Big
power plnnts could be built, and electric
tram;mitted to the trains.
The State of
likewise has decided to adopt alternating current
with the same tension, !lnd with the same periodicity. 'The two tines to be 'electrified are SalzburgFreilassing-Reiche!Jhn,1 and Miinchen-GarmischPa~tenklrchen.
The length of both lines together
is about 90' miles. In' Switzerland the question of
electrify~ng th.e railways funning partly on the
for
heavy gradients of the Alps has been
~ 10lig tjme. In that cou~try also it was decided
tn lISe alteqlating cu.~ren.t h\g~ tension 15 cycles.
In Switzerland there' wa§ pp,ened last year it part
nf the' ~fo~Hlt Loetsc~peIg railway from Spiez. to
Ft:lj~ig~n w'ith 1,:;,OOq 'v~lts a!l.~ ~5
~9th
nlotor c"rs and locomotives are used on that Ime,
In :ndditi~n tb 'th'at' it h~sl~ee~ resolved' to' eh~ctrify
another line in Switzerland ~f 'th~' Rhaetian Rail\\:,,~": Ponteresina-Zernez....Schulz· with TO,OOO volts
;~d T5 'cvcle;; 'ulterpqtfrg' 'cllrn;~nt:' In ~usti-ia
Hung-an' thev have decided to construct an electric
raii,,:a{fr;w Viel~nato Pressburg 'using IocoPlotiyes.
TO.OOO volts T ~ cycles,
The line is 4.)
long.
The railway from BlIda Pesth funning out Vacz
;1llcl Gtidtilli5, 36 miles long, was opened t~is year.
There again, TO,OOO volts '15 cycles' are adopted.
11,193. Those all use alternating current ?-There
js not a
mai,n line wheff~ they intend to employ qirect
The +_ondol1 tubes are worked
011 the
current, and in Berlin the underground railways is also' 011 the direct current system.
The London, lJrighton, apd South Coast
Railway' has proved <'ery successful, and they have
tl1e' line, That is an alternatdecided to
ing current s)'stem, 6,000 volts 25 cycles. I would
like to ]Joint out that even in Italy, where the electrification started on the direct current and threejlha::e system, pow seve~al lines are already operat~cj
oq the singl~-pha~e system ;:tlternating ~urrent,' for
1Cx?mpie, . the" Rom:i·Civita-Castellar\a Railwqy,
6.500 v91ts 25 cycles, an<;1 the ~ail way
th~ Province of P!l~mil 4,000 volts 25 cycles.
Italian
Government hns' resolved to spend the sum of
.'j9,OOO,ooo lires (£2,000,000) for electrifying some
lines of thei~ mountain rail\yays to start with.
They ~re electrifying about 200 miles of railway,
aild all the'lines that it 'is decided to electrifv have
to be begl!n in T 9 u'.
•
I B94. 'Vhat system are, they going
to use in
Italy?""":'It is not settled yet., but there are several
Italy is
lines beginqiflg with alternating, current.
the only country where three-phase current is lIsed
for traction purposes' to a larger extent, because
they started and developed this system there, the
conditions
·favorable.
The direct current
system is
in use, and now several lines are
operatef.\ lately on alternating current. What System will he decided on I do not know
'
'In
France they are now carrving out
trials
with IOCO!l1(?tive;', qf. diffe~e:'~kind'i by the Co.;
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de Chemin de fer du Midi, with I2,000 volts
alt€;rn\ltipg ~~freni' ~~'$ cyc~es. 'The -.railways of
the pepartlDent :f£aut~ Vi~!1I)~ ;;.re gomg to elect!ify qre 1!J;l~ 9f 130 miles on ~o,ooo volts alt~r
nll,ti'ng cur!€;l)t 25 cyc~es, Th~ last-mentioned ral1~;ty use;; !llotor ca!s ~p the IIlUltiple unit' system;
<l;I1 i!f!eJ~~ting ~~atqre i~ tp~t wqen c!ossingpopull!t~d' distri<.:ts tqe vol!age is .ow~req from 10,000
to 600 volts. Sweden, after many years of long..
distance t!i~l§, has resQlveq to ~Iect!ify one line in
the porth fr~ K~mnl! to ~iksgrap.sen of a total
1~!1gth of 81 milss. 'The power stati6q, w\lich is
sHu;!teq 9,t e distanc€; of ~~5 ~nes from the ~ail
iY,W line, sllPplies alt~rnating current at 80,000
volts, 15 cycles; t!l~ voltage being reduced to
15,000 volts at tpe t~olley wire, fifteen locomotives
being used of 2 x 1,250 horse-power each. ,In
North America, where the electric service has been
prqctically developeq in vatious forms of street
railways, (lire9t c'urr~m and partly alternating curre:(lt have ~n adopted. The inter-urban railways
developeq in America 9n th~ direct current system, in spite of their higheJ;' speed, are rather to
be compared with our street railways, because short
trains (often only of one or two cars), with short
intervals; are run, using the streets.
The New
York, New Ha;ren, and Hartford Railway has a
network of aJ;xmt 306 miles operated with: alternating current, and they are going to extend that
system.
So far, in Europe, only comparatively
few railways are running on the direct current system, and using high voltage, that is to say, ~JVer
1,000 volts, but in AmeriCa this system is by far
bette~ develop~q.
In Europe, in 1910, we had
running 220 nliles of direct current railways with
1,000 'evolts, whereas in North America 420 miles
had been operated.
In Europe about 960 miles
qf alten'1ating current railways were in operation
or in course 'of constrl!ction last year, whereas in
America about' 1,030 miles had beeri in operation.
Most of 'the 00ven1ments in Europe now have
decideC\ to adopt alternating current with 10,000
or 15,000 volt~ 15 cyCles. In 'America the question of voltage has not yet been settled, 3..300,
6,600, and' Ii,ooo volts with 25 cycles being used,
b~t e.ven there they ar~ sho\ving signs that they are
trylJ)g to. introduce' the alternating current system
with IS cycl~~.--[Witness here hande.d in statement
gi.'l'i1'{g stCl;t{stic~ 0.1 var~ous railways.]
II395. By Mr. Cl!ampion.-With regard to the
percentage increase of traffic which ~s likel y to result froin electr.ification of the railways, and in
rega,rd to which we were discussing what Mr. Merz
said, this is what he 'states in his report-It The
year 1912, therefore, 'would ge th<: first year of electrical operation, and it is" ohvious that aIr estimates
of financial'results should be made on the basis of
the traffic at teat time, and not on the basis of the
present traffic. From figure 6 it appears that the
traffic for 1 9I 2, ,if the nite of increa'se were to continue ~t thi;: ,same av~rage rate, would be 31.5 per
cent. greater than for the year 1906. It was decided, however, after a full discussion iI) Melbourne,
that all estimates of traffic with electrical operation
s~ould be baseq upo~ ~ ~5 per cent. increase compared with the year 1906, an,d 'the electric train
service propose<=!, is tl1erefore arranged to be capable
of dealing with such a tra!fic. In view of the rate
of increase in the past, and the further increase
w:hich is certain to result merely on account of the
adoption ?f~iectric'tr~ction. -;!'nd the better and
more frequent service which will be provided, I
consider-this' a conservative estimate, and it might
be, <:ve~ ~qgg~.~ted ~h.~t' 1. qavenotallowed for
sutI.i,ci~q!),Cn,;f!s~,!~ ~a,~, ,Myrep!y is: tha~ tht!
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greater the traflic on ally given line the mo!e favorable would be the comparison between the cost o~
eh;:ctricat"operation and steam operation. If, therefore when we come to deal with estimates we make
~' cdmparison between the costs of the two systems
on the basis' of the traffic somewhat smaller than
we !Hay reasonably e~pect to reach, we shall, at
any rate, be on the safe side."
Then in making
up the total he give:;, in item 4, on page 66, the
additional increase of revenue on a basis of 5 per
s;ent. greater traffic with electric traction. He further says-" + have now compared the results obtainable by' electric working with those to be expected should steam working be continued. Another
and somewhat different way of looking at the
matter is to take electric traction by itself, and consider whether in view of its many advantages the
fact that it can be installed and worked so as to
yield a steadily increasing profit justifies its adoption.
Table XXXVIII. compares the estimated
profits from the suburban railways in 1912 with
electrical op~ration (assuming the normal increase
of traffic 20 per cent, plus the minimum of 5 per
cent. due to improved service) with the actual profits for the year I906 with steam traction." His
estimate therefore for the special increase due to
electrifica tion is anI y S pel' cent. J and vou consider
it is too low?-Yes, as I pointed out before.
TI396. You are of opinion that the increase
would pe undoubtedly greater ?-Yes, I am.
1I397. Sufficient to justify it making it a financial success ?-That is anotl,er question altogether.
I can only say that in my opinion, and judging
from results that had been obtain~d everywhere, you
would have to expect a much higher increase than
5 per cent.
:rI398, In which system, direct current or alternating current, is there likely to be greater improvement from (a) economic point of view; (b) actuating point of view? The intention of this ques~
tiOl,! is really to ask which system is likely to advance the most ?-In my opinion, we have, for the
next few years, to expect a more raprd development
with the direct-current than with the alternatingcurrent system, because the alternating current is
now developed to a very high standard, whereas
with the direct current" during the last few years
there was hardly any development, The principal
direction in which the development of direct-current
system can be awaited is from the point of view of
increased voltage, applied, to the motors. Even i~
an increase of voltage with the alternating-current
svstem were to be awaited there is no harm in electrifying the railways now, because tne same motors
could be used, even if the voltage of the alternatiffP; current is increased 11lter. The only thing to do
wduld be to rew'ind the transformers. all the other
parts 'of the plant' being retained; \~hereas on the
direct-current system, by increasing the -voltage it is
very likely not only th~t the third rail has to be
changed to an overhead wire construction, or that
the existing overhead wire system has to be better
insulated, but even then the motors, controllers, and
so on, would require to be replaced by new equipmei1ts. From this point of view I dare say that,
by adopting the alternating-current system now
there is less likelihood that the plant has to be rebuilt owing to the development of either system.
II399. By >the Cltairman.-How woul9 you regard this proposition that our suburban system
should be electrified on the direct-current system,
and that any extensions should be on the high tension overhead system ?-I cannot favour such a combination,- because every complication of the system
is a heavy qrawback" and, besides, with a compiped 's¥ste~ always ~reater weights than' are
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absolutely required have to be carried about, due to
the surplus of weights for equipments, which are
equalIy·fit for both systems. The only efficient way
of having' the inner portion electrified on the direct
current, and the outer on the alternating-current
system, would be to electrify quite different and
independent tracks, but then a different rollingstock would be required for those lines.
II'~OO. If such a combination system were adopted
could the cars be 'made readily interchangeable?Yes, it is possible to do that, and it is done on the
New York and New Haven railways, on the railway from Vienna to Baden, and on different other
railw<lvs.
I r 4~ I. I understand you to say that in other
[Jlaces you have not mentioned they had used the
combination, but that they have <lbandoned it.
Could you give me in,-,tnnces?-Yes, even on the
Ne\\' York-New Haven line thev have.
In the
Proceedings of the .4mcrican Institute of Electrical
Engineers, pages 72.3, 763, Mr. 'Villiam Murray,
who is in charge of the New, York-New Haven railway, describes the arrangementEXTRACT }'Ro~r EU:CTRIFlClTlON A"ALYZED, ANn ITS PRAC.
'{rCAL ApPLICATIOl>' TO TRUXK LrNE ROADS, INcr.USln: UF
FREIGHT Al>'D PASSF;NGER OPF;RATION.

Thc religion of this paper is to preach the doctrine of
universal use of ~ingle-ph:tse current on trunk line roads,
inclusive of slIburb:tn and termin,d territorv, as applied to
freight and passenger operation, and I' offer for· con·
sideration the standardization of II ,000 volts 011 the Cuntact wire and a system frequency of 2,5 cycles,

then again on page 763 he says-(Can)
In connexion with ollr alternating-current multiple-unlt
train development, we· have had in operation a mnltiple·
unit equipment consisting of four motor cars and SIX
trailers.
Again the requirement of direct-current operation has superimposed upon this efJuipment the handicap
of ~xtra weight and complication of control, and, as 111
the Instances of the locomotives, it careful investigation of
the actual requirements necessaary - has served t'O reduce
greatly these two unwelcome elements.
Marked, indeed,
in all types of propulsion apparatus is the relative simplicity of straight single. phase over alternating-currentdi~ect:cur~ent equipment.
'Veight is bad enough, but C0111'
plIcatIon IS worse.
Great strides have been made in the
simplification of the alternatin.,g-current-direct-current apparatus, but even with all. of this it is interesting to note
the comparison between weights and control for the two
classes of equipment. Tn the table 7 herewith it is to be
noted that the straight single-phase equipment is over
8'00.0 lb. lighter than the alternating-current-direct-current
~q':lpm~nt, and in the diagram of connexions, Fig. 42,
It IS to be noted that the number of unit switches for the
alternating.current-direct-current control are 100 per cent.
greater than those of the straight sin<>le-phase.
To the
previous multiple-unit equipment mentioned there will be
added (now under construction) four motor cars and
twcl,ve trailers. Thesc, unfortunately, ag:tin will have·to
be equipped for interchangeable altern"ting-current-directcurrent operation. The equipments, however, to be ordered
in connexion with the Harlem River Branch electrification
and the New York vVestchester and Boston electrification
. will be free from the intricacies necessary to this dual
service, these latter equipments, together with the freight
and switching engines, being of the straight single-phase
design.
.

W. Murray is a man who has experience with both
systems, because he partly runs his cars on the
direct-current system, and he advocates strongly the
use of only one system, and that is the alternating
current.
tI402. As confirming what you have just read
I will read an extract from a letter received from
the Vice-President of the New York. New Haven,
and Hartford railways. He says~" It should b~
explained that the single phase -i.nstallation of the
New Haven Company is now limited to the section between Stanford, Conn:, and Wqodlawn
Junction.of the New York Central Company, together with a branch between Ne\y Canaan and
ptamf?fg, T~; rlectf}c rfaif'!S an~ p~r~re? ove~

the electrified zone of the New York Central Company, between Woodland Junction and the Grand
Central Terminal, New York City 12.2 miles'in
length, all engines and multiple unit equipment. being designed for operation over both the so-called
al ternating current arid direct current zones. This
unfortunate complication was made necessary by
the earlier installation of the direct-current system
by the New York Central Company, which is less
desirable and economical for long distance transportation." Does that echo your ideas ?~Yes,
IT 403. Have you allY other instances in your
mind of the combination system having been
worked and abandoned ?-Yes, I have. There are
several railways which had adopted a mixed system
and· then replaced it by direct current. On the
'VashingtolJ, Baltimore, and Annapolis line, on the
'Varren ancl Jamestown railway, and on one or
t\yO other railways. These railways are often cited
as iniitances against the alternating-current system,
but as far as [ am informed in all these cases the
mixed system has been abandoned with regard to
local or special conditions, and certainly not because the alternating-current system turned out to
h,~ a failure. With the Washington, Baltimore, and
Anllapolis line, for instance, the reasons for abandoning the alternating-current system were the following :,-The cars which had been equipped on the
mixed system had to run at the same time in the
city of Washington on a trackline built for all electric conduit system. The rails were at first designed
to e,:ury cars of I2 tons only, and had been replaced later on by heavier rails, at the same time,
the concrete foundation of the track had been reinforced, so that cars of 40 tons could be run; whereas the new cars on the mixed system had a weight
of about .18 tons-and for those cars the track
construction was still too light. Then the mixed
system was abandoned there because the track had
~-ot been laid out to carry the weight of the cars.
Similar reasons are found in other places.
114°4. What would you say to this proposition,
to use direct current for the Melbourne suburban
railway system, that is, suburban railways as against
extensions, as the only system suitable for a comQination power and tramway scheme ?~I do not
think that such a combination is a very important
Illatter, because the tramways could be run at 600
\'olts, and for the railways a higher voltage is desirable. Even when the same voltage for both is
l1sed, say, 800 volts, there would be only a few
places where the same sub-station could supply the
lines of both railway and tramway. In my opinion,
s~parate generators- for the tramways and suburban
railways would have to be erected; then it makes
but little difference whether 600 volts and 800
mlts generators are used or generators of the same
\;oltage. Where one sub-station, for providing both
systems with current of the same voltage, is built,
there may prove to be a very small saving, by
cutting down part of the spare plant.
'II405. By jllr. Cltampi011.-With regard to
operating on the same line with two different systems, 1\1r. Dawson, on page 8 of Electrificati01l of
portion of tlte Suburban System of tile London,
Brigldoll, and South Coast Railways, says~" It
is quite true that single-phase motors can be IT)ade
to work over direct-current systems. but this does
not appear to be a satisfactory solution of the prob:
lem, :lS ,it greatly complicates th~ installation, be:
sid~s rendering it more expensive. and. like mixed
races, possesses the vices of bQth and virtues of
neither."
Do you ngree with that ?-N at quite, be-.
cause part of the advantage of the alternating-current system remains, viz" power transmission; but
,,:ith regard to the car. equipment he is quite right,
hec~u~fl
~s the ~i~~~tiR~al ~veieht in bo,t4 ~\\\,~\
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11406 .. Respecting the supply of power for services such as' the tramways, railways, lighting, and
other purposes which Mr. Merz, in his power report, estimated at 86,000 horse-power, and which
we IT.ight very easily contemplate as going up ultimately to 100,000 horse-power, would it be an adI'antage to have that power produced in one station
rather than in several stations ?-There is an advantage: The capital outlay for one big power
plant would be less than for two stations of half
the size each. Larger engines are more economical
from a working point of view. In addition to
that the spare plant can be cut down to the smallest
amount. There is not only a saving in capital expenditure, but in working expenses.
I q.o 7. Mr. Merz made a forecast of the electrical requirements in horse-power during the next
decade which he 'puts down as follows :-Suburban
railways, 35,000; mechanical power in factories
supplied direct or in bulk, 27,000 j electro-chemical
and electro-thermal demands, 10,000; public and
private lighting supplied in bulk, 8,000; tramways,
6,000; total, 86,000. Supposing that the railways
were electrified on the alternating-current singlej.:hase system, and the tram\\{ays on the direct-current svstem. would 110t the fact that those different
methods of operation were in force preclude the
idea of supplying that pOlI-er from one station?N at at all, because separate direct-current and alter.
nating-current generators could be erected in the
"amc power-house, or in connexion with a remote
power station, and with a high tension transmission
line the required electric system could always be
attained bv transformation.
11408. tVhatever kind of electricity is manuhctured 'can be transformed to the different needs
required to operate the different services?-Yes, but
by different means.
.
·Il409· And the necessity for such transformation
does not affect the economical production of power
in one station ?-No, it will 110t, because there is
no need for transformation; if the centrat station i~
built in Melbourne then separat~ generators could
be erected, and in connexion with a remote powerhouse, ~ub-stations and transformer stations have to
be built.
'
II410. If the electricity for mech:mical power
in factories, for electro-chemical and electro-thermal
demands and for public and private lighting supr,Jied in bulk were all supplied from the one powerhouse would not that affect the economical production of powerr-Ye,,) favorably; the higher the
output in the central station the more economical it
would be. There is only one thing that could limit
the size of the power-house, and that is the water
to be got for condensing purposes, ami the difficulty
in supply of coal.
.
114·1 L It is to be expected from such a. large
power-house as we have been discussing that the
supply wQuld be more economical than if separate
power-houses were established for the tramways and
railways ?-That is so.
114.12. With respect to the installation of direct
current or alternating current, what contractors
would tp.nrler for the various portions of the plant.
Is there likely to be more competition in one method
of installation than in the other ?-I do not think
so. There are several firms that are not building
alternating current motors, but, on the other hand,
I believe vou will find other firms that are more in
favour o( the alternating· current. For example, I
would point out· that Dick Kerr dOes not build
rdternating current motors. but, perhaps, the Westinghouse Company would be rather in favour of
alternating current.
I I 4! 3. If the railways were 'electrified would
there' be any improvement I in the signalling devices
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compared with those in use with steam traction.

I understand there are automatic devices for pre-

venting accidents that can be used with electric
traction ?-Yes, and, to a certain extent, those systems could be used in connexion with steam traffic.
. 11414. There is one method of signalling, I
understand, by which the current is cut off automatically if anything happens to the driver of the
train, and the signalman has a diagram showing
the movement of the train in the sections, and if
anything happens he himself could cut off the cur·
rent ?~Yes, there are several systems of this k~nd j
one is called the "dead man's handle." The
moment the driver releases the handle the current is
cut off. That is perhaps an advantage. In steam
locomotives always two men are wanted, the fireman and the driver, so that if one gets ill the other
I:; sti II there.
114I5. The Commission has been informed that
the train is under the control of the driver, and
also under the control of the signalman to a greater
extent than with steam. The signalman in his box,
we are given to understand, is able to cut off the
current ?-Yes, with an electric system, that is easily
done, but I cannot discuss this matter, because I
am not informed as to the details of the different
signalling systems.
I I 416. With regard to braking efficiency, is it
better 011 the electric service than on the steam?Yes, especially for suburban railways on the multiple unit system. A far higher retardation could
be attained under electric conditions than with
steam.
lJ 417'- That is hardl y a question affecting the
braking power. That means that you can stop the
train more quickly, but you do not mean necessarily that there will be any improvement in the
brake or in the application of it ?-No. Even
when introducing the electric sen'icc air-brakes
might be kept on, as is often done.
11418. By tlie Cltairman.-YotJ have said, I
understand, that after "ou have obtained certain
acquirements, there is no economical advantage in
having one great power-house to do duty for the
whole of Melbourne~tramways, railways, electric
lighting and motive power, power for factories,
&c. ?-J intended to say that I am always for the
concentration of the production of power, that the
GlOre" power you produce in one place the more
economical it will be.
II419, That is withollt limit?-The limit might
be, perhaps, the ground and the water at disposal.
II420. But apart from that there would be an
economical advantage in having only one power.
house ?-Yes. In America. they are now of the
opinion that the largest power:house should have
five sets of 20,000 kilowatts each, that is, 100,000
kilowatts. which is far more than is wanted for
Melbourne.
11421. Our tramways must be worked by direct
current that would be transmitted to the substations by the three phase, and our other motive
power for factories, &c., would be similarly transmitted by three phase to the sub-stations?-To convert three-phase current to direct current, rotary
converters are required for the conversion to single·
phase current; stationary transformers are sumcie11t. Three- pha!.!,e or single-phase current could
be used for factories, &c.
II422. Admitting that there is a disadvantage in
working the inner area railways by direct current
and the outer by single-phase, and bearing in mind
vou have one great station supplying, not merely
the railways, but the tramways with direct current,
all the fartories and all the power requirements
of Melbourne, would not the advantages of the freedomfrom converting it to three phase from single

p~a~e i!ounterbalal1ce any cllsadvantage In using
direCt cilrr'erit on the inner suburban ar,ea al1d the
alternating current 011 the outer area and 'the extenslans ?--I do riot ~ee
advantage in such a comibiU1ation.
The 'freedom {ifom converting threephas!= ,c1}rrent to single-phase current could be
reaclied by erecting ii1 the po\ver-house, separate
singk-phase generators for tpe r:ailways, but then
s!=p;lrate transqiission lines would be required and
t!Je cpsts ,of the whole plant are increased. On
the ,<;:>ther. hand, in my opinion, separate converters
ih the sub-stations are required, even jf both' tramw~ys Rlld rail ways are opera~ed o~ the same .system
WIth the san:e voltage, lest the 'dIsturbance of one
-line and one system inight affect the others . .Instead
qf working two generators ap'art from eac\1 other
they 'could, iri some places, as well be erected in the
same sub-station, for the outer area stationarvtransformers \vould be used.
" I~il-2·3. And yqu think the fact thiJ.t we ha\~e the
dif(~<;:t current. and the three phase before transform-,
i9g into direct current within the inner area for all
these other, purposes woulp be ,no .argument in
favour of the combination of the 6irect-current and
q.iter~,ating-current systems ?--I do not think so.
The drawback of the combination of the alternating<;urrent and direct current does not lie in the production of p~wer, but only in the application to
the car equipments.
11424. Of course if we have single phase on the
railways throughout, 'that would mean no substations ?-No sub-stations, but transformer stations.
11425. But we mu~t have sub-stations for the
conversion of the three-phase to direct current for
our tramways and for the other services ?-That is
so.
11426. Would you combine those sub-stations,
with those transformer stations ?-If it is possible,
yes, but there is no need for combining the substations and the transformer stations, because the
stationary transformers d<? not require any a ttendarlee.
II427. You have said, then, that the fact that
we are going to have one great power-house for the
whole of the requirements of Melhourn'e is no argument in favour of using the combination system on
the railways?-That is so.
I I:q.28. ,"Vith regard to tramways, are you familiar with the line from Spencer-street to Richmond?
- I have looked at it.
1142'9. Y,ou have som'e idea, roughly, of the
traffic there ?-Yes.
, II430. Could you give a general idea of what
power would be required to work that single line'
electricaliy?-It depends on the headway, the number of cars running on it, their weight, and the
speed. If you will give n1e the details of the line.
I will figure it out roughly.
II ~31. With electrification we intend to run out
to Camberwell. There are twenty-five cars running,
arid you can take the speed at II miles an hour, in·
cluding stoppages. If you take the distance, 3~
miles, that \vill roe enough to work on ?-Working
it 'out, on those figures, you will require about 500
h'orS'e- power:
ii432. Would that do for an extension up to 7
miles ?.:....1f you only have twenty-five, cars running,
it will be just the same. The figure I gave is only
a roiJgh one, as I do not know the gradients, the
weignt bf the cars, the exact speed, and the length.
,i1433' I 'upderstand you recommend IO-ft.
ceDhe~ throughout' tor 'our suburban system of tram~ays ?-:;-Yes.
I would make no alteration in the
ou.ter s).lburbs.
,i,i4.34. And, y,o~ !hiqk that the,argument of allmving the signalmen at the crossings to. have room
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to :stand between the ti'acks h~is tid \\'e:ght ?-In my
opinion, no.
LI 435. It was stated to us that it WQuid be an
advantage to have 12-ft. Cei1tres in the inner subui-~
ban system on the wide str.ee,ts in rounding th~
ctirves with ,the 1001g car?-WiH; resi~ect to that, .r
would like to l;ite the Ge~l1lal~ regulations, which
allow on curves only sufficient distance for the cars
to pass without tou~hing.
That is the only, restriction for cui-ves; then, by, rounding the curves, and
laying the rails eccentrically, tl1e track centres are
widened, ,but elsewhere lo-ft. celltres could' be
m~lilitained.

l1436. And whei1 you recOlnmend .J o-ft. centres
do you, take into accouIlt the probability of our
h~ivii1g 8 ft. 6 in. cars?---Yes.
'" '
ii437. Bv!J1r .. Dureau ....,-Do you think that
there, ~voull be any greater, danger 'of the stoppage
of slipply by a breakdown if the eleCtricity ~vas
supplied froin ,one station, as ~gainst two.?-:-N ~"
beqluse iri buiiding big p'o\\er-statiol\s, the different
erigii1e sets are altogether separate1 from e~ch other..
III re:llity ~l number of p'o\\'er-stations are built in
one room, and any part of the station could immediately be cut off, so that a breakdown on one
engilie \~(1)ld Dot affjOct the, other e~gines.
11438. By lYlr. Cltampipn.-In the present system the cilrves have been laid concentricallv. The
presei1t practi~e, I u~dersbi1j, ~s to lay the curves
eccentricall y ?~ That is, so.
'
11439. By tJze Cltairmall.-Would tl)ere be any
advantage in having a uniform voltage, s~ y, 600
volts, for our tramways, and 600 volts for the railways ?-I dare ~ay that t~e voltage of 600 for the
railways is a heavy drawba~k. You can pu.t the
question tl1is way: ~ould there b~ any qdvant,age
ii1 using 800 volts for both tramways and railw:ays?
That could be ,done, but I do. not se~ any advantage in combining. In my opinion, :it is desirable
to keep the tramways and the suburban railway svsterns separilte" even as regards power supply. Of
course, separate COl~veTters, could. be put ,in oqe
building, but even if the same ,voltage is adopted,
separate units have to be erected.
II440, And your opinion is that the tenden<;:y at
present is rather to increase the voltage of direct
current for the railways ?-Yes. For railway ser- ,
vice, voltages up to 2,000 volts are used in con·
nexion with the overhead system direct current.
, 1I44T. It was given to us in evidence that in
America they are working 600 volts for the iimer
suburban area on direct current, and 1,200 volts
direct current for the outer areas, or extensions?That is easily done; and in Germany, for instance,
Messrs. Siemens, Schuckertwerke have equipped the
Cologne-Bonne railways on such a system.
11442. If s. there any preference in using direct
current in that way for short 'distances, and long
distances combine,d, ,as against using the singlephase for both ?-Such a direct current system, witn
doubling of voltage (1,200 volts) for the outer areas
could be, .lJ.,nd ,is, employed ,advantageously ,where
the ,s.an}e electr:ic cars. ,are rUll on, .tramway lines
oper,ateq;pn,haif tbe voltage (600 volts). But there
i~llo c;1iffi~ulto/in nmning tram lines, with long-distanc,~ extensions,~:m 'a, s~mil~T ahernating ,.current,
system; thus,. f9! i,nst:.iJ1ce, Messrs. ,Siemens
Scl:tlucke.r.tw~rke h,ave ej:ji.Jipp~d an electric tramway
in tp~ ,Prov~nc~ 'of Parma, ItaLy, \"here low voltage
a-lterriating current (400 vol,ts) is ).lsed for the inner
area, and higli. voltage alternating current (4,000
volts) for :the o,uter arcaof the town of ,Parma; the
length of the line being 6.8 milys :,at Parma. and
24 miles outside. Whether it wiN be advisable to.
run ~uch a. '19W voltage-high :yoltage direct current or
alternating cur'rent slfst~in f0r, tra!J1Y':ays gener:.i:Uy
would, best be settled by a thorough calculation.
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Pol' railway electrificatiori such a system is hardly
to be justified, because there is no need for lowering the voltage in the inner area. as there is no other
traffic on the track-road.
11443. Why are they not using steam instead of
electricity on long-distance lines in, Germany?There are now two long-distance lines that are to be
eiectrified on the alternating current system, and
one of those lines is to be a trial line for the electrification of the Berlin City and Inner Circle railway. As I pointed out before, that lille must be
electrified, because the requirements of the traffic
q.nnot be met by steam, nor is it possible to quadruplicate the line, because on both sides it is bordered with buildings j and a second floor above the
first track cannot be erected, because the soil is
marshy and will not stand the pressure.
11444. I am speaking about the inter-urban lines
between cities 100 mil~s apart. Why are they converting the steam service into an electrical one?It is the beginning of the electrification of all th<:;
lines in that country. There is very cheap brown
coal, and it is iptended to erect large power-stations
there for the delivery of current over'long distances.
A thwough' calculation has proved that the working
~f those trains electrically in that special case is
cheaper than running them by steam.
.,
II445. When cross-examining a witness as to the
possible extension of Our suburban rail wa y service
electricalJy from a 2o-miles ,radius up to ,30 or 40
miles, he asked the question: "Are you likely to
have a half-hourly service to 30 or 40 miles?"
Would that seriously affect the matter?-Yes. The
denser ,the ,traffic is, the more it is in favour of
electricity, because expensive Power plants, overhead wire constructions, and car equipli1ents' must
bP erected, and, it seldom will pay if only a few
trains are running j but if it is intended to insert
between the different trains motor cars running on
the same line, that might improve the scheme.
II446- Take the case of Geelong, which has a
popUlation of nearly ,30,000, and is about 40 miles
away from Melbourne. Great progression is going
on in that place in every ,way, owillg to the timber
industry, the freezing and cement industries, and the
fact that the export of wheat from the 'Western Dis·
trict may, in the future, be largely from Geelong;
in fact, harbor improvements are being made preparatory for that. Do you think there would be
any likely feason, within a brief Space of time comparatively, .to require the electrification of the line
between Melbourne and Geelong ?-I could not say;
but a connexion. with a town of 30,000 inhabitants
is always desirable, and it would be wise to give
them travelling facilities, which does not mean four'
trains a day, but, perhaps, a twenty-minute or
thirty-minute service. I would never advise electrifying one line for t~e purpose of only four trains,
unles~ there are speCIal reasons, say, the p~sibility
of usmg water po\ver, and where coal is very dear.
. II447· Ballarat and Bendigo are roo miles from
Melbourne, and the population of each place is
Are there any
from 40,000 to 50,000 people.
par,!llel cases in Germany where towns like those
would be ,connected electrically with centres like
Melbourne ?-None that I know of.
ii44'S: Vou would want to have more traffic?Yes. In.,America they do that with a kind of overland electric railway.
I I 449, Why do they .use an electric; serviCe there
in grefe,r!!nce to a steam .service ?-It is rather a
street Jailway servic.e. They run there shprt trains,
spfn<;tiwes, of one:or two cars only, with a very
short headway. I have not been here sufficiently,
long .to be ,aQle to 9u,dge whether there is a likelihOOd of .development. in those places.
.II450 . :By .lI1r. Clzampion.-.Have)\0U made ,an
exam~nati6n of the coal deposits in the Latrobe

Valley?-"{es, I went there one day to have a 1001,
nt them. There is no doubt that there is plenty of
con I in the whole district.
, 1 I 451. Could that coal be obtained cheaply?That IS. not so easy to answer, because it depends
all the cost of the removal of the overburden, and
the breaking of the coal, and to be able to judge
of
. that, I would have to make fuither investigahons.
II452. ML ~lerz reported on that, and lie gives
an analysis showing that, the calorific value is equal
to 9,327 British thermal units. That is good for
brown coal ?-Yes, it is better than our German
brown COill, the coal used on the electrified lines
mentioned.
Il453. He suggested that a power-station should
be established on the Saltwater river, at Yarraville, where black coal could be brought t9 it oversea, or from the, Victorian black coal-fields, or
brown. ,coal could De used from Altona, if it were
obtainablfO and' were of any value, and that when
the load factor reached a certain amount, it might
pay to put another power-house out there ?-It does
not depend on the load factor, but on the fluctua.
tions of. output of the central station. The higher
the load factor the better it is. As far as I remember, he advised The erection of two stations of
about the sllme sb:---one at Gippsland, and one at
Yarraville.
1I454. This is what he says-" (a) The load to
'be den It with in the first instanCe is considerably
less 'than the to'tal -requirements shown in figure 1,
ard, as may be seen from figure 2, has a load fa<:tor
of only 33 per cent. For this load factor. as may
be seen from my report upon electric traction, a
plant situated away from the centre of the district
is not justified; (b) the erection of a plant in such
a qishict as ,the Lahobe Valley would not be justified, unless the coal had been worked there for some
coi1sider'able time, in order that the cost of obtain·
ing it, and the reliability of the supply, might be
deGnite! v ascertained. The installation of such a
plapt would involve an expenditure of £360,000,
whIch might be useless if the supply of fuel at a
low enough price were not fully assured. It would,
cO,urse, be absurd to carry black coal or Altona
coal to such a plant merely to transmit the power
back again electrically; (c) even if we were to assume that the brown coal could be worked over a
period of years at a low enough price, it would be
very difficult, if riot impossible, to decide to-day
upon the best actual site for a power-station in the
Latrobe Valley; (d) It will always be an advantage
to have a cons~derable portion of the plant situated
at the centre of the load, and capable of supplying
the dem~md without the intervention of long-distance, hIgh-voltage transmission lines." Do you
agree with that?-Yes, especially when the central
~tation in the interior part of the city will take over
the .peaks of the load, and when the remote power•
statIon has to deal with a relatively high load
factor.
The witness withdrew.
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Present:
The Hon, J. E. MACKEY, M.L.A. (in the Chair) j
ill. H. Solly, Esq., M.L.A.,
'R. V. C.hampion, Esq.,
.
O. H. Dureau, Esq.
ThQ~a~ Barry Moloinby, Superintendent ·of Pas·
senger T:~.1lin Service in the Victorian Railways
Department, sworn and examined.
11455. By tke Clzairman.--Can you tell the Commission whether there is any chance of running
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additlonal trains on the Caulfield line from Mel~
bourne 'to Caulfield during the husy hours of the
day?-Yes, we do that now -on race days.. ~'he
service is run much more frequently than ordmanly,
brought about by the reduction in the length of the
block section, and increased signalling arrangements generally.
11456. Is the present serVIce during the busy
hours of the day adequate for requiliements ?~Ordi
narily the trains are not now overcrowded to any
extent, although the traffic on the Caulfield. line is
still growing, and if we had the opportumty. we
would schedule additional trains; the margm is
sufficient for additional trains to be scheduled. We
have not sufficient rolling-stock available at the present time to do it, but it is the intention of the
Department when the stock is available to increase
the service during the busy hours.
11457. ' When do you expect the additional rollingstock to be available ?-Bv the end of the year.
J I458. Providing you' had
additional rollhlgstock, would there be any difficulty il~ giving ample
accommodation for passengers even WIth the growmg
traffic ?-No, for ordinary requirements.
II459. What headway have you at the present
time during the busy hours of the day?-Four
minutes govern the 'block sections.
I1460. When you have the additional rollingstock, and are able to provide an adequate number
of trains durin" the busy hours of the day, what
would be your headway then?-Two minutes. T.he.
block sections are subdivided on occasions of specIal
race clays to a subdivision of _two .minute?
The
service could be augmented by stoppmg trams, each
train would require to stop at all stations in the
present circumstances. .
.
11461. You could have non-stop trains, hut they
1V0uid be of no advantage, because they would not
reach the terminal point earlier, would they?They would not be non-stopping trains; they would
sLOP somewhere. The headway between the tr~ins
would not permit of their being run non-stoppmg.
T1462. Would it be a workable plan to have as
" matter of course during the busy hours of week
days a headway of onl)' two minutes, or is that
headway of two minutes a headway that can only
be adopted -on special occasions?-It \vould be
practicable to adopt it on any day, but It is clone
al- some cost, that is, on ordinary occasions as well
as on special occasions.
1I463· Do you think the present traffic or even
a 'growing traffic within the next few years would
require 'such a short headway as two minutes?N 0, it will not require it for SOme time. I would
say, taking the growth to-day as a basis, that we
should 110t require to have a service of two minutes
frequency for two or three years.
I I464. If you had the requisite rolling-stock today, what headway would be required ?-~We would
work a four-minute service; that would be quite
"'e could, increase it to three, but we
enough.
WQuid start with a four-minute service.
I I 465. Even with the additional rolling-stock the
requirements of -the Caulfield line do not require
you to dep.ut from a four-minute service. Is that
so?-I -should not think it would be required for
some time, but in two or three years' time a twominute service' might 'be required.
11466. What is the headway on the Camberwell
line ?-Four minutes.
II4 6 7. Are the requirements of that line now
being met?-Yes, rensonably being met. The service on the Cnmberwell !ine was increased, to a
four-minute service last December; previous to that
is was five minutes. The overcrowding that· was
then spoken of, 'which we did not consider as pronounced-as -it was said to be, has been removed.

11468. Do you think all the requirements of that
line are being met to-day?-So far as the suburban
require:nent3 :ue concerned, yes; with the exception
that trains do and will in any circumst<:1nces become
You have no remedy
overcrowded on occasions.
for that, no matte~ what the frequency of the se;:vice might be.
II469· Is it that all the people on the 'station
at a given moment Inll1t to get into the train that
is waiting, even though they can get another train
in two millutes' time ?-:\:fy experience is that if a
man is bound for a train in fifteen minutes' time,
and he gets to the station five minutes e;trlier he
will want to travel by the first train, whether it is
crowded or not.
11470. Does the want of rolling-stock hamper
you in dealing with the Camberwell line ?-No, the
Camberwell line does not require any _additional
service during the busy hours.
I147L Take the Collingwood and Heidelberg
line. Are the requirements of that line being fully
met to-day ?-N 0, the Collingwood line traffic has
grown in recent years very considerably, and the
second class traffic on the line is particularly heavy,
and in order to meet it we put in additional trains,
but even now we might schedule still more trains
if we had more rolling-stock, and if the signalling
appliances which We are putting in were ready,
which will admit of a closer service than five
minutes. The closeness of the service on the CollingWOOd line is really four minutes in actual
working.
II472. What will be the headway when the,
rolling-stock and signalling apparatus is available?
-We could reduce the headway to two minutes j
that is the possibility of the line.
II473. What headway does the present traffic require with adequate rolling-stock ?-I .think we
ought to have four minutes, which would meet all
requirements. I might add that the peculiar construction of the, Collingwood line, particularly
through the Northcote loop, prevents us running
all classes of engines on the line, particularly
" DDE" and other heavy classes of suburban
engine,:;. That difficulty can and will be removed
when we are able to take a bigger load, and additional cars on each train is far preferable to
scheduling an additional train,
I 1474. The number ot stoppages reported on the
hill between Auburn and Camberwell of late is six,
which I presume is owing to the grade and consequent heavy loads, is it not ?-Stoppages, what
we call stalling, has not occurred with passenger
trains, but _they have occunecl with good!; trains,
due to greasy rails or the signal being against the
engine-driver, and his being on the bank when he
was stopped.
The stoppages occur on the 1 in
40 gracie,
The goods trains have stalled and
dislocated the suburban passenger service.
I I 475. Is it not proposed to reduce the grade to
[ -in 45 ?-Yes.
11476. Will that make a material difference as
regards the possibility of stoppages ?-Yes, we have
been assured by the Chief :Mechanical Engineer that
it would. Ot" course, there is a way of overcoming
or preventing these stoppages by a substantial reduction in the scheduled load of the train, but that
is rather a costly method. Ordinarily the loads of,
the trains are well within the capacity of the engines,
used.
II477. If you had a grade of one in forty-five,
would that allow of an adequate increase of load?
--The load could be increased, but not appreciably,
by altering the grade from one in forty to one in
forty-five.
II478. That being so, a grade of one in fortyfive would still be a block to the pro~r working of
that . line, would it not ?-Not if due regard were
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paid to the proper load over the grade, assuming
that the engines were in good working order.
. I 1479. The necessity for carrying limited loads
over the grade wi\] interfere with the working of
the goods traffic, will it not ?--Of course the goods
loading will have to be regulated by that grade.
r 1480. That being so, would you tell the Commission why an even better grade is not contemplated on that line ?-l understand when the matter
was submitted to our engineers one in forty-five
was the best grade' they could obtain, whilst adhering, to the present route.
1148r. Would a departure from that route mean
a considerable deviation ?-Yes, and additional
eo;:t; it would practically mean making a new line.
II482. Is there any stalling on that line, apart
from the section between Auburn and Camberwell r
-Yes, it has occurred with heavily-laden trains on
the down side of the Camber well station where
there is a grade. When a train is leaving the platform, alld has got the starting signal, which is 0:1
a grade, we have had stallings there, and the trains
have had to be assisted over the banks to East
Camberwell. We propose to regrade the line there.
The stalling of passenger trains on that grade i~
very exceptional.
I I 483. Is the passenger service dislocated by the
stalling of the goods trains-It is.
I I 484. Is the service on the Balaclava- Brighton
line adequate at present?-Yes, it was added. to
during business hours last December.
There is
nothing further required on the Brighton line, but
we could, if it were not for the viaduct trouble.
and if we had the rolling-stock, supplement the
Essendon service. The trains run through from
Brighton to Essendon. We ought to have a better
service on the Essendon line during business hours.
JI484A. That means there is a congestion at
present on that line?-Yes.
I I 485. That is not so, much a matter of want of
rolling-stock as the viaduct trouble, is it ?-No.
II486. Have you looked at some matter sup
plied by the people concerned on the Glen Iri~
liner-Yes.
II487. Why is the servioe on that line as
limited as it is at present r-The first reason is
on account of that Hne being such a bad one from
.
a financial point of view.
11488. I understand that one of the reasons why
the Railway Department requires quadruplicatioll
of the Caulfield and Camber well lines, is in order
to allow a better service for the outer suburbs be·
yond Camberwell and Caulfield. Is it not tliough1
worth while from a railway point of view to en·
deavour IX> de*lop the servioe .of the Burnley
to Darling line ?-I would not say it was a necessity to do so. The agitation for an increased servioe on the Glen Iris line is of very recent date.
and while I have not absolute proof, still I anI
aware that the line in its early stages was practi,
cally land-locked, and it was only a certain class
f)f people that were encouraged to go there. Consequently those people who had not a chanoe to
go to Glen Iris have settled in other diotricts,
and these other districts had to be given the neces·
sary train service ,because of the increased population. ,Recently the Glen Iris district has commenced to be opened up for settlement, but such
traffic has not arrived which would justify an increased service. The traffic had arrived on the
other lines which served the people, who probably
woule! have gone to the Glen Iris district if they
had the opportunity.
I J 489. As the passenger traffi'c on the Camberwell and Caulfield lines is increasing, from a railway point of view would it not be desirable to
endeavour to divert some of that increased traffic
1 69Qil.
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to the Glen Iris line, by offering them a better
railway selvice ?-If it were practicable, which it
is not at present, to give the Glen Iris line more
through trains, I do 110t think it would divert any
of the traffic from the Can1berwell line to the Glen
Iris line. It would induce new settlement, but
would interfere with the Existing traffic on either
the Camberwell or the Caulfield line.
I 1490. Do you agree with the opinion that a
substantial improvement in the servioe on the Glen
Iris line would lead to increased settlement r-No
doubt, it does so everywhere.
II49I. If that service is not given, settlement
that would go to the Glen Iris line goes to some
other line, is that it r-As I have said, the settlement that would have gone to the Glen Iris line
has gone to the East Camberwell or Malvern districts or elsewhere.
II492. Is there an increased traffic on all the
suburban lines ?-Yes.
The Railway Commissioners are engaged at present on the question of
increasing the Glen Iris service, and as late as last
Thursday they went over the district from end to
end of the line, with the object of finding out
whether the settlement in the district now justifies
an increased service.
1I493. When you say whether the settlement'
now justifies an increased service, do you take into
account not only the existing settlement and traffic.
but the possibilities of increased traffic which
would arise if there were a better service r-The
district and its proximity to the city lends itself
to settlement. It is very close to the city, and the
situation is ~xcellent from the settlement point of
view, but the Railway Commissioners have not yet
any guarantee, although it is stated that large estates are to be cut up, that settlement will arrive
immediately a train service is established.
11494· Is it necessary that it should arrive immediately?-No, but it is necessary that the Commissioners should have some recompense for additional cost. At present -there are only two trains
each way for passengers on the Glen Iris line that
could be called trains at all.' In some of the local
trains run between Darling and Burnley, theI:e are
only from 20 to 30 passengers, only enough to fill
all ordinary sized coach.
II495. How do you account for the fact that
there has not been an increase of settlement along
the Glen Iris line, seeing that the district is a desirable one for residential purposes, to the extent
that might have been expected, and which is taking
place on other lines ?-It is probably due to the
fact that the people desirous to settling there did
not have the opportunities, the land was not available, except at a prohibitive price.
IJ496. By Mr. ClIampio1t.-Did the people in
the district want to preserve it for their own particular class ?--Yes, I understand so.
1I497. By the Cltairman.-Is it more a land
question than a railway question r-It is. Hitherto
the land was not made available except at a. prohi'bitive price, and the dis,trict was made exclusive
to a certain class of house, or to a certain class
of· people. Latterly the t~ndency has been to invite anybody out there, and before anybody has
arri\'ed they are asking that the train service be
increased.
tI498. By Mr. Solly.-Do you mean by the
ten,Il. "land-locked," :that :the prioe asked was
prohibitive ?-I would say except to a oertain class
it *as prohibitive, and it prevented people settling
there. East CamberwelI, Malvern, and other districts have grownup during the last few years,
and people settled there in preference to going out
to Glen Iris. I have not proof of my statement
2y
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re prohibitive prices, but I understand the position
to have been 50.
I~49·9. By the Cllairman.-If you were satisfied,
as a fact, that the land conditions prevented settlemt;nt, would not that be a reason for now en"
deavoming to develop that line and prompt settlement upon it by a better service ?-I would not like
to answer that question, because it is so prominent
at present with the Railways Commissioners.
IlSOO .. Leaving aside the matter of policy, are
the conditions such that, if it were required to run
an increased number of through trains between Melbourne and Darling during the busy hours of the
day, could it be done?-Yes, by altering the con,'
dWons. of working between 1,3urnley and Jolimont.
It would mean sportening the block sections during
business hours, the sections at present are as full
as the block sections permit.
IlS0I. Would a shortening of the sections in any
way hamper the traffic on the other lines ?-No.
IIS02. So it is not a matter of necessity to quadruplicate the line between Burnley and Melbourne,
is it ?-Not for the additional through trains that
the Glen Iris line might l?e given.
IIs03. Do any comments occur to you on the
facts submitted to us by the people on that line, and
submitted to you by the COIllll].i"sion ?-No j the
case has been put to the Commission in exactly the
same way as it has been put to the Commissioners.
Qs04 .. Do I underl5ta!1d that the matter is now
being co!1sidered' by the RailWaYs Commissioners?
-Yes, with the object of having it settled by the
next issue of the time-tables in December, whether
the service ;hall be increased.
IISGS. Any difficul'ties that may exist after that
d<l-te would be que to policy, !lnd not to the difficulty in getting an increased service, would it not?
-There should not be the slightest difficulty in increasing the service between Burnley and Darling
to-day,it is only a matter of cost. There would
be no difficulty in _running a few more trains from
Flinders-street.
IIso6. Could you run two more through trains?
--Yes, two in the morning, and two in the evening.
IIs07. Have you considered the absence of a
workmen's train in the morning?-We have not a
workmen's train on the Glen Iris line. When the
sewerage contract was entered into eighteen months
or two years ago, we scheduled a train to take the
workmen out to the works being carried out in' the
vicinity of Tooronga. The Commissioners decided,
after the sewerage contracts had been finished, that
as an average number of fourteen people had made
their business arrangements to enable them to come to
Melbourne earlier, to leave the train on j but it
co"ld not possibly be regarded as a workmen's
train.
IISOS. It is said that in the evening the workmen engaged at the tile and brick works leave their
employment at 5 o'clock, and that the train left
Darling at 4.55, -and they are unable to avail themselves of that train, and have to wait till 6.30?That has not been brought under our notice. Our
only answer could be that we have only one train
in the running, and if the train is scheduled to leave
Darling at 4.55, the object is to' give a connexion
from Melbourne to Glen Iris in the opposite direction. It must leave Melbourne at such an hour that
we could not leave Darling later.
.
IIso9· If you desire to run a train to accommodate workmen, would it mean an additional train?
-Yes, or an alteration of the present train through
to Da,rling in the afternoon, which would inconvenience very many people.
II$[O. Do you recognise that ·it is desirable, if ·it
could ·be arranged, to meet the requirements of those
workmen ?-Yes.

usn. Are those mattei's being lookeJ ihto now?
-No, except whell I saw it in that petition, it had
not been brought under our notice. I have noted
the disabilities of the workmeu in the Toorollga
l)rogress Association's paper.
IISI2. There was some point made about the
morning train not arriving at a sllitilble time, was
there not ?-We could not alter that without disturbing the service that people have made their busi. ness arrangements in connexion with, nor without
providing an additional train on the line.
Any
alteration for the betterment of the line that will
be made .will necessitate an additional train altogether, and means an additional crew.
I IS 13. Do you realize that, unless the train is
run ~n the morning at such a time as would aecommodate workmen, it could not be expected to fur,
ther settlement along that line?-Yes, they would
not go there unless they had facilities for coming
into and going out of town.
11514. In the ordinary course, before the next
time-table is issued, will the matter be considered
by the Commissioners ?-Yes, within the next few
weeks.
IISIS. By lIfr. Solly.~You stated that it was
owing to .the excessive price of the land that settlement did not take place in the Glen Iris district,
and it remained undeveloped. When was that railw-ay built ?-In 1890 it was opened.
IISI6. Would not the land be much cheaperin IS90,
and the following years, than it is to-day?-The
fact that a district 2! to 4~ miles from Melbourne
was not settled upon, and ~ in that year they had
seventeen trains running, shows that there was some
reason why people did not go out there.
It can
only be assumed that the land was not brought within reasonable reach of the people desiring to go
there.
115[7. Were any restrictions, placed upon the
Lllildingoperations by the l1.lndlord who was selling
the land to the intending settlers ?--I could not say.
IlSIS. It must be apparent to anybody that the
land in 1890, and for nine or ten years after that,
was very much cheaper than what it is at the pr;~:~nt time, and I suppose that -land has gone up In
the vicinity of Glen Iris to the extent of 100 per
cent., or even more. There must have been some
otller force at work to prevent settlement taking
place there, when it did take place at l\{alvern,
where the price of land was even higher, must there
not?-When the line was first opened, the train service on the Glen Iris line was ample for years to
come, and it was only because the trains were running practically empty, and after years of experience, that the Railways Commissioners cut the service down, and curtailed the expenditure on the line.
It was never a prospective payable proposition since
it was opened in 1890.
IISI9. Have you any knowledge !whether, on the
cutting up of those allotments of land, the landlord
only sold the land on the condition that a certain
class of building was to -be erected upon it ?-No.
Inquiries as to why the district ;\vas not going ahead,
made by our officers, show that :there was no induce.
ment given to people to settle out there.
I I 520. What do you mean by inducement?-The
prices were prohibitive for residential purposes, to
a certain class of people.
IIS2I._ Would not the same thing operate to-day,
seeing that the lana is much higher in price than.-it
was then, and prevent the development of the dIS'
trict now?-The Railway Department will not admit that all the settlement that the Tooronga and
other 'People claim will arrive, and until it does arrive, and the Commissioners have some gua·rantee,
it is 0nly fair and -reasonable that they should not
incur 'additional expense.
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1153 2 • By !1ft. /Jute4u.-T?0 you know o~ any
1tS~? We ha.ve it in eviciel1ce that this land is
good land for residential purposes, for workmen's steam' passenger service runmnl:! regularly WIth a
homes, and for settlement, and we hay!'! seen other two-minute headway?'--No. We have, 111 excepplaces develop further out, where the land is mucl1 tional cases, a steam service running with a twohigher in price, and it seems strang~ that Glen Iris minute headway, such as departures for the Flemhas bee~l neglected to the ~xtent if has, while Mal- ington race-course, or <;11 occasions of verl: heavy
vern, with much higher-priced l~nd, has i!!creased traffic on the Caulfield lIne. It was done WIth spein population by sonie th0l-lsands during the t~st few - Clal sig;1alling COl1ditions~flag signalmen are placed
years ?-I can only say that the railway servifCe in practically a train length apart.
II533. I presume you are acquainted with the
the Malvern and other districts did not increase
until we had some absolute proof of the require- important railway systems of the world ?-Yes, by
reading.
ments of the district.
II534. Are any of them running r~gularly ~ith
Ii 523'. FJave you any qther reason~ to put before
a two-minute headway?--I have studIed the timethe Commission ?-No.
'
II524· By the Chairtrtan.-Suppose the C~t!lfield tables, and I have never seen a two-minute headway
line were quadruplicated from South Yarra to Caul- in a steam service.
11535. Do you think there would be .danger to
field, would that allow the express outer' suburban
trains and the express country trains running ex- the tra'velling public if trains wer~ ~un ,Vlth a twopress from South' Yarra to Flinders-street?-Yes. minute headway under steam condItIons ?-I do not
We now frequently run express on the 13rightoll line think the matter of safety would enter . into the
questlOn, providing proper regar~ were paId to the
from SQuth Yarra into Flinders-street.
II525. Would there be any difficulty in country signalling and control of the tram.s. We really do
trains running express throug!::) frol')l Caulfield to it on Melbourne CllP day, and WIth safety, That
Melbourne?-We cotjld run expre&s trains right proves that proper regard to the signalling, a~d
proper control of the trains, safeguards the publlc.
-through to Flinders-street.
'
'. II.526. Would it inconvenience mal1Y passengers It is a question of signalling.
II53 6. By lIh. Solly.;-Woulcl it not b~ very exIf RIchmond and South Yarra were served only by
the Brighton line, 'and the Caulfield line trains run pensive to have men statIOned at every tram length?
through ?-It would be a very great inconvenience -- Yes. If we reduced the headway to anything
to passengers coming off the Camberwell line,' if like a two-minute one, we would have fixed signals;
they could not transfer at Richmond on to the Caul- but as we have rarely to deal with such a short
field train.
"
'
. .
headway, we prefer manual signalling.
II537. Would it not increase the working exII527. If the li:ne were quadruplicated from
South Yarra to Caulfield, would there be any ad- penses (-Very considerably.
LJ538. By jlh. pureau.-ln your opinh~n, the
vantage in duplicating the Glen J ris line, in order
to allow goods or co)mtry trafflc cOl1')iqg in along only reason for the service on the Glen Iris lme not
that line ?~It al1Y goods traffic, or aQY heavy coun- being improved at the present time is because of
try Gippsland traffic, were diverted tq the Glen Iri" the, cost, and the small amount of revenue received,
line, it w,ould mean placing the Glen Jri~ line in a is it not ?-Yes.
better state of strength, and dUJJli~ation from BurnP539: It' was stated to us that some time ago
a meetjng was caJled at Mr. Knox's house in Malley to Melbourne.
II5 28 . it would be of some ~dvantage, J pre- vern of the residents of the district, and that they
sume, l:mt would there be any gre;u advantage from made an offer to the Department to take over the
a railwav point of view sufficient to warrant that working of that line, and also to pay to the DebE'ing done, if the Caulfield line were quadrupji- partment £IQO per annum, their intention being to
cated from South Yarril to Caulfield, and the other give an improved service to and from Burnley,
trafi1c diverted ?~It would not be of any advan- and they believed that they could do it profitably.
t:)ge with the duplication from South Ya,rri! to Caul- Can YQll inform us if it is a fact that such an offer
field, as our requirerpel1ts for many years would be was n!aC!~ tp the Department ?-I could not say;
met.
it did not come before me, I do know that within
the last eighteen months, when' an improved train
I I 529. po you know sufficient of the Outer Circle
line to be able to say whether that line was de- service was asked for, that we told the inquirers
the Department would
signed pr~marily as a suburban line or as a country what the additional cost
line, to enable the country goods traffic to be served? be, and we asked them for a guarantee against a
-:-Jt was never in the minds of the railway officers, I loss, and it w,as never responded to.
thjnk, that that line would be a relief to the GippsII 540. Could you say who the inquirers were?land line. Giving my own experience as a railway Mr. A)<hurst w'!-s the secretary of the movement;
man, I would prefer, and always advocate, facili- they were 10caJ people. Mr. Akhurst, I think, was
ties on the direct Caulfield line, instead of a diver- ihformed what the additional expenditure would be
sion of traffic to the Outer Circle line.
I should to instal an improved service, and he was asked
not thi!1k it was intended that one of the primary if he would give a guarantee to the Department.
causes of the construction of the Outer Circle line
II541. It was also stated that the train stands
was ~o relieve the Caulfield line of the Gippsland idle for a large portion of the day. Could you
traffic.
say what the c)(tra cost would be of running that
I I5.10, Can you say whether it has been thought
train, instead of allowing it to stand idle?-There
desirable to duplicate the electric tramway line be- is only qne interval throughout the day on which
tween St, Kilcla and Brighton r-That is another an additional trip could be run. The service on
matter which is engaging the attention of the Rail- the Glen Iris line, with the present trains, could
w~ys Commissioners at the present time.
The only be improved by running another trip in that
traffic on that line has grown, and the traffic on the interval. 'There is a certain time required by the
St. ;Kilda line has so increased that we had to engine during the day in taking in water, cleaning,
sch.e,dule adqitional tr'l-ir.s recently during business &c., so that whilst the time-table shows that it is
hQpr$, and e~ch train runqing qoes not give a tram- standing ~,ql,e during a cert'ain period, it is really
;.yay (;Qnnex~on, but the matter is now being gone not, standing idle at all. When an engine is runIntQ.
I
ning to Camberwell that engine, when it comes back
II53I. Does that inc\upe the desirability of to Melbourne, is allowed Hme to go over the pit,
duplicating the tramway line?~Yes.
and that is the case on all suburban Jines. The
Zyz
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total mileage that any suburban engine will run is
only 22 without water. The Glen Iris line never
does mor,e than 22 miles without any filling, and
that is the standard mileage that any suburban
engine will run without water. The tanks are of
very small capacity, and the capacity for coal is
also very small on a tank engme,
.
11.142. Do you know what the extra cost would
be to provide the Glen Iris line with another engine?
-It would be just duplicating the present cost.
II543. Do you at present 'dissociate the cost of
the engine from the cost of the train ?--At any rate
the cost of th~ engine would be duplicated.
1I544. The whole cost is not on the engine, is
it ?-No, but it would be tile COl>t of an independent train, in the same way as the present train.
II545· The intervals of trains standing are 80
minutes, 70 minutes, and 85 minutes.
That 80
minutes stand is between 6.20 and 7.40 p.m., and
there is one 2.S1 to 4.15, that is 84 minutes?We might be able to get a trip in there, but it
would not be of much ben<:.fit.
II546. There is another 7.25 to 8.38 a.m.?We might get an extra trip in, but it would not be
of any advantage at presem.
II547. It was said it would, because the train
which' leaves there at" 8,38 does not get in at a
suitable time ?-Whenever it is reported to us that
a train is not running at a suitable time we test
the feeling of' the passengers of that train, and if
a majority agrees that an alteration would suit them
we immediately make the alteration.
II548. Has such a test be<oII made on the Glen
Iris line ?-We make that test throughout the State.
No time has yet been fixed by the Department for
running a train without the users of the train being
consulted.
II549, The traffic has grown somewhat very
lately, has it not ?-Not to any great extent. We
are taking out annual tal!ie~ of our suburban lines
during this week, and if it will not be too late the
Commission can be given the figures showing the
maximum number of passengers ever' drawn on the
G len Iris line for this week.
lI5So. Was that test recently appli~d on the Glen
Iris line ?-No, it was made within the last twelve
month$.
IISS!. Do I understand you to say that you
could run an extra, through train without interfering with the Camberwell trains by reducing the
block sections ?-Yes.
11552. Supposing tl!at were done, would it disorganize the country service in any wayan the
Camber well line ?-The time intervals would permit
that shortening of the block stations, which would
allow one or ,two trips of the Glen Iris train.
11553. Supposing those one or two trips were
made, would it in any way affect the country service beyond Camberwell ?-No, we would not in;
terfere with the countrv service.
II554. Supposing the lines were electrified, could
you give a better service than by steam ?-I would
say yes, and run more through trains.
II5S5· If those lines were electrified, would that
in any way affect the question of qlladruplication?
--No, nQt so f<l,r as duplication will apply to the
Caulfield line; duplication on the Caulfield line
must corne. It is not so much the question of the
time saved in provid~ng trains for the outer suburhs
as that the overcrowding of our trains will be
avoided 'altogether.
If it were possible to run
trains to Malvern on the Caulfield line ordinarily
without stopping We would prevent all overcrmvding
on that suburban line. I am now speaking of an
ordinary day. We could fill two or perhaps three
trains during the business hours with passengers
who desire to go to Malvern or beyond, and there

ieal,Iy IS not any occaSIOn to stop at the inner
stations.
We could work our traffic much more
satisfactorily for the rest of the public. On occasions of public holidays we have train load after
train load of passengers leaving Flinders-street, and
there is no public reason why we should stop at
intermediate stations,_but we are compelled to because trains cannot get through.
115S6. Do you know the Glen Iris district very
weHr-Yes.
II557. In your opinion, although it would mean
a loss to-day to run a substantially increased service there, would ;t pay in view of the traffic likely
to develop ultimately (-I would prefer not to
answer that question at present.
IIS58. It is stated that the population is growing
towards that line, and there are guite a number of
people who are now within walking distance of the
line who want to use it, and cannot use it because
of the service ?-I have been in confidential communication w-ith the Commissioners regarding the
train service on the Glen Ins line, and I would
rather not say what might be their intention in that
regard .. I will only add that the question of the
service on the Glen Iris line has been continuously
before the Commissioners, and on each issue of
the time table the traffic and revenue of the previous year have always been considered.
II559. By Mr. Cham-pion.-Can you say what is
the cause of the delays on the Heidelberg line?The Heidelberg service has recently had to be increased, and the increase was rendered necessary
before we were quite prepared for track locking and
block working. As soon as the increase was announced the Commissioners decided to introduce
additional block posts on the line, but there was
so much work of urgency in hand that it will take
some little time to complete it. During the next
three or four months those delays will be avoided.
I know that trains have got out to Heidelberg late,
and we will remedy that in the near future.
1 r 560. In connexion with
the proposed quadruplication of the South Yarra to Caulfield line,
does not that ultimately involve the extension of
that extra line from South Yarra to Jolimont?Yes.
II56I. Will you get the full benefit of the quadruplication of that section of the line until that is
done ?-No. We will have such a benefit as will
avoid the duplication from South, Yarra to JoHmont
for some years.
IIS62. A proposition was made to duplicate the
G~en Iris Line and quadruplicate the Camberwen
line from Burnley to JoIimont. What do you think
of that as an a lternative, supposing the Caulfield
quadruplication were not carried out ?-If the whole
of the goods traffic were diverted on to the Glen
Iris line the necessity for the duplication of the
Caulfield line would not disappear in the slightest,
because it has to be done to prevent overcrowding,
and to enable us to conduct the heavy excursion
traffic and the ordinary passenger service on the
.lVIordialloc line :l11d the other lines satisfactorily.
I might mention, by the way, the proposal of the
Railways Commissioners to duplicate the Caulfield
I ine has been taken in hand in a similar manner in
Sydney under similar conditions. There they are
duplicating the line from the central station to
Syclenham, ,on the South-coast line, at a cost of
£300.000, in order to prevent the congestion, blocking, and overcrowding.
IIS63. By the Chairman.-How does the traffic
on that line compare with the traffic on the Caul·
field line?- It is about th~ same. ,The total number of trains that run over the section between,
Sydney ,and. Sydenhani is. about the same as run
between Melbollrne and Caulfield.

